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Wednesday, 16 September 2020
The PRESIDENT (Hon. N Elasmar) took the chair at 9.36 am and read the prayer.
Announcements
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The PRESIDENT (09:36): On behalf of the Victorian state Parliament I acknowledge the
Aboriginal peoples, the traditional custodians of this land which has served as a significant meeting
place of the First People of Victoria. I acknowledge and pay respect to the elders of the Aboriginal
nations in Victoria past, present and emerging and welcome any elders and members of the Aboriginal
communities who may visit or participate in the events or proceedings of the Parliament.
Papers
PAPERS
Tabled by Deputy Clerk:
Improving Cancer Outcomes Act 2014—Victorian cancer plan 2020–2024—Improving cancer outcomes for
all Victorians, pursuant to section 18(3) of the Act.
Ombudsman—Investigation into review of parking fines by the City of Melbourne, September 2020
(Ordered to be published).
Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008—Report to Parliament on the Extension of the Declaration of the State
of Emergency, pursuant to section 198(8) of the Act.
Victorian Law Reform Commission—Report on Committals (Ordered to be published).

Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Notice given.
NOTICES OF INTENTION TO MAKE STATEMENTS
Notices given.
Members statements
COVID-19
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (09:40): We have heard an
extraordinary and unedifying series of events come out of the quarantine inquiry. It is very clear that
the Premier and the Premier’s office knew about the offers from the commonwealth of ADF support,
it is very clear that it was rejected and it is also clear that the Premier lied. He knew, his office knew,
the Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) knew—they knew full well that a proper and detailed
offer was made repeatedly by the commonwealth and was rejected by Victoria. And then the Premier
and the government sought to cover up that serious point.
And then we saw the virus escape from quarantine. We saw the virus spread through the community,
spread into the country, spread up into New South Wales and spread elsewhere in the country too, all
because the Premier and his ministers refused in a fit of pique to take commonwealth support, to have
troops, to have the ADF, actually help with the quarantine and to make sure it was policed properly—
and I use that word advisedly. But what is absolutely clear is the Premier knew, the head of DPC knew
and the police ministers and the police officials knew, and we need to get to the bottom of this as to
why the Premier lied the way he did.
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COVID-19
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans) (09:42): It has been quite a pleasure to talk to a number of
councils recently and hear about the good work they are doing in stepping up during the recent
challenge of the global pandemic. Only last week I spoke to the CEO and the mayor and a number of
other directors at the Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, and they are doing some fantastic work in
partnering with local health and welfare agencies to support vulnerable people and isolated community
members with care packages that they deliver to their door. To date this council has delivered over
2800 food packages to people in need in their area. The good part of this program is council staff that
were impacted by closures of some facilities are assisting in and being redeployed to this particular
fantastic work. And some of the halls that are not being utilised by the council in this current time have
been repurposed into distribution centres. This is a great example of just one council stepping up and
looking out for their community. I want to congratulate the councillors and the staff of the Mornington
Peninsula council for the work that they have done and looking out for their community in this way,
similar to a number of councils that have done some fantastic work in this way. And I have got to say
that public libraries, despite some of them not being actually open in the metro area, have done some
wonderful work in welfare, and they are a great part of the social fabric of our community. I will have
more to say about public libraries and what they have done in the future.
COVID-19
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (09:44): As we all know, businesses are suffering—and
particularly small businesses, sole traders and family businesses. Many do not qualify for a number of
the support payments, and neither are they able to convert their business to online. When asked why
retail cannot reopen after stage 4, the chief health officer stated:
In a retail setting, people are mobile, there are thousands and thousands, tens of thousands or more, moving
through on a daily basis and I’m sure the risk of transmission is there.

That statement may apply to large shopping centres, but it completely ignores our local suburban
shopping strips. They do not have thousands going through their doors every day. Many of them
already follow strict sanitation and infection controls—beauticians, tattoo parlours, therapists—and
most have COVID-safe plans in place. Surely the government sees the complete hypocrisy of allowing
Uber Eats drivers to operate to go to dozens of different homes in a night and then to travel freely
around Melbourne, while a shop in a local shopping strip cannot open their doors or their residence
within their 5-kilometre radius. To allow them to open will make the difference between a lot of these
businesses surviving or going under. I desperately hope the government will rethink this and open
small shopping strips.
BUSHFIRES
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (09:45): The Vietnamese Interfaith Council in the US
along with Saigon Broadcasting Television Network, a Vietnamese media organisation in the US,
have managed to raise more than $233 000 to support communities in Australia and Victoria that were
affected by the 2019–20 Australian bushfires. Last week I represented Minister Spence at a meeting
to thank the organisations for their generosity. I was joined by the Honourable Alan Tudge, MP; the
Honourable Chris Hayes; my parliamentary colleague Neil Angus; a Vietnamese-born Canadian
senator, Thanh Hai Ngo; and other relevant parties from the US, Canada and throughout Australia.
The organisation Vietnamese Community in Australia has been tasked with distributing the donations.
The funds will be split between three organisations in New South Wales, which will receive $20 000
each, and the Salvation Army in Victoria has received approximately $173 000.
As a member of the Vietnamese community I am so proud of the efforts demonstrated not only locally
but also by the Vietnamese diaspora across the globe. The generosity shown represents more than a
dollar figure. It is incredible that a community across the globe has shown compassion and community
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spirit, especially in this economic climate, to help people they have never met and will likely never
meet. I am so grateful for the efforts from the government, charity organisations, communities,
individuals and leaders. I say to the communities across the Pacific: please stay safe in this pandemic,
and our thoughts are with you and the people affected by the bushfires on the American west coast.
COVID-19
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (09:47): There are 27 local government areas in the
electorate of Northern Victoria, representing large regional cities and small collections of towns across
very diverse settings and topographies. Some rest on the fringe of metropolitan Melbourne; others are
in the farthest outreaches of this state. What they all have in common is the enormous commitment of
their councillors, appointed leaders and local staff to the wellbeing of their communities. The
coronavirus pandemic has thrown enormous challenges in the laps of regional Victoria. Thousands
and thousands of small business operators are on a financial knife edge. Residents struggle to cross
borders to access work. Education or essential medical services in communities already isolated are
feeling this even more under enduring restrictions. The response of local governments across my
electorate to respond to the myriad of stresses and needs of their residents has been dynamic and with
a huge heart. They have pivoted to the needs of their residents, ramped up services and created new
services where there were gaps, providing financial and emotional support. This will need to continue
through the response and recovery phases, and I thank them for their diligence and commitment.
TRAFALGAR PRIMARY EARLY LEARNING CENTRE
Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (09:49): I want to congratulate everyone who was part of the
development, building, completion and fit-out of the Trafalgar Primary Early Learning Centre.
Following $1.8 million allocated by the Andrews government, it was a joy to work alongside Baw
Baw Shire Council—in particular the early learning group, which included councillors Darren
Wallace, Mikaela Power and Jessica O’Donnell—and also to partner with the people who had worked
so hard behind the scenes. These people include Leonie Martens, the coordinator of family and
children’s services; Alexandra Butler, the family and children’s services access and equity
coordinator; and Chris Duff, the senior project engineer. Trafalgar now has a beautiful early learning
centre which is welcoming three- and four-year-olds from around the area every day.
HARPER’S ARMY
Ms SHING: I rise today to commemorate the life of a young man who died at the age of 10 when
he and his dad were in a car which was struck by a falling tree a year ago in and around Cockatoo.
They were travelling through an area which is known for its beautiful trees and for native vegetation.
However, they were in the wrong place at the wrong time. On 24 September Harper would have turned
12, and Harper’s Army is doing a power of work to make sure that they carry on the work around
environmental access, activism and local participation. Thanks so much to everyone in Harper’s
Army. I wish you all the best of luck this weekend cleaning up the environment, as Harper would have
wanted, in and around Cockatoo.
GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (09:50): Today I was going to talk about brave pro-democracy
protesters in Belarus, but we have our own issues. Last week, when speaking at a press conference,
the Premier said that the Melbourne curfew was not about human rights. He went on to say that the
curfew simply means that police have got an easier job. Our Premier is the kind of ruler that will cut
down rights merely to make it easier for police to further control us. It is no wonder thousands of
Victorians risk and continue to risk fines and arrest to voice their discontent.
The rights of Victorians, including the right to protest, have not been suspended by the emergency
powers. The Attorney-General has confirmed these rights are still in place. Any abridgement of rights
under these powers must be proportional and the minimum necessary. Daniel Andrews says the only
thing that matters is case numbers. We say that the Victorian people’s rights also matter. Whether the
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state recognises it or not, you have the right to protest, the right to free expression and the right to
peacefully assemble.
COVID is dangerous, but it is not so dangerous that we must give up our liberty indefinitely. There is
no cause to violate these rights so severely and so extensively, and there is no honour for the politicians
and police that are doing so. Some people may be happy to throw their freedoms away, but they have
no right to throw ours away with them. Unfortunately Australia does not have a bill of rights and we
have little to no constitutional protection of personal liberty, but that means it becomes even more
important that we stand up and defend these rights against governments that would casually discard
them. I call on the government to stop attacking protesters and start listening to them.
SOCIAL HOUSING SOLAR POWER INITIATIVE
Ms TAYLOR (Southern Metropolitan) (09:52): Social housing and solar panels make a lot of good
sense, don’t they? It is a very nice combination, reducing electricity bills but also reducing the impact
on the environment, and 600 vulnerable Victorians can now benefit from this as a result of a $230 000
grant from the Victorian Property Fund. This is seeing solar panels installed on a total of—get this—
20 buildings and 47 standalone houses, meaning larger families benefit as well. Now, this Victorian
Property Fund supports development projects to increase the supply of long-term affordable housing
for low-income and disadvantaged Victorians, which really speaks to our Labor heart at the end of the
day.
The project was actually carried out by Unison Housing Limited in partnership with Prahran Malvern
Community Housing Inc, both of which have a longstanding commitment to providing secure
accommodation for vulnerable Victorians. And I should say specifically: this is being carried out
across Melbourne and Geelong, but for the Southern Metropolitan Region this means social housing
in Elsternwick and Prahran, so I am particularly excited about that. In addition, the buildings include
other sustainable features, such as water tanks and units designed for natural light and airflow. And
really when we are talking about solar panels, they help keep the overall cost of social housing
affordable and significantly reduce the environmental impact of the buildings and houses. What does
this mean for savings—savings for these residents? They are set to save an estimated $2.1 million over
the expected 25-year life span of the panels.
COVID-19
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (09:54): I was very delighted this morning to read an email
from a constituent, 83-year-old Rosalind, who shared a meal with a friend last night, the first meal that
she had shared for months. For anyone interested, it was roast lamb followed by baked apples. And
that is what so many Victorians are doing. They are quietly going about their business. They are quietly
working under these restrictions. They are doing what they can to keep their families happy. They are
doing what is needed. But then we have a few others, and I do not blame them. They are frightened.
They are fearful. But what I hate is the people that fuel that fear, that fuel that misinformation and that
fuel the conspiracies around it. That is what is not acceptable. Now, I accept we need to do better,
because we have now got people who do not trust their Parliament, do not trust their police and do not
trust the medical associations. They have been fuelled with misinformation, and we could do better in
here. Greater transparency by government would help, greater openness would help but also calling it
out when we see these people starting to make misogynistic, aggressive and violent comments and
remarks. We need to call it out, and we need to do the right thing.
CODE 9 FOUNDATION
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (09:56): Today my members statement is about the Code 9
Foundation. I have seen firsthand the changes in some first responders when they attend events which
may be a regular job to those first responders but for some reason one of those events is different and
pushes a button which makes changes to them and causes an injury. The effect of that injury can be
lifelong and for some people disastrous. Mark Thomas is a Victoria Police member who started Code 9
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some time ago after attending an event that left him permanently changed. The next part is shamelessly
plagiarised from the Code 9 website:
The Code 9 Foundation provides a place of support for current & veteran professional first responders &
000 operators who live with PTSD, depression, anxiety and other mental health conditions that result from
their service to the community.
This support is available both in the ‘virtual world’ as well as via organised Peer to Peer ‘Catch-up’ nights,
Coffee meet ups and other formal events.
The path through mental illness can be an isolating and lonely road. At Code 9 we reach out and teach one
another that they are never alone in their respective journeys, and we protect, support and encourage one
another to do what is necessary to recover.

There are some people in this place that hate police. They need to remember that the police and all
other first responders are people too and suffer injuries both physical and mental as a part of their job.
Following statements incorporated pursuant to order of Council of 15 September:
CORANGAMITE SHIRE COUNCIL YOUTH STRATEGY
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria)
My members statement today is about Corangamite shire’s youth strategy.
I was pleased to hear from the shire that they have implemented a new initiative aimed at engaging young
people in local decision-making.
With more than half the shire’s young people living in a rural setting, connecting with their community is the
top priority for young people in Corangamite shire.
Through a series of conference calls, Zoom meetings and an online survey, the youth of the shire shared who
they are. Participants talked about what opportunities they had, their concerns, wants, needs and aspirations.
Some of the recommendations from the 250 young people who participated in the initiative included:
•

free workshops for life skills and things to do on weekends within the region;

•

additional ways to meet new friends during COVID-19;

•

greater access to public transport; and

•

more mental health support.

I have no doubt that amongst these 250 young participants were future leaders which will walk around this
place. Congratulations to all participants and the Corangamite shire for demonstrating such initiative in this
space.

INDIAN COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE FUND
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan)
1.

The Honourable Ros Spence, MP, Minister for Multicultural Affairs, this week announced the
successful recipients of the $3.5 million funding through the Multicultural Community Infrastructure
Fund and the Indian Community Infrastructure Fund.

2.

I am really delighted with this announcement. The Indian Community Infrastructure Fund was a key
2018 election commitment that I was involved in as an adviser to the former Minister for Multicultural
Affairs.

3.

This is a historic moment for the Indian community in Victoria and hopefully a beginning to many
successes in the future.

4.

In 2018, the Andrews Labor government committed that if re-elected, it will further invest in improving
and enhancing the facilities the Indian communities use—to gather, celebrate and share their traditions.

5.

I am extremely proud to be here today as the first Indian-born MP to ever be elected to the Victorian
Parliament, and to see that we are delivering on our commitment and promise to our Indian community.

6.

Victoria is one of the most successful multicultural societies in the world, and diversity is our strength.
Victoria is proudly home to the largest Indian population in Australia.

7.

The Indian community has made significant contributions to the economic, social and cultural life in
Victoria.
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8.

Thirteen organisations have been allocated funding through the Indian Community Infrastructure Fund.
This is the first time that such announcements have been made for the Indian community.

9.

These organisations are:
•

Ballarat Hindu Temple and Cultural Centre Inc.

•

Albury Wodonga Indian Cultural Centre Ltd

•

Sruthi Laya Kendra (AUST) Charitable Inc.

•

Anjuman-e-Saifee (Melbourne)

•

Melbourne Murugan Cultural Centre Inc.

•

Siri Guru Nanak Darbar

•

Sri Guru Nanak Satsang Sabha

•

Shree Swaminarayan Temple Melbourne Inc.

•

Sri Durga Arts Cultural and Education Centre Inc.

•

Sri Krishna Brundavana Ltd

•

Sikh Community Gurmat Centre

•

Shree Sanatam Dharam Society of Victoria

•

Fiji Islamic Cultural Society of Victoria Inc.

10. I am delighted to see that these successful organisations have received recognition for their hard work
and the commitment to their communities.
11. I have worked closely with many of these communities—either in my capacity as an adviser, a
community advocate, and more recently as the first Indian-born MP elected to the Victorian Parliament.
12. I look forward to visiting the organisations that have been successful in receiving the grants, and I hope
to meet face-to-face again, once the COVID-19 restrictions have eased.
13. I will continue to work with my caucus colleagues tirelessly to support such initiatives for the
multicultural communities in future.
14. I take this opportunity to thank the successful organisations for their great work they do to make Victoria
a great place to be for our multicultural communities.

FOSTER INDOOR STADIUM REDEVELOPMENT
Ms GARRETT (Eastern Victoria)
Community sport in Foster is set for a boost with the announcement of $2.26 million in funding to upgrade
the Foster indoor stadium. I was pleased to make this announcement last month, which was one of 27 projects
statewide sharing $68 million from the Victorian government’s community sports infrastructure stimulus
program.
This program recognises the overwhelming demand for shovel-ready community sports infrastructure and is
part of the Victorian government’s $2.7 billion building works package creating jobs and kickstarting vital
projects across the state.
The redeveloped facility will continue to be home for the Foster Basketball Association, Foster football
netball club (netball), Foster badminton and Hard Work Cafe, for training, hosting games and events.
The upgrade will include an increased court run-off, court compliance for basketball competition, expanded
and upgraded change room and toilet facilities (that provide accessible and baby change provision), expanded
gym/dry program space, improved meeting room spaces, expanded kiosk/kitchenette space and expanded
storage space.
I would like to thank South Gippsland Shire Council for their commitment and financial contribution to the
project. They worked very closely with the state government on their application, and its success is to the
benefit of the Foster community.
On the announcement, South Gippsland shire administration panel chair Julie Eisenbise said that the funding
would give a much-loved recreation space in Foster a welcome upgrade and that they were very grateful to
Sport and Recreation Victoria for supporting their application.
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The excitement in the community was also summed up by Foster Showgrounds committee of management
president Deb Allott who said:
… it’s amazing news to hear that we’ve been given this grant!
We’ve had the proper plans drawn up by an architectural firm for two or three years now and we’re
ready to start, just as soon as the funds come through …
We’re very happy with the outcome, and there certainly is an exciting time ahead once the work begins!
I can’t wait to get to Foster when this redevelopment is complete and see this facility in action.
This government working together with local councils and the community will see this program fast-tracking
shovel-ready community sports infrastructure projects across Victoria, expecting to create almost
$140 million in local economic activity.
Importantly, this will include jobs in construction and supply chains with benefits for local businesses through
the Victorian government’s Local Jobs First requirements which will be built into contracts.

VICTORIA UNIVERSITY WERRIBEE CAMPUS
Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan)
Recently I had the opportunity to join with my fellow Labor colleagues from the west in a virtual meeting
with Victoria University (VU) vice-chancellor Peter Dawkins and his team regarding their plans for the
rejuvenation and expansion of campus facilities across the western region.
VU’s plans for the creation of multifaceted precincts across several VU locations will encourage world-class
education opportunities for communities in the west.
In particular, I encourage the proposal for the Melbourne Centre for Civil Construction (MCCC), a project
that will provide significant opportunity for reinvigoration of the VU Werribee campus by hosting HE and
VET courses in construction, transport and civic infrastructure, research and training facilities as well as an
enterprise hub for research and industry/enterprise collaboration.
The MCCC project is a significant opportunity for an investment at the VU Werribee campus, creating a
modern campus environment with first-rate education and training facilities and providing the community with:
•

the provision of new course offerings

•

attraction of more students to the area

•

economic and social benefits for people in the region

•

enhanced relationships with international partners

VU expects that this project will provide skills and job opportunities for over 300 000 people in the western
region.
This initiative is an outstanding opportunity to create a vibrant learning environment for people in the west
growth corridor, improving employment and educational attainment levels and helping transform the lives of
any student from any background.
I would encourage VU in seeking state government support for a phased investment strategy via their 2020
budget bid and encourage my fellow MPs in supporting this significant investment for people in the west.

CRANBOURNE RAIL LINE
Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan)
The Andrews Labor government made a commitment to provide commuters in Melbourne’s south-east more
frequent, reliable and safer journeys—which is why major works are currently underway to duplicate tracks
as part of the $1 billion Cranbourne line upgrade.
Eight kilometres of single track from Dandenong to Cranbourne will be duplicated, using more than
22 kilometres of Australian steel rail and more than 16 000 new sleepers, and it will see the creation of over
1000 new jobs.
This will pave the way for trains every 10 minutes on the Cranbourne line and help move trains more quickly
through these stations, cutting delays and getting people home sooner. Together with the Metro Tunnel and
new bigger, better trains, the project will create capacity for 121 000 extra peak passengers every week.
The construction of the brand new Merinda Park station is now underway, with the site now prepared to begin
removing sections of the old station platform. After community consultation, the designs for the new Merinda
Park station have been updated to include better facilities.
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The new station will have two platforms to accommodate the duplicated tracks and will feature a new
pedestrian underpass with lifts, ramps and stairs to access the platforms and covered waiting areas. A
dedicated drop-off and taxi zone will now be much closer to the station entrance to improve accessibility.
Nearby, the new road bridge at Evans Road, Lyndhurst, is also taking shape. By the end of the year, the level
crossing will be removed—making it easier to travel between Merinda Park and Lynbrook stations and most
importantly reconnecting the communities of Lyndhurst, Lynbrook and Cranbourne West for the first time in
15 years.
The duplication of the Cranbourne line will be completed in 2023 and will pave the way for planning a future
extension of the line to Clyde.
As millions of Victorians have been staying at home to slow the spread of coronavirus, crews have been
working around the clock while transport patronage is low, in a bid to minimise disruption. Workers involved
in these works have been following strict safety measures that have been implemented on site to mitigate the
current pandemic.
The works have helped bolster local businesses and support local jobs during these challenging circumstances.
Across Melbourne, 75 level crossings are being removed by 2025—and the Cranbourne line will be the first
to be level crossing free. Eleven level crossings have already been removed, with four more to go.
Passengers in Cranbourne will also be the first to benefit from new bigger trains, with the first of 65 new highcapacity metro trains planned to start running on the Cranbourne lines later this year, and will travel through
the Metro Tunnel when it opens in 2025.
Thank you to all the workers and the project team for your amazing work and to our amazing community and
local businesses for your patience and understanding during these works and disruptions.

Bills
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES AMENDMENT (SARC PROTECTION AGAINST
RIGHTS CURTAILMENT BY URGENT BILLS) BILL 2020
Statement of compatibility
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (09:58): I lay on the table a
statement of compatibility with the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the Charter), I
make this Statement of Compatibility with respect to the Parliamentary Committees Amendment (SARC
Protection Against Rights Curtailment by Urgent Bills) Bill 2020 (Bill).
In my opinion, the Bill, as introduced to the Legislative Council, is compatible with human rights as set out
in the Charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The Bill provides additional protections for the liberties of Victorians by ensuring that urgent bills coming
before Parliament are scrutinised for their impact on human rights.
Human Rights issues
There are no issues raised by the Bill in respect of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities. In fact
the Bill is likely to provide systemic support to the early and timely examination of Bills which may infringe
Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities that would otherwise not have been examined. Enhanced
powers for SARC to examine Charter issues are likely in some circumstances to prevent a diminishment of
rights—both Charter and non-Charter.
Hon David Davis MLC
Member for Southern Metropolitan Region

Second reading
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (09:58): I move:
That the bill be now read a second time.

For some time the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee has struggled to meet its important
role to scrutinise legislation in a timely way and advise Parliament of likely rights infringements or
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breaches of the Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities. This bill is a modest attempt to improve
those protections.
There are clear weaknesses recently identified in SARC’s capacity to examine bills brought to the
chamber as urgent or otherwise in need of expedited treatment. This came into sharp focus in August
2020 when the Public Health and Wellbeing Amendment (State of Emergency Extension and Other
Matters) Bill 2020 was introduced in the Legislative Council and passed in a single day having been
declared an urgent bill. It was subsequently passed in the Assembly three days later. SARC did not
consider the bill in detail and did not report in a timely way, certainly not before the passage of the
bill. So, in short, a bill that legislated the potential for massive curtailment of the rights of citizens and
provided sweeping powers that clearly engaged with Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities
matters was passed without full or even adequate comment by Parliament’s human rights watchdog—
a toothless watchdog that did not even bark.
Other weaknesses were also exposed during this process. The government released an exposure draft
one week before debate commenced, but despite being alerted of the need to undertake these
examinations, SARC appeared unable under the Parliamentary Committees Act 2003 to fulfil what
logically should have been its responsibility. This loophole needs to be closed.
Some would say the rapid passage of the state-of-emergency legislation necessitated the truncation of
processes given the emerging deadline, but in fact, such impactful legislation, which clearly infringes
well-understood human rights—arguably legitimately—is a case where, despite short time lines,
examination is more important, indeed critical, to safeguard longstanding rights and liberties. The bill
opens a mechanism where exposure drafts can be examined by the committee, where ministers or
proponents of private members bills are able to request that SARC examine a bill. This will mean
more timely, considered and thorough examination for infringement of rights in such circumstances.
The bill will also encourage the rapid examination of bills being expedited through the chambers or
where they have been designated an urgent bill. In such circumstances SARC will be encouraged to
meet swiftly, conduct a brief examination, perhaps with narrow consultation, and report to the
chambers as soon as is practicable. Best practice would suggest in most circumstances a bill should
not pass, even when being expedited, without even a cursory examination of its impact on the rights
of Victorian citizens.
A similar capacity exists in the Australian Senate, where the relevant Senate committee is able to
consider draft bills.
In a democracy the Parliament must not only legislate but also act as a check on the infringement of
the rights of citizens and the encroachment on those rights by the executive. An enhanced role for
SARC will help achieve that role of checking the executive’s encroachment on the rights of citizens.
I commend the bill to the house.
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (10:02): I move:
That debate on this bill be adjourned for two weeks.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned for two weeks.
VICTORIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION AMENDMENT BILL 2020
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr GRIMLEY:
That the bill be now read a second time.

Ms SHING (Eastern Victoria) (10:02): It is a relief to rise to speak in relation to this bill as much
as anything because I get to remove my mask in order to do so. At the outset and before I begin a
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substantive contribution I want to acknowledge the hard work of everyone in this Parliament in making
sure that members, staff and attendees of this particular site, including contractors, are made and kept
safe. I also want to send best wishes to the member of the Parliament team who has received a positive
result for coronavirus and wish them a speedy recovery.
In relation to the bill which Mr Grimley has proposed on the Victorian Law Reform Commission
amendment I want to make a number of contributions which go directly to the substance of the bill
and also the process which has underpinned the objectives which Mr Grimley and his colleague have
moved to address in the way in which this has been drafted.
This is a bill which proposes a number of key changes and reforms around transparency and access
which achieve significant improvements in the way in which people can participate in and understand
the process of the creation of new law and the work of the law reform commission in Victoria. But it
is also really important that when we look to make changes such as those proposed by the bill we
understand the work of the law reform commission as it already stands and what its current functions,
obligations, duties and responsibilities are to that end. One of the things that I do want to go to in my
contribution today is the overlapping nature of what the law reform commission is already doing on
the one hand versus the changes which are proposed by the bill on the other, which constitute a number
of areas of duplication, which obviously are less than ideal when we are talking about reform of a
particular suite of legislation that governs and sets out the nature of the functions of the law reform
commission itself.
When we look to the law reform commission’s functions and activities it is very clear that this
particular body already provides the community with an expansive opportunity to participate in law
reform. This is something which has continued to evolve over recent parliaments, including through
the use of improved access to technology. Therefore community participation and consultation is
broadly and readily available through the law reform commission’s website, and in fact all of the law
reform commission’s projects are also open for public consultation.
The commission itself also takes a proactive role in the way in which it reports on the number of
community law reform referrals that it receives not just in its annual report but also in public
communications, and that is another aim of this bill which is already served by the law reform
commission’s functions as they operate.
The Attorney-General in the other place has also been really clear about the desire to continue working
alongside Mr Grimley in discussions around the way in which the law reform commission operates
and the importance of understanding the need for increased community engagement. One of the things
that we do know in Victoria and indeed in a number of other jurisdictions is that the more we can
improve access, transparency and accountability in the way in which agencies, independent bodies
and organs of government operate, the more confidence we develop in what the processes are that are
undertaken by those bodies and the more confidence there is, through ownership and through better
understanding, from the public of decisions, recommendations and referrals that a body such as the
law reform commission may make into the future.
So the government is not in a position to support this bill today for reasons which include those that I
have outlined already, but I want to again put on the record the preparedness of the Attorney as the
first law officer of the state and the indeed the government to continue working with Mr Grimley on
the issues that have prompted the drafting of this particular bill and also as part of ongoing discussions
on how we improve access to justice and the administration of justice in this state.
One of the law reform commission’s objectives, as I alluded to at the outset, is to examine and report
and to make recommendations to the Attorney-General on any matters the commission considers to
be of general community concern, and that is something which will evolve and develop over time. We
know that the law reform commission will turn its mind to various matters of public interest that ebb
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and flow as they become social issues of import and public interest on the one hand or as they wane
following resolution through public policy mechanisms or legislation on the other.
We also know that community law reform projects, which are in fact separate from those referred to
by the Attorney-General, deal with issues that deeply affect the lives of Victorians. Anyone who wants
to see the depth and breadth of issues contemplated by the work of the law reform commission need
only go to its annual report and to reports published on its page to see the extent of community
discussion on issues which are wideranging but which are often of very deep significance to Victorian
communities and particular cohorts within our population.
In relation to these specific projects, the application of specific criteria is also a really important thing
to acknowledge in understanding better the work of the law reform commission. In the past what we
have seen is the law reform commission dealing with matters such as residential tenancy databases,
funeral and burial instructions, assistance animals, birth registration and birth certificates and also the
support of young people in police interviews. These are just a few examples of the work which the
law reform commission does and turns its mind to, and they are really important issues. They are issues
which directly touch upon the rights, responsibilities and obligations of Victorians across a number of
different circumstances over our whole-of-life experience as citizens and as contributors, and the law
reform commission is informed in the way in which it applies its expertise and approach to analysis
through understanding what the real-life implications are for people affected not only by the status quo
but by people whose lives, rights and responsibilities will be enhanced and perhaps any unintended
consequences or unforeseen issues that might readily and equitably be addressed through law reform.
One of the issues which I touched on earlier, and which is something dear to the hearts of thousands
of Victorians over many generations, relates to neighbourhood tree disputes. We know that this is a
hot topic for people particularly in the metropolitan areas and in the suburban and indeed peri-urban
areas. Those who are directly affected by the issues around the growth of trees or the way in which
tree growth may be inhibited will be well familiar with the report which the law reform commission
tabled last year in relation to neighbourhood tree disputes.
A tree might seem to be something which is ubiquitous and taken for granted in our neighbourhoods,
streets and public spaces, but we know for sure there is certainly an impact felt when trees are no
longer there. We know for sure the passion that we feel for trees, which decorate our boundaries, which
enhance our community experience and which often lead to significant places of pride and connection,
can actually, when they become the subject of a dispute, become incredibly acrimonious. People feel
very, very passionate about their trees, whether it is an old peppercorn planted in a schoolyard back in
the 1950s and which has invasive roots and is causing no end of difficulty for people in that location
or whether it is a plane tree that might—and I speak to my bias against plane trees at this particular
point in time—create those awful woolly little skerricks of irritation, which—
Ms Symes interjected.
Ms SHING: It does, Minister Symes. I will take up that interjection. Hay fever sufferers know full
well the brutal evil of the plane tree fluff as it builds up in vast, terrible snowdrifts of agony around the
CBD at certain times of the year. When I was working at the Australian Services Union, I was given
a particularly wonderful piece of advice by an arborist who was working for a local council that at the
time of the year—just to digress for a moment—when plane trees are at their most vicious and most
egregious, carrying a bottle of carbonated beverage with you, when you fear that you will die or vomit
on the corner of a street at a busy intersection of Melbourne because the pain is too great and you
cannot actually regain your breath, will in fact cure the terrible agony of some plane tree fluff. I am
putting that on the record as a gift to everyone who has suffered the indignity of a terribly enthusiastic
coughing fit in a public place that, try as you might, might otherwise not be able to be dealt with. Yes,
carbonated beverage. There you go.
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Reforming laws in the area—to come back to the bill at hand—which deals with trees is in fact a really
important way to help neighbours to preserve not just significant trees in their areas but also positive
relationships. We cannot avoid and nor should we avoid interaction, engagement and positive
connections with our neighbours wherever we possibly can. We may not always agree. In fact
disagreement is often one of the hearty cornerstones of longstanding neighbours’ relationships over
many, many years, where people will get together to have a good old-fashioned heated, animated
discussion about politics and the world at large—but trees should not be part of it. This is where we
want people to have mechanisms available to them which will in fact culminate in better outcomes for
everybody.
This particular report from the law reform commission was something which followed an extensive
consultation and development process. As everyone would know, there was a consultation paper that
was released in December 2017. That consultation paper then paved the way for submissions to be
made to the law reform commission. Around 38 submissions were received on this particular issue, as
well as an online survey. An online survey is also a really important tool for the law reform
commission to use in gauging the views, attitudes and values of members of the community on the
ways in which laws operate and also understanding any gaps, shortcomings or deficiencies that might
be in play.
As part of the process of discussion around neighbourhood tree disputes, the law reform commission
also consulted and engaged directly with stakeholders. This goes beyond the technological, passive
approach to receiving information through surveys and through submissions and moves to discussions
with bodies such as VCAT and the Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria. I know that when I was a
volunteer coordinator at the Fitzroy Legal Service some 740 years ago and worked on the law
handbook, neighbourhood tree disputes were a really, really important part of enabling people to have
ownership over their decisions and ownership over their priorities around the sort of environment in
which they wanted to live, and it is no coincidence in fact that there have been a number of public
resources developed for communities and households to better understand the way in which the law
works. In reaching the conclusions set out in the report the views of other jurisdictions were also
considered, and those included New South Wales, Queensland and Tasmania. There is no doubt that
the Victorian community, as I mentioned earlier, is very clearly looking for help, guidance and
resources in this particular area of law and of administration of justice.
Tree disputes are the third-largest category of matter dealt with by the Dispute Settlement Centre of
Victoria and its mediation service. So people are looking for processes which are less costly and which
involve decisions not imposed upon them but which can be agreed through an alternative dispute
resolution process. This is again, in practical terms, a really important way for the law to better serve
the interests and the priorities of people who need to access good outcomes but who also do not have
the time, the money or the expertise to be able to initiate legal proceedings and follow them through
to matters and decisions which will be imposed upon them and often involve extensive cost and delay.
The report itself notes that between 2011 and 2017 almost one-fifth of the disputes referred to the
centre related to tree disputes. In rough terms that is around 18 700 disputes—that is a lot of disputes
over a lot of trees. The sorts of matters that were contemplated include overhanging branches across
boundary lines and the area of responsibility for those particular issues, particularly in environments
where there may be risk to the safety or integrity of buildings or people, and tree roots that cause
damage to foundations or underground pipes. I refer to the dreaded peppercorn tree, which was, as I
recall, required to be planted in every primary school until around the 1950s because they are excellent
shade trees. What nobody really figured at the time, though, was their terribly invasive root structure,
which causes all sorts of difficulties for pipework and for construction in and around areas of public
use and indeed in private homes as well.
We know that branches create hazards, and I spoke in my members statement today about the extent
to which falling trees and falling branches can have a completely devastating impact on the lives of
families and indeed communities. And yet, notwithstanding all of this, Victorians expressed a very,
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very clear view that the information that was available around tree disputes was difficult to find and
that the law was in fact difficult to understand. This is precisely why this is a really good example of
the work that the law reform commission already does. The common law in fact, the judge-made law,
had lacked clear statements about rights and responsibilities that apply specifically to this subject
matter and to the way in which disputes can be resolved, including where we have a situation involving
unrepresented parties—people who do not have a lawyer or an advocate to step in and make the case
for them. This is something where tree disputes can become really difficult and really a source of
anguish and disempowerment for people, particularly where there are issues of cultural or linguistic
diversity and particularly where there are issues of capacity for community members involved in those
tree disputes.
The commission noted, and I am sure that everyone in this chamber and those listening and/or reading
Hansard will agree, that many people in fact in practical circumstances end up taking action
themselves, or having action taken on their behalf, whereby issues might be ‘resolved’—and I say
‘resolved’ in inverted commas here for the benefit of Hansard, because this can often involve furtive
and unlawful activity taken to remove the source of the grievance, which may involve cutting down
part or all of a tree, poisoning part or all of a tree and having trees ‘disappeared’, for want of a better
term. We have all seen it in action. We have seen it in relation to views in prime real estate, where
trees may be obstructing the clear line of sight through to the ocean on the one hand or a good line of
sight out to a vista, that occasionally trees will magically all of a sudden develop an issue of ringbarking
and die—or trees may mysteriously be poisoned.
We have seen a number of councils and local areas really do some good, positive, proactive work
around the results of these sorts of actions, whereby trees that have been poisoned are replaced with
enormous signs facing the residences where the trees would otherwise have been in view—to confirm
in fact that this tree has been poisoned and to create an eyesore and some level of discomfort for people
whenever they look at that sign. So there are practical ways to address these issues and these
grievances, but the law has a deal of work to do to catch up to reflect better outcomes that people can
work with and live with—without matters necessarily ending up in court.
The report itself was really clear about reforms that needed to be introduced to resolve this ambiguity,
lack of access and set of unintended consequences, including cost, and the government committed to
introducing reforms to improve the resolution of neighbourhood tree disputes in a way that was simple
as well as being fair, easily understood and applicable for the public at large across a range of different
practical circumstances.
Neighbourhood tree disputes are one really good example of the work that the law reform commission
does. Through streamlining and corralling community sentiment, inviting submissions and
undertaking analytical work around the nature of a practical community problem on the one hand, the
law on the other and the gaps that lie between those two poles, if you will, the law reform commission
is then in a position to recommend, following that analysis, improvements to the law to resolve and to
bridge those gaps. So that is one example, and there is no question that some of the best community
law reform projects come as a response to these sorts of everyday issues and experiences that are
raised.
The commission more generally has a responsibility to consider those proposed by community
members when it is in fact dealing with matters brought to its attention, and the commission has to
consider referrals in addition to what they are already required to accept and action from the AttorneyGeneral. So that is again coming back to the primary purpose and the principles that underpin the work
of the law reform commission.
The primary objective of the law reform commission is to receive referrals from the Attorney, who is
able to utilise the skills and the expertise of the commission to consider potential options. Again, there
will often be a suite of issues and options set out in discussion papers, which you will see if you go to
the website, in relation to the matters which it has turned its mind to previously. While community
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law reform projects are really important, they are more limited in the scope of what is able to be
considered. Community referrals cannot be overly controversial or complex under the guidelines, and
the commission’s website is pretty clear about this. It says that:
Complex and controversial subjects or areas of law that do not have strong community consensus will
generally not fit within community law reform projects.

So where a matter is referred by the Attorney it is able to be more complex or controversial. So that
involvement of the Attorney in the process of referral means that a broader range of matters can be
considered and that that starting point of exclusion from the guidelines is overcome.
Two of the examples which have been of particular import to this issue around complexity and
controversy around reform areas that have resulted from processes initiated by the law reform
commission and completed by them relate to abortion law reform and medicinal cannabis reform.
These are but two areas where the law reform commission is also in a position to, following a referral
from the Attorney, gather community views, understand positions which exist as the status quo within
the community and understand what options may be available by reference to gaps, duplication or
unintended consequences, amongst other features, within the existing law to make available a number
of options and then to provide that report to government to respond to.
It is in fact almost like a very turbocharged, forensic and technical equivalent of the work undertaken
by certain parliamentary committees. Were we to be experts and were we to be highly technical in our
approach to very granular and specific subject matter, one might with the use of a very long bow
perhaps be able to conclude that there are similarities here which should reflect, for members of this
place at least, upon the sort of work which the law reform commission does, particularly in relation to
matters that are referred by the Attorney-General that contain those issues of complexity or
controversy.
We all remember the debates around abortion law reform in 2007 and 2008. There are a number of
people in this chamber who were part of that particular debate and part of the process which led to law
reform in the area of access to abortions. This matter was referred to the law reform commission for
its consideration, and then there was a proposed model that was provided back in 2007. It was in fact
an issue which created an enormous amount, quite understandably, of public discussion, and in that
process alone there were 519 submissions to the law reform commission’s process and there were
30 targeted meetings again to go back to that work being undertaken with stakeholders and specific
cohorts within the community.
In May 2008 there was a final report tabled by the law reform commission—and I would urge people
to read that if they are interested in understanding the depth to which the law reform commission
works in areas such as this—and there were three models proposed in moving forward. In August
2008 after reference to that report and to the models that had been proposed a bill was introduced
which directly referenced model B, set out as it was at the time in the law reform commission’s report.
So without the law reform commission and the work that it was able to do in that matter and in so
many other matters of complexity and controversy, large and small, significant and some might say
commonplace, we would not be in a position to, I think, properly understand and acquit our obligations
as a Parliament, and government would be lesser for the work undertaken by the law reform
commission.
One such issue as I have canvassed is the issue of abortion law reform, which would not have been
able to progress easily or indeed perhaps with the level of accuracy, diligence and attention to detail
that it deserved and indeed that it received in the course of interrogating the overall implications for
law and the way in which law might be changed.
We all know from recent history that medicinal cannabis was also referred in 2014 to the commission
for its consideration, around circumstances that might arise for treatment to be made available, and
there were 42 recommendations set out in the law reform commission’s final report in October 2015.
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This is an issue and a subject matter which has been extensively discussed—not so much in this
Parliament but in the previous Parliament—and government moved to create the Access to Medicinal
Cannabis Act 2016, which passed with the good wishes of a number of people with very severe illness
and families of people in a particular set of circumstances involving pain and diminished quality of
life now able to access medicinal cannabis in a way that would meaningfully and positively change
quality of life and indeed responsiveness to treatment more generally.
These are just two of the examples. There are so many more, but in opposing this particular bill again
I want to finish were I started, by confirming that the subject matter of the bill itself is something which
the Attorney is keenly aware of and that the government and indeed the Premier is keenly aware of,
and that work is part of ongoing discussions with Mr Grimley and indeed with others, with committee
processes in this chamber and in other places, to make sure that the law does the best work that we can
have it do and indeed that it does not simply prescribe the way in which the rule of law operates within
this state but it also reflects the sentiment, priority, experience and values of Victorians as they continue
to evolve over time. Thank you, Mr Grimley, for bringing this bill to this house. The government will
not be supporting the bill.
Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (10:32): It is good to rise today to speak on the bill that is
currently before the house from the Justice Party, which is fundamentally about democracy and access
to democracy. And in speaking it is a pleasure to follow Ms Shing, whose contribution if I may say
was informative and educative. In particular I learned a lot about trees. It is another area of shared
passion I have now discovered this morning for me and Ms Shing. Indeed I was involved in a tree
dispute recently where I wanted to see a tree removed and I had my way. I did not have such visceral
feelings about that tree as the ones Ms Shing has described, but given that I have not read in detail that
particular report I am now going to go away and do so.
I am cautious that I do not want to appear to be too enamoured, or perhaps enamoured in a myopic
way, with the philosophy of the Greeks, even though we owe a great democratic heritage to that
particular civilisation. Democracy in Athens often was of a very direct kind—truly ‘rule by the
people’. Much recent historical work has shown that Greek democracy certainly was not universal;
there were significant flaws. The lack of enfranchisement of huge blocs of the community is the most
obvious. Nonetheless, the Athenians engaged in grand debate, often consulted the people and
consulted widely and questioned the very nature of humanity before coming to a conclusion. It was
real in-person, direct democracy, at times, in ancient Athens—true access to democratic decisionmaking.
In our current age of representative democracy, which inevitably I feel will lead to apathy in some,
many people have never felt more separated from democratic decision-making. At more normal
times—noting that we are currently at a time of pandemic—even with the internet and its endless
possibilities there is still oftentimes an invisible wall between what legislators in this place and indeed
all over the country do and what the public sees and is informed of. The parliamentary education team
here does a fantastic job—from school outreach programs and tours to online modules and fact sheets,
university and TAFE material and even more recently YouTube clips. It works hard to bring down
that invisible barrier.
There are other avenues of course that allow access to democracy here in Victoria. We have
committees—these were referred to also by Ms Shing—that inquire into matters of public importance
and take submissions. And as a key part, public participation is encouraged. Individuals can draft and
sign petitions, and our live stream ensures that we are always under the public’s watchful gaze. I was
pleased to be informed by my wife that my two-year-old daughter, Phoebe, watched some of my
contribution last time we sat on the state-of-emergency legislation. However, she did tell me that after
watching me for I think she said 2 or 3 minutes she became bored and went back to other activities,
which leads me to think that although it is a good thing that parliamentary proceedings are live
streamed, perhaps sometimes we feel that exactly what we are doing in here is of greater interest to
more people than in fact it is.
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But even with all of this there is a sentiment that legislative and policy change often is highly
centralised—naturally. We live in a state of over 6 million people, so the wishes of an individual
should not and do not outweigh the determinations of the whole, but there should be capacity for
individuals or small groups to engage thoroughly with the process, to have access, to start with an idea
or a position and to wholeheartedly prosecute that idea to fruition.
This desire comes up against a number of limitations. For one, development of a policy position that
accurately represents the nature of the current landscape and deals with the intricacies of relevant laws
is no small task. We are blessed, as members of this place, with support mechanisms, fantastic support
mechanisms, to enable us to achieve our legislative and public policy goals. Whether it is access to
government departments—which, naturally and appropriately, is greater for some members of this
place than others—or access to electorate staff, ministerial staff and the parliamentary team that
supports us to such a huge extent, we have much professional support.
The original Victorian Law Reform Commission Bill 2000 establishing the commission was passed,
according to the then Attorney-General, Rob Hulls, as part of a commitment to—and I quote the
former Attorney—‘openness in government and restoring democracy’. He went on. He said it was to
ensure the process of law reform was not kept—and I quote again—‘behind closed doors’ with ‘open
and robust debate within the community on law reform’.
The commission’s work over the past two decades has addressed issues as serious as family violence
and sexual offences, regulatory issues such as property law, funeral and burial instructions and
litigation funding. As recently as our last sitting week we debated a referral from the commission. It
actively and effectively helps inform this house to make real legislative and policy change on behalf
of our constituents for our state. We consider it a source of frank and fearless advice—independent,
relying on experts and relevant authorities.
This bill acknowledges that the commission has the capacity to properly and fully inform legislative
and policy change. The bill proposes to open up this institution to some degree. Of course the
commission may already take up some minor non-referred matters, but the compulsion to take up
community-referred matters is a positive step, in my view and in the view of my colleagues within the
coalition parties, in opening the door further to the community.
For the commission, the receipt of public referrals and therefore the ability to act on a number of them
is going to rely on the public’s engagement. It would be easy to sit back and look back at what the
commission produces at the end of the year and complain that it is perhaps biased or doing the work
of one side of politics, so as representatives we should ensure that when a relevant issue comes to our
attention we are encouraging relevant parties to utilise the public submission function. Only if properly
utilised will the commission live up to its full potential. By giving wider public access to the
commission we may take further steps toward the commission’s established goal: fostering open and
robust debate on law reform.
Even if issues are referred and the relevant questions and solutions identified are not adopted by the
government or supported by this Parliament, the assessment of the commission is very valuable. The
public then knows that it has provided robust analysis that has been democratically addressed.
Access to democracy should be a continuing undercurrent of all that we seek to do in this place. We
should encourage each other to engage in meaningful and wide public consultation, and we should
welcome approaches from our constituents to better inform decision-making. By way of example, just
recently I saw, and I know that all members saw, fierce advocacy from many members of our
communities regarding the government’s legislation that it brought before us last time we sat regarding
state-of-emergency powers and the extension of those powers. Now, the legislation was ultimately
passed. Many people have expressed to me their frustration and anger about that. Nonetheless those
people engaged in the democratic process and were able to feel as if, and to know that, their voices
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were heard and valued. This bill furthers this cause of democratic engagement, albeit in a small way.
I commend the bill to the house, and I thank members of the Justice Party for bringing it before us.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (10:41): I rise to speak on the Victorian Law
Reform Commission Amendment Bill 2020, introduced to this house by Mr Grimley. I commend
Mr Grimley for bringing such a sensible and pragmatic bill to the house for consideration. Before I
comment on the details of the bill itself I would like to reflect on the current representation in this
chamber. In addition to the members of government and the opposition we have a large and diverse
crossbench, with representatives from many parties and Independents who bring with them a range of
policy priorities, political philosophies and views on what would make Victoria a better place to live.
This diverse range of views and priorities may make this Parliament one of the most reflective of the
views of ordinary Victorians that we have seen. While we do not always agree, I believe that this is a
good thing and only strengthens our democracy.
It is a privilege to be in this place—to put forward motions and private members bills and to have an
active role in scrutinising government legislation. However, for members of the public, community
groups and other stakeholders the process of participating in law reform can be a long and frustrating
journey—contacting members of Parliament, hosting public events, running campaigns, collaborating
with stakeholders, attempting to get media interest and even protesting on the streets. Even for issues
that are aligned with the government’s position or issues that propose pragmatic and sensible reforms,
it can be a daunting and time-consuming process. This bill proposes a mechanism to open another
door for people through amending the Victorian Law Reform Commission Act 2000 to allow the
commission to receive proposals from members of the Victorian community.
While proposals have been brought to the commission by organisations and community groups that
have generated reports, such as the Victorian Aboriginal Legal Service and the Castan Centre for
Human Rights Law and others, the process is not straightforward. The bill proposes a more open-door
approach in addition to a requirement for the commission to begin work on two matters referred to it
by the public each year. This creates a clear pathway for better engagement with members of the
Victorian community on important law reform issues of public interest.
I did have some initial concerns around mandating a KPI for the law reform commission to generate
reports based on public proposals, but based on my time here, there is certainly no shortage of issues
that could be brought forth. We create a lot of laws and regulations in this place, and while the Liberal
Democrats always attempt to anticipate the kinds of unintended consequences that might arise from
well-intended legislation, even the best laws can become outdated as technology and circumstances
change. Importantly, the bill only requires work to commence on two of these proposals each year,
recognising that this work can take some time and other important priorities may arise. The final part
of the bill requires the commission to report in their annual report on how many matters are referred
to the commission each year and the number of reports originating from these referrals.
In closing, I would like to concur with comments that Mr Grimley made in his second-reading speech.
This is a publicly funded organisation that should serve the public. I believe this bill strikes a sensible
balance, and the Liberal Democrats are happy to support it.
Mr ERDOGAN (Southern Metropolitan) (10:44): I am pleased to be able to contribute to the bill
discussion today, and I commend the sentiment behind the idea of greater community engagement in
the law reform process. The Victorian Law Reform Commission makes a significant contribution to
developing a fair, just and inclusive legal system in our state. It has done so for over 20 years now,
having celebrated its 20th anniversary in June. There is no question that the community has an
essential role to play in the focus of the work of the commission; however, much of what is provided
within this bill is work that the commission already does. The measures being proposed to expand the
remit of the Victorian Law Reform Commission also raise a number of resourcing and wider
operational implications. For these reasons the government will not be supporting the bill at this time.
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However, I do not for one moment want to diminish the important role that the views of the community
play in the work of the commission. In saying that, I want to focus on the purpose of the Victorian
Law Reform Commission, which gives us insight to how the community is central to that. It is
important to note the commission provides the community with the opportunity to directly participate
in law reform via its website, and all of the commission’s projects are open for public consultation. Its
stated purpose is to consult the community and advise the Attorney-General on how to improve and
update Victorian laws and to examine, report and make recommendations on issues that the AttorneyGeneral refers to it. When the commission carries out a law reform reference or inquiry it consults
with the people who are affected, especially people in regional and remote communities, Indigenous
people, people from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds and people with disabilities.
These are all factors that the commission puts in mind. It also has the power to recommend reforms to
relatively minor legal issues of general community concern without a reference.
I mentioned that some of the aims of this bill are in fact already being met by the work of the
commission. For example, the commission does already routinely report on the number of community
law reform referrals it receives each year in its annual report. This being said, the Attorney-General
has committed that she will continue to work with Mr Grimley to explore options for increased
community engagement with the work of the Victorian Law Reform Commission.
The functions of the VLRC are important to consider also. They report and make recommendations
to the Attorney-General on any matter the commission considers of general community concern.
These community law reform projects, which are separate from those referred by the AttorneyGeneral, deal with issues which deeply affect the lives of Victorians. The commission can only take
referrals within certain criteria, and these criteria include but are not limited to the scope of the
community law reform project. That means the complexity of the issues raised. Obviously the
commission has limited resources, and the amount of research required and the legal change needed
must be considered. They usually deal with relatively small changes to the law that have a great benefit
to the public.
The amount of community consultation that will be needed to fully consider the issues of complex and
controversial subjects or areas of law that do not have strong community consensus will generally not
fit within the community law reform projects. These types of issues require significant consultation
and public debate to resolve. This sort of law is something which I am sure all members of this place
will be familiar with through the parliamentary committees. There must be consideration of whether
the law reform proposal is likely to benefit the public. The commission is interested in projects that
will fix problems with the law that affect a significant proportion of the population or address problems
faced by significantly disadvantaged members of the community. An example was the neighbourhood
tree disputes which Ms Shing and Dr Bach reflected on.
For community groups, the commission would also like to know how you have consulted with people
to check your proposal meets their needs. It would also like to know how people will be kept informed
and involved if the law reform idea is accepted as a community law reform project by the commission.
Interestingly, another consideration is the prospects of success for the reform proposal. Community
law reform projects must provide a simple, effective solution to an anomaly, inequity or gap in the
law. On the resources and time needed to undertake the community law reform project, the legislation
governing the commission requires that community law reform projects must not require significant
resources. As a guide, the projects for reform must be completed within 12 months. And of course it
is vital that they do not duplicate the work that is already being done by Parliament or the parliamentary
committees.
The scope of the Victorian Law Reform Commission is quite broad, and some of the past works that
they have engaged in indicate this. Issues around residential tenancy databases, funeral and burial
constructions, assistance to animals, birth registration and birth certificates and the support of young
people in police interviews are matters that the commission has dealt with. Dr Bach shared his
experience of a neighbourhood tree dispute, and I think that was a great example of the commission’s
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work. The reason why it was so important was that although tree disputes might not come into our
mind as a major legal problem there was clearly a gap in community expectations and there were
unnecessary disputes taking place over what might be considered relatively minor issues. It is such a
large issue that the Dispute Settlement Centre of Victoria noted that it is the third-highest cause of
disputes. From December 2011 to May 2017 one-fifth of the disputes referred to the Dispute
Settlement Centre of Victoria’s mediation service related to tree disputes, so these were very common
disputes that were resolved through the commission’s work of narrowing their scope. Common
disputes related to overhanging branches, tree roots causing damage to pipes and foundations and
unsafe trees and branches creating hazards. They were common disputes for which existing common
law lacked clear statements of rights and responsibility. This commission inquiry was able to narrow
the scope of these problems.
What we find is some of these small disputes—tree disputes is a common one, and anyone involved
in local government would be familiar with fencing disputes; it is a common issue—can lead to greater
problems. A fencing dispute can become a major criminal matter in a very short time if it is not
addressed. These disputes take up the time of tribunals, courts and mediation services, so anything that
clarifies these kinds of disputes is crucial. That is why the neighbourhood tree dispute, being one of
those types of disputes, being resolved or a better path forward being created is so important.
But community referrals more generally are important issues, and the expertise and approach of the
VLRC have resulted in some thorough reform proposals that have advanced and become real-life
reform. There is no question that some of the best law reform projects come as a response to people’s
everyday experiences, and the commission does have a responsibility to consider those proposed by
community members when brought to its attention. Indeed the commission has to consider these
referrals in addition to those that it is required to accept as actions from the Attorney-General.
It is important to note that the primary role of the VLRC is to take on referrals from the AttorneyGeneral; the referrals that it receives it must examine. The Attorney-General is able to utilise the skills
and expertise of the commission to consider all of the potential options for dealing with complicated
legal issues. The government has relied on the important independent advice of the commission for
many of its largest reform projects. While community law reform projects are important, they are more
limited in the scope of what they are able to consider. Community referrals cannot be controversial or
overly complex under the guidelines, which the commission’s website states clearly:
Complex and controversial subjects or areas of law that do not have strong community consensus will
generally not fit within community law reform projects.

It is an important point to make that when a matter is referred by the Attorney-General it is able to be
more complex or controversial. As members of this place will know, most meaningful reform is
complex and often controversial and obviously has political overtones or undertones to it.
In closing, I would like to join my colleagues in thanking Mr Grimley for bringing this important issue
of community-led reform before this place today. While I will not be able to support the bill before
the house today, I trust that Mr Grimley and the government will continue discussing the important
role of the commission and what opportunities there might be to further explore the issues he raises.
Importantly, we need to ensure that in seeking to turn up the dial on one aspect of the commission’s
work it does not compromise the extraordinarily important work it has in developing law reform on
behalf of the people through its government for the people of Victoria.
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (10:55): The Victorian Law Reform Commission
Amendment Bill 2020 amends the Victorian Law Reform Commission Act 2000 to require the law
reform commission to consider a number of matters referred to it by people other than the AttorneyGeneral in each financial year. It goes on to provide a reporting requirement in the commission’s
annual report that the commission set out the number of publicly referred matters received by the
commission in the financial year, the number of reports emanating from publicly referred matters that
were made by the commission and tabled in the Parliament in the financial year, the number of publicly
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referred matters that have been amended by the Attorney-General and the reasons for the amendment
and also whether or not recommendations in any reports of the commission on publicly referred
matters in the financial year or previous years have been or are proposed to be implemented. The bill
provides a definition of ‘publicly referred matter’ as a matter referred to the commission under its new
function to examine, report and make recommendations about matters referred by persons other than
the Attorney-General.
Finally, the bill seeks to broaden the engagement between the Victorian Law Reform Commission
and the community by requiring the commission to consult with the community when reporting on
matters which have been brought to the commission’s attention by members of the public or the
Victorian Attorney-General—and this is a very important reform. The bill seeks to provide for greater
public involvement in the law reform process. I believe that would be a good thing, and we will be
voting in support of the bill. There may be some concerns about the law reform process becoming
overrun by public suggestions or becoming the domain of zealots, but the bill contains protections
against that, which is great. The Attorney-General has the capacity to amend the terms of reference of
any inquiry. Secondly, there is no requirement for the reports to be published or tabled in the same
financial year as they are initiated.
Now, the Sustainable Australia party and I support greater democratisation of the political process and
see this bill as being consistent with that aim. Indeed I see a clear analogy in the thinking behind it and
the bill I moved last year, which sought greater democratisation in the planning process. In the case of
this bill, there is an apparent concern that the law reform commission has too much power over the
law reform process and that in turn the government has too much power over the law reform
commission. The public does not get much of a look-in. In the case of planning, my bill was very
much based on widespread public concern that the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal has
too much power over the planning process and that the government in turn has too much power over
the tribunal. Again the public does not get much of a look-in.
Given the clear analogy between the two bills, I must place on record my disappointment that Derryn
Hinch’s Justice Party, who sponsor this bill, voted against Sustainable Australia’s Planning and
Environment Amendment (Local Democracy) Bill 2019, which sought to achieve in the planning
scheme similar outcomes to what this bill seeks to achieve in law reform. However, that being said, I
do support the intentions of this bill. I will commend the bill to the house and support it.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (10:59): I would like to commend Stuart Grimley and the
Justice Party for actually bringing this forward today and requesting that we amend the Victorian Law
Reform Commission with this amendment bill. That the community or the public could refer a matter
to the commission would be a wonderful law reform. I would hope that the government, after hearing
the contributions from others in this chamber as part of this debate today, would reconsider their
position and allow for the public to actually have that right to refer a matter to the commission. You
would believe that that would actually only enhance the law reform process. You would believe that
when the public do find that there is an issue or a concern, by bringing it forward to the commission
they will be able to actually have a proper process and a proper hearing.
I really do hope that the government reconsiders its position. I really hope that the government does
not stick to what I heard earlier and actually understands that all that the Attorney-General does at
times is make recommendations. It would be a process for the community to be able to bring these
issues to the commission, to have a fair hearing and to have the commission go through what is being
brought forward, and you would hope those recommendations to the Attorney-General would then
actually be able to grow some legs.
To think that the government would not actually support a publicly referred matter in these times,
when people want accountability and people are looking for transparency—and we are all here in
Parliament to represent our constituents and to represent the public—I would hope that the government
sits back, takes a little bit of time just to reflect on its position and understands that having things
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publicly referred to the commission would be an enhancement to possible law reform in the future. It
would be an enhancement to actually have those reports being generated from the public, and it could
not do any harm for the public to be able to refer something—any particular issue or topic or concern—
to the commission. I really do hope that the government sits back and reflects. I would hope that our
Attorney-General, Jill Hennessy, who is in my area of Western Metropolitan Region, looks at this, and
I hope that the government can pivot and change its position today.
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (11:03): It is my pleasure to speak on the Victorian Law
Reform Commission Amendment Bill 2020. First of all, I would like to commend and congratulate
Mr Grimley on introducing the bill, a bill that goes to the heart of something that has been a feature of
a number of recent debates in this place—that is, the value that we should all place on ensuring that
the views of the community at large are adequately and appropriately reflected when laws are made
and enforced in this state.
The core principle to which this piece of legislation gives expression is the goal of more broadly
liberating law reform in Victoria. That is a very important principle in a number of respects. Perhaps
the most significant of those is that it reflects that it is wrong—very wrong—to believe that it is merely
MPs, their staff and public servants who should always be at the forefront of instigating changes to the
law. Professor Rosalind Croucher, the president of the Australian Law Reform Commission at the
time, put this very well when she said in March 2017, and I quote:
There are many law reforms that happen as a result of government will or ideology—as part of political
platforms. But this should not drive independent law reform.

I agree both with her and with Mr Grimley on these points. In fact all else being equal and within
reason, the more opportunities that we can give the wider Victorian public itself to make serious and
meaningful contributions to the current and future direction of public policy and law in this state
generally the better it will be for our democracy and for justice.
As Mr Grimley observed in his second-reading speech, just eight community-initiated law reform
inquiries have been pursued across the 20 years of the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s existence.
That is not exactly a great track record in the sense of providing members of the public with
opportunities to help shape future laws. Worse than that, there have been just four since 2008, or an
average of just one every three years. Even purely on that basis alone Mr Grimley is absolutely right
to have brought this to the attention of the Parliament and to seek to redress the balance here. I say that
in part because the VLRC itself, according to the ‘About us’ section of its website, actually says that
one of its major roles is to make, and I quote again:
… a significant contribution to developing a fair, just and inclusive legal system for all Victorians.

It goes on to say on that page that, and I quote again:
The commission consults with the community and advises the Attorney-General on how to improve and
update Victorian laws.

I will acknowledge here that Victoria is not necessarily an exemption and that many jurisdictions
around the world do find it difficult to practically enable greater civic engagement with the law reform
processes. Nevertheless, there are some good examples that do show how some other bodies are
making this happen. Among these are the New Zealand Law Commission, the Law Commission of
England and Wales, and the Law Commission of Canada. In the latter case its operation ever since
1997 has specifically been governed by a formal commitment to engaging all Canadians in the renewal
of law to ensure that it is relevant, responsive, equally accessible to all and just.
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Even closer to home I would also note the ALRC’s striking success last year in directly engaging and
consulting Australians in the formulation of its work plan and priority issues and topics to 2025. At
the end of that process its current president, Justice Sarah Derrington, said, and I quote:
It is the first time the ALRC has formally sought the views of the Australian public on future inquiry topics.
Their input has enriched the process and given a real sense of the legal issues that concern them.

If I had more time at my disposal, I would probably be inclined to make some more wider ranging
remarks about the importance of authorities also reacting in a timely and responsive way to these
organisations’ reports. Instead I will just briefly note that in Victoria’s case there have often been long
delays over the years between the VLRC’s completion of its reports and their public release and, more
to the point, the implementation of the recommendations. I do not necessarily know what the Andrews
government’s current position on those matters is. However, it would certainly be my wish that there
will be greater responsiveness to these reports from governments in the future, including for the
hopefully growing number of publicly referred inquiries that may ultimately be facilitated by
Mr Grimley’s bill.
In the meantime, I again thank my colleague Mr Grimley for all of the hard work and effort that he
and his staff have invested in devising and developing this bill, and I happily commend the legislation
to the house.
Dr KIEU (South Eastern Metropolitan) (11:09): I rise to speak to the Victorian Law Reform
Commission Amendment Bill 2020 as proposed by Mr Grimley. First of all I would like to thank
Mr Grimley for bringing the bill to the house. It is about the role, the responsibility and the work of
the commission. Just a few words about the commission: the Victorian Law Reform Commission is
the central agency for law reform in Victoria. It makes a significant contribution to developing a fair,
just and inclusive legal system for all Victorians, particularly Indigenous, CALD, disabled and
disadvantaged communities. The commission consults with the community and also advises the
Attorney-General on how to improve and update Victorian law. The commission has two
responsibilities, but the major and primary responsibility is to examine, report and make
recommendations on issues that the Attorney-General refers to it. It also has the power to recommend
reforms to relatively minor legal issues of general community concern without a reference from the
Attorney-General.
The reason that the government has relied on the important independent advice from the commission
for many of the largest reform projects is their expertise and work on those projects. In fact the
government in the past, as my colleagues have mentioned before, has relied on the commission in
abortion law reform, and another example is medicinal cannabis. In the particular case of cannabis, in
2014 medicinal cannabis was referred to the commission for their consideration of the circumstances
in which a person could be treated with the drug for health and medicinal purposes. In October 2015
the report was received by the government and tabled, with 42 recommendations. In order to reach
this report, the commission conducted nine public hearings and received 99 submissions from the
public. On that basis the government then introduced the Access to Medicinal Cannabis Bill 2015,
which passed the Parliament. That is the primary and major responsibility of the commission.
But the commission also takes referrals directly from the public without going through the AttorneyGeneral. However, the commission can only take on community law reform projects that deal with
relatively small changes to the law. Any other projects that are complex and controversial or are in the
areas of law that do not have strong community consensus will generally not fit within community
law reform projects that the commission will take on, because they usually require significant
consultation and also public debate to resolve the issues at hand.
On the consideration of law reform proposals that are likely to be of public benefit, the commission is
interested in projects that will fix problems with the law that affect a significant proportion of the
population or address problems faced by significantly disadvantaged members of the community.
However, community law reform projects must provide a simple and effective solution to an anomaly,
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some inequality or some gap in the law, and the law reform projects referred by the community must
not require too significant a resource to deal with the problem. Also, the commission cannot take on
any projects—in order to avoid duplication—that recently have been considered by our Parliament or
that are currently being reviewed or are likely to be reviewed by the government in the near future.
The commission will not take on those projects.
So the commission has two essential roles: one is to take referrals from the Attorney-General and the
other one is to take projects directly from the public. The public has access directly to the commission
through the website, but the projects that are taken on from the public must be not too controversial
and not impose too much of a requirement on the resources that the commission could provide. On
that basis, joining my colleagues from this side of the house, I would like to thank Mr Grimley for
bringing attention to the issue and the bill to the house. But we will not support the bill. However, we
do sincerely hope that the conversation and discussion with Mr Grimley, a representative of the
Western Victoria Region, will be continued so that we can have further consideration and collaborate
on this issue if there are any other problems that arise.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (11:17): I would like to thank all the speakers today on our
proposed bill; some very interesting comments have been made. It is great to see the support from the
crossbench and the opposition as well on this one. I urge all my crossbench colleagues and members
to stick together on this one, because it is not often that we get a win in this chamber, as you know,
and here is a prime opportunity for a win for community law.
If I can just reflect back on some comments made, Ms Shing spoke at length on, amongst other things,
carbonated water and plane trees, and as enlightening as it was, I just want to mention a few things.
She spoke about how our bill has a number of areas of duplication. I was listening intently to
Ms Shing’s speech, trying to identify those areas of duplication. Quite specifically our bill just calls
for two reports to commence in a year. So that is pretty much all that the bill is asking for. Ms Shing
rehashed a number of the annual reports and the comments in the annual reports which we all sort of
know about. I was trying to find out what the issues were with our bill, and I am still struggling to find
out what the specific issue is with this bill. Ms Shing mentioned that the Victorian Law Reform
Commission already provides opportunity for community participation. Now, we do not argue with
that at all; that is completely correct. The law reform commission already publishes reports on
community law reform, and we have no arguments with that at all, but the issue is the lack of reports
that have been made. Eight reports in nearly 20 years is disgraceful, and that is why we have this bill
before us.
It is pleasing to hear that the Attorney-General and the government will continue to work with our
office to investigate and improve justice delivery in Victoria. Ms Shing spoke about how the evolution
and development over time of community law reform proposals have been. Well, they have had
20 years to develop community law reform projects, and we just believe that, in terms of the
community law reform projects in particular, that just has not been achieved—and the proof is in the
pudding. Check the annual reports; it is all there. Community law reform projects absolutely do deeply
affect the lives of all Victorians. That is why this bill is so important—because it gives back power to
the people.
Ms Shing spoke at length about neighbourhood trees. Who would have thought neighbourhood trees
would be such an important issue, but they are. All the submissions that were made just go to show
you how important these issues are, although relatively small, and they still remain so significant that
people feel the need to make submissions—so, even more reason to support this bill.
Mr Erdogan made a comment about the resources and operational issues that may affect this bill. Well,
Mr Erdogan, we have spoken to the Victorian Law Reform Commission, and although they hold no
formal position as could be expected in relation to our bill, they did say that this bill would not have
any additional funds associated with it and that resources could be easily redirected to what we are
proposing. The law reform commission, although non-committal, was not exactly against the proposal.
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Dr Kieu spoke about the functions of the law reform commission. I admire and respect Dr Kieu, but I
was trying to find out in his speech any arguments against our bill and I could not really identify any
arguments that Dr Kieu raised. But I stand to be corrected.
In summing up on this proposed bill that we have put before the house, the beauty behind the original
law reform commission legislation in 2000 was how the public was encouraged and able to become
involved in making, clarifying and refining laws in Victoria. We are arguing that this is simply not the
case. Eight reports in nearly 20 years is unacceptable. It is a failure in the current legislation and a
reason to vote for this bill—and I commend it to the house.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 20
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Barton, Mr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms
Cumming, Dr

Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Limbrick, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Maxwell, Ms

Meddick, Mr
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Patten, Ms
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 16
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Kieu, Dr
Leane, Mr

Melhem, Mr
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms
Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms

Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (11:29): I move:
That the bill be committed to a committee of the whole on the next day of meeting.

Motion agreed to.
Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (11:30): I move:
That the consideration of notice of motion, general business, 367, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
Motions
COVID-19
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (11:30): I move:
That this house notes that:
(1) during the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee hearing on 25 August 2020 the Minister for
Education and Training, the Honourable James Merlino, MP, stated, ‘In moving to stage 4 restrictions,
probably the most difficult decision was remote and flexible learning for our youngest learners in early
childhood education … As with schools, this is not because services are unsafe, but we simply could not
have so many families moving around the community’;
(2) the move to remote learning was not undertaken to protect the wellbeing of children;
(3) closing schools has caused significant harm to children, including long-term harm;
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(4) the government has not explicitly quantified these harms;
and calls on the government to open schools to all students at the start of term 4.

Nothing is more important than the welfare of our kids, so I am proud to speak about the Liberal
Democrats motion to get children back to school in term 4. As a father of three boys myself, this
motion is very dear to my heart. When I announced this motion there was a huge spontaneous
outpouring of comments, phone calls and emails from people who just wanted to share their stories.
The people who wrote to me are not conspiracy theorists, they are not protesters, they are not normally
politically active and many have probably never had a reason to contact a member of Parliament
before. What they are is a group of law-abiding mums, dads and teachers who are worried sick. The
most important thing I can do today is to share these stories with you, and the most important thing I
think you can do is to listen.
There was the woman who said her girls were struggling and becoming so withdrawn she was worried
about their mental health. Another mum hoped I was successful but explained it was all too late for
her daughter, who dropped out of school because it all became too much for her a month ago. A single
mum told me that while her prep child will return her years 4 and 5 children will not see a return to
school. She said her year 5 son was at his wits’ end having to deal with puberty and homeschooling.
Her older two decided to drop out from homeschooling for term 4 because they have had enough.
Another parent told me how hard it was to manage homeschooling. He pointed out that parents are
not teachers, and he knew of others that were struggling. Another parent wondered how it was that
they were not allowed to take their kids to school but in other times the Department of Education and
Training would be knocking on their door and asking why they are not at school.
Another mother told me her nine-year-old needs her friends and adults outside her family so badly.
She was particularly exasperated there had been no ethical, moral or scientific reasoning provided.
And another parent told of how her son had to start at a new school during this pandemic and has not
had the chance to make new friends yet. She feared the mental and emotional toll could cause him
trauma over the long term. And then there was the woman who normally homeschools three children
but was despairing that her kids could no longer meet up with others as part of their usual program. So
even though her kids were already homeschooled she was worried about their personal development.
She said it has caused a great deal of tension in their once-happy home.
Another mum told me she was struggling personally and wondered how it made sense that her fiveyear-old child would be home the rest of the year whilst his siblings go to school. As she very
accurately explained, she will still have to be travelling and moving around the community to get them
there. Another parent expressed disgust at having their lives and livelihoods in the hands of a
supercomputer.
I have also had several contacts from teachers. One told me they could not agree with me more and
that students need to socialise again, to have routine and normality and to learn face to face with their
teachers and peers. A retired teacher, senior administrator and former school principal strongly
supported the motion. He said it was not difficult to implement a set of protocols such as staggered
drop-offs and pick-ups, split lunchtimes, restricted staffroom access and school assemblies. He said
schools were extremely creative working environments and teachers have the skills to pivot quickly
to accommodate new circumstances. Another teacher told me she was devastated by the surge in the
emotional and academic demise of her students, who have been very depressed, distressed, anxious,
distracted and devastated at not being able to see their friends. She said students are continually
pleading with her to return to school.
I will end the stories there, but none of us should be surprised that our teachers care deeply about the
development of children. They know better than most that some kids are falling through the cracks of
online learning. They know how to manage the risks of the pandemic, and they are ready and willing
to join the other frontline workers. But the most shocking thing to me is that my questioning of
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ministers and senior bureaucrats in the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee confirmed that
closing schools never had anything to do with the safety of children. Rather, it was done with a vague
idea that closing schools would reduce overall movement in the community. If your decision today
will be based on the advice of the chief health officer, please bear in mind that his decision was never
about the welfare of children—never.
There is no evidence that closing schools will help keep children safe. On the other hand there is a lot
of evidence that keeping them away could be a terrible moral miscalculation. A recent editorial in the
Lancet medical journal highlights research by neuroscientists from Cambridge University. This shows
adolescents who miss out on face-to-face interaction are more likely to have long-term mental health,
behavioural and cognitive problems later in life. It is just one of the numerous studies which show the
importance of socialisation on the developing brains of young people, so if you do not want to listen
to parents and teachers, the least you could do is listen to the science.
What parents have made clear is that their experience of watching their children deteriorate in front of
their eyes is heartbreaking. It is their job to educate and socialise their kids. Locking children up goes
against every fibre of their being. They are desperate for politicians—and they do not care what side
of the chamber you are on—to get their priorities straight. Surely, they argue, we should be able to
manage this pandemic without causing untold collateral damage. And I totally agree.
But the government treats this pandemic like a football game, where success is determined by the
narrowest of parameters: the number of daily infections. Every parent makes decisions for their
children with a wide view, weighing up the risks and benefits but always with their kids’ welfare at
heart. It is our job today to weigh up the evidence on their behalf just like they do. If the supercomputer
tells us that sacrificing the welfare of children is the right thing to do, then we should throw away the
computer. If our doctor tells us sacrificing the welfare of our children is the right thing to do, it is time
for us to get a second opinion. If a member of Parliament thinks that sacrificing the welfare of children
is the right thing to do, it is time to get a new member of Parliament. And if sacrificing the welfare of
children is part of your version of success, it is time to get a new set of values.
We recently had R U OK? Day, and I am sure everyone here would support this initiative. But asking
‘Are you okay?’ is a meaningless gesture unless we follow it up. The people we represent have told
us loud and clear they are not okay. It is our moral duty to offer them help. We can do it right here and
now by supporting this motion to get kids back to school as soon as possible. The Liberal Democrats
commend this motion to the house.
Ms TERPSTRA (Eastern Metropolitan) (11:37): I rise to speak against this motion that
Mr Limbrick has raised, and just as I was listening to Mr Limbrick I also was just reading through the
content of the motion to understand fully what it is that Mr Limbrick is concerned about. Obviously I
will go through some more detailed notes, but what I notice about the motion is that it seems to focus
on the fact that he has concerns around remote learning—that what we did in moving to remote
learning was not done to protect the wellbeing of children and that closing schools has caused
significant harm to children, including long-term harm, and that the government has not explicitly
quantified these harms.
I just wanted to touch on some of the things that we have been doing but also talk about the fact that
whatever we have been doing has been based on following the advice of the Victorian chief health
officer. I noticed that in Mr Limbrick’s commentary just now he was talking about how, if the
computer says no, you should get another computer, but that is a very dismissive thing to say. To try
and reduce the complexity of the medical advice around the pandemic to something like a computer
algorithm is actually quite a ridiculous statement to make, because what is being undertaken is a review
by the Victorian chief health officer. They are experts in their field. I am not a scientist and I am not a
doctor, and it really greatly concerns me when somebody in this chamber seems to pronounce that
they have greater knowledge than perhaps people who work in the field and who are qualified to work
in the field and in fact qualified to give that medical advice. I am all for raising questions, all for asking
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questions about how things were arrived at or how a particular outcome was arrived at, but we have
to be very, very careful when we start to say that.
Again in this motion, if you look to the third point—‘closing schools has caused significant harm to
children’—that is a very, very broad brush and a very big call to say of children. I know because I am
a parent, and I have children in both year 9 and year 12. My oldest child is currently studying his VCE.
I am talking to not only my own children but also parents of other children and other children in the
region that I represent and also friends of mine. What they are saying is that in fact some children have
thrived in this environment because for some children there is less distraction, for example. They are
not at school, and they are not being distracted in the classroom. That is not true for every child, but to
also say somehow that it is entirely the responsibility of government and that somehow it has caused
significant harm, including long-term harm, to children is just inaccurate. There is no medical or
psychological study at all that can make such a pronouncement.
It greatly concerns me that somebody who is purporting to be a politician is standing in this chamber
and making such pronouncements without any factual or medical basis at all to do that. What we may
see, Mr Limbrick, in fact is that the effects of this pandemic may be studied for a long time to come
by people in the medical profession. Psychologists and doctors alike may be looking at the effects of
this pandemic for a long time to come. If there is one positive attribute to that, it is that we can actually
learn a lot about how we might manage pandemics in the future, because there will be pandemics and
there are pandemics. If you look at what happened in previous years, I think it was in 2009 we had the
swine flu. After that I think we had MERS. It did not get out of the Middle East, but there are flu
outbreaks. COVID is not flu of course—it is something entirely different—but the idea is that we are
going to be faced with pandemics more frequently and it is a good thing to actually learn from what is
happening and how it impacts different populations. Whether it is adults or children, the elderly or
people with disabilities, there are a range of people that will be impacted by a range of things.
I go back to my earlier point that you cannot say that closing schools has caused significant harm to
children. That is saying all children have suffered significant harm. You have got no basis to say that,
so that is just a really, really huge, massive call to make. In fact I have been apprised of information
and I have watched stories on the news on TV that some children, as I said, are thriving in that
environment. For example, we have had the School of the Air running for many, many years, where
you get children who attend schools who are on remote farms in the middle of the outback. They are
able to actually attend schools because of the ability to phone in or dial in. What we are seeing is that
then these children can come together; some children who may have not been able to join in previously
have been able to. So again there are positives and negatives all round. To cast it in such a way as to
say it is all negative is just ridiculous.
On the idea about remote learning not being undertaken to protect the wellbeing of children, you have
got teachers who come in and out of school to teach children. This point has been made in regard to
nurses as well: they have families. Nurses need to go to work, and then they come home as well, just
like teachers. They go to school to teach their students and then they come home as well. What we
have seen is that some children have contracted coronavirus and that the long-term impacts of COVID
on children are actually yet to be fully determined. Again, there is a risk there around this because this
disease is continuing to unfold and we are still learning about the long-term effects. What we have
heard is that there have been some reports by some doctors saying that there have been some children
who have developed symptoms that look like Kawasaki disease. It is something that we are continuing
to learn as we move through this pandemic, so why wouldn’t a government take steps to look at
protecting the wellbeing of children whilst ensuring that they get the learning that they need to and
they are supported in their learning? That of course flows into the long-term wellbeing of children,
because children need to continue to transition through their education and continue to learn. Closing
schools was one measure that the government introduced to make sure that we could keep
communities safe and also keep our children safe but also continuing to learn.
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You say the government has not explicitly quantified these harms. Well, I do not know why you say
we have to; that is a very big assumption. What government around the world can look into the future
and use a crystal ball and say, ‘We’re going to quantify these harms’? We can predict what might be
the economic impacts or a whole variety of impacts on people, but only time will tell sometimes in
looking back exactly what the nature of these harms was.
The Andrews Labor government—and I do not know, Mr Limbrick, you might have missed it this
week—made a very, very significant announcement early or perhaps late last week about the injection
of I think it is $51 million for mental health support for children. The other thing I just want to say
about that before I go into the level of detail is that you cannot presume the pandemic is necessarily
the thing that is bringing out mental health concerns, because sometimes people do have mental health
concerns that develop regardless of the circumstances that they are in. So it seems a pretty unsafe bet
to continue to prosecute that COVID is going to bring everybody undone all the time; not necessarily.
In fact sometimes people can develop extraordinary levels of resilience when they are faced with
adversity, and that is character building. It develops character and actually stands people in good stead
for the rest of their lives. Again, some people thrive in that environment and some people do not.
What we are concerned with is making sure that children who are suffering the ill effects of COVID19 from perhaps being isolated or not being at school with their friends get the mental health support
that the government can provide, and in fact it is something that the government was undertaking to
do even before the pandemic happened. I am not sure if you are aware of that. So it is something that
we will continue to roll out. In fact there are a number of schools in my region who will benefit from
the additional funding of mental health support to secondary school students from term 1 in 2021 but
also then in term 3 in 2021. I know those things are welcome, because I have been talking to principals
of those schools in my region who tell me all the time that their number one concern is the wellbeing
of their students and of course their staff as well, because it is a partnership, educating children—a
partnership between schools, the government who run the schools, the teachers and the parents. The
parents are a very important part of educating a child. It takes a village to raise a child and also to
educate a child, and we make sure that the children are supported in those government schools.
Mr Limbrick, the other thing you need to recognise is that parents are responsible for the wellbeing of
their children when they are not at school as well. What we are also doing is supporting parents to
understand that if they have mental health concerns about their children they should make use of any
supports that are in the school setting, but also through the Medicare system, through the governmentfunded public health system, children or adults can access mental health counselling and psychological
services. I do believe that either 10 or 12 visits to a psychologist can be bulk-billed on Medicare. So
again, it is not like there is no help out there, and I really encourage anybody who is struggling with
mental health concerns, whether it be during the pandemic or otherwise, to reach out and to access the
medical and psychological supports that are on offer, because it is critically important. We know that
if children or adults are suffering mental health concerns early intervention is in fact key, and you
would not want to ignore some concerns. So if children are suffering anxiety or they are having
interrupted sleep or suffering nightmares, whatever it might be, the best thing that any parent can do
is actually reach out to their GP and try and get the help that that child might in fact need, because the
worst thing you could do is actually try and pretend that it is not happening. Again, as I said, early
intervention is key, and sometimes then making sure that the child or the adult has early access to
mental health support is really, really critical.
As I have said in this chamber this week and even the previous sitting week, we are in a global
pandemic, and the Andrews Labor government has a very strong record of delivering on student health
and wellbeing. To suggest that the move to remote and flexible learning was not done for the wellbeing
of children is actually quite baffling, and I just find it really difficult to actually believe that you could
say that this global pandemic is going to be something that is going to cause all imaginable ills to
everybody. It sounds rather like catastrophising everything. Yes, it is serious. It is absolutely, deadly
serious, and that is why the government has introduced a range of measures to keep adults and children
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safe. That is something, though, that is lost on those opposite, because all they want to do is whinge
and complain about how quickly we should open up. They want to put profits before people at every
turn.
In terms of mental health, we have very strong foundations that include mental health practitioners in
mainstream secondary schools.
Mr Limbrick interjected.
Ms TERPSTRA: Mr Limbrick, I am not sure whether you are aware of that. Are you aware that
in fact we do have mental health practitioners in mainstream secondary schools now that are available
for children to access? We also have doctors in secondary schools and health and education
partnerships with Headspace. So in student engagement we are—
Mr Limbrick: They’re in high demand.
Ms TERPSTRA: If you are trying to say that they are in high demand simply because of the
pandemic, that is ridiculous. If people are reaching out to access mental health support, that is a good
thing. It is certainly something that I can say was not available to me and children who were at school
when I went to school, and I am pretty sure it would not have been available to you either,
Mr Limbrick. So it is a good thing that the government is recognising the critical importance, and I am
going to have to point to the fact that we are having a royal commission into mental health as well. So
this government’s bona fides are clear and on the record in terms of the support and recognition of
how important and critical getting mental health support is to people who need it.
But again, some people will develop mental health issues regardless of this pandemic. Some people,
some children, will develop mental health concerns when they are young. In fact we are seeing some
children develop mental health concerns much earlier than usual, much earlier than people have seen,
so it is critically important that whatever system they are using, whether it be the school system or
whether sometimes people develop things in their later teens, they get the help that they need when
they need it.
In terms of student engagement, we have also had great success with the Navigator program, which is
for chronically disengaged secondary students, and the Lookout program for students in out-of-home
care. These students in out-of-home care have suffered some significant setbacks and difficulties in
their lives, and again it is not only about the children that are able to attend mainstream schools. We
want to make sure that we care for all children regardless of the setting they are in, because each and
every child matters and each child should be able to develop to their own best potential, supported in
whatever way the government can support them. And we know that these services are all facing
significant capacity constraints, with further increased demand forecast, as I said, due to the COVID19 restrictions. As I said, you may have missed the announcement earlier this week that we are
announcing an additional $51 million that will kick into gear for next year, so I hope that you recognise
that, Mr Limbrick, and support that as the important initiative that it is.
We also wanted to ensure that we could address the increase in demand by using programs that we
know are working. As I said, we have boosted funding to existing programs that we can scale up to
meet the challenges we face this year, and funding will be provided for two years to ensure we have
the right support in place for 2020–21 and beyond. I will just go through it for your benefit, and for
those opposite, to make sure you understand the investment that the government is making in our
children in our public education sector. There is $6.9 million to increase the Navigator program, the
most significant and effective intervention in place for disengaged students. Up to 2040 additional atrisk young people will receive case management and connection to mental health supports as a result
of this investment—a 33 per cent expansion of capacity. Perhaps you did not know that. I know you
were over there saying, ‘It’s not enough, not enough’, but that indicates to you that we understand that
there are capacity constraints and we need to increase that. A 33 per cent expansion of that capacity is
quite significant.
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There is a further $5.35 million to increase the Lookout program, which supports highly vulnerable
out-of-home care and other significantly at-risk cohorts. Again, most of those children are in the public
system. We know that most of the need is in the public system. We know that children from a low
socio-economic background are in the public system, and that is why these supports are tailored to not
only the public education system but, as I said, children who are finding it difficult. So again, out-ofhome care and other significantly at-risk cohorts are going to be able to benefit greatly from the added
boost to funding in that program, and the funding will add an extra learning adviser to each of the four
Lookout centres, with eight specialist practitioners to be deployed across the state to actively reach out
to vulnerable students and support key community sector and Aboriginal community-controlled
organisation partners. Again, why? Because we know the majority of these students are in the
government system.
A further $9.96 million will expand the mental health practitioners program to include 85 secondary
and P–12 specialist schools, and a further $3.5 million will continue and expand the mental health in
primary schools pilot, continuing the pilot in 10 schools and adding a further 15 schools. Again, this
is the feedback we have been receiving from our principals, because we know what they tell us is their
primary concern is not only the concern for their staff—of course the children and the students are
their primary concern.
We are expanding the Headspace mental health training programs for staff to support all students,
including SAFEMinds and suicide risk continuum training, with $0.2 million over the two years. We
are also creating local wellbeing networks led by the Department of Health and Human Services,
which will work together to identify local, emerging mental health issues, bringing together mental
health services, the government and non-government school sectors, Aboriginal communitycontrolled organisations, local government and community sport—because we know community sport
actually plays a really important role in the health and wellbeing of children; getting children outside
and active can be very beneficial. So that level of support is $2.6 million over two years. These
initiatives have been developed in partnership with the Department of Health and Human Services,
and again the implementation of these will be done in partnership with mental health services,
Aboriginal organisations, community services and other partners.
Also, we have made a range of health and wellbeing resources available to schools already and also
to students and parents, because as I said earlier what is critically important is the partnership between
schools and parents to make sure that kids get the best access to education they can. What we are doing
is—through the students and parents, including through partnership with Smiling Mind, the
Melbourne Football Club and Melbourne Victory—making sure those community partners are able
to assist children in getting access to mental health and wellbeing resources. It is critically important.
We are also partnering with parenting experts at the Raising Children Network and psychologist
Dr Michael Carr-Gregg to provide advice to parents on supporting their kids during the COVID-19
pandemic and remote learning, because we know that psychologists are the best qualified and most
appropriate people to give advice on mental health, not politicians. Certainly Dr Michael Carr-Gregg
is an excellent and very well credentialed and absolutely well qualified child psychologist and
somebody who is obviously very appropriate to give advice on the mental health and wellbeing of
children, given he is an adolescent child psychologist. We recognise the importance of adhering to and
recognising mental health support and advice from qualified experts—medical doctors and
psychologists or psychiatrists who have years of experience and are well qualified to give advice in
this regard.
So again, we have had a focus on sustaining physical activities to support mental health and mental
health through curriculum support, remote learning activities and a partnership with Melbourne
Victory. I cannot emphasise enough the importance that physical activity holds for people in terms of
benefiting with mental health as well. A further expanded partnership with Headspace will deliver an
additional 100 SAFEMinds and suicide risk continuum training sessions, reaching an additional
1500 education staff and increasing their capacity and capability to support mental health. We cannot
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expect teachers to be mental health experts, but what we can do is make sure that people are resourced
appropriately so that they can reach out to those referral networks if they have concerns for a child or
someone in their classroom who they feel may be struggling or suffering and they can work with the
parents and use the resources that are on offer to assist that child.
I will touch on vulnerable students for a moment, again because we know that most of these children
are in the government system, not in the private system. Importantly, through each period of,
obviously, remote and flexible learning vulnerable students have been able to attend school sites. We
know this because schools in the education department are working with agencies across government
to provide targeted support to vulnerable students.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
COVID-19
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (12:00): My question is to the
Minister for Health and Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19.
Minister, as minister responsible for hotel quarantine during the first wave of the pandemic, it is now
clear that the government was repeatedly offered Australian Defence Force support for this program,
a program we now know failed. In his repeated public denials of such offers of ADF support for the
program—the program you managed—has the Premier told the truth, or did he lie?
Ms Mikakos: President, on a point of order, the member is asking me for an opinion about the
Premier’s comments. I would have thought the more appropriate way to ask this question would be to
address a question to the Leader of the Government, who represents the Premier in this house, in
relation to this issue.
Members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Mr Davis, I had suspicions with your question as well, but I will give
you a chance to rephrase it if you would like.
Mr DAVIS: On the point of order, this is a program she managed. She was responsible for it.
The PRESIDENT: I understand, but the question is about the Premier.
Mr DAVIS: And the offers of ADF support that were made to the government. Did the Premier
tell the truth, or did he lie? Now, she knows the offers that were made. We now all know the offers
that were made.
The PRESIDENT: There is no point of order. I have just said I will give you a chance to rephrase
the question, so it is up to you, Mr Davis.
Mr DAVIS: President, I will rephrase the question. As the minister responsible for hotel quarantine
during the first wave of the pandemic, it is now—
Ms Mikakos: You assert.
Mr DAVIS: You assert? You have answered these questions—
The PRESIDENT: I want to hear the question, please.
Mr DAVIS: It is now clear the government was repeatedly offered Australian Defence Force
support for this program, which we now know got into tremendous trouble, and there have been
repeated public denials of such offers. Were any such offers made of which you were aware?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:03): Firstly, just in
relation to the assertions made by the member, as I have made clear to the house, the hotel quarantine
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program was a multi-agency response with shared accountability. As to the adequacy of those
structures and processes put in place, that is for the board of inquiry to assess, and I look forward to
assisting them in relation to their inquiries. I have made it clear in this house on a number of occasions
now that—
The PRESIDENT: Your time has expired.
Mr O’Donohue: On a point of order, President, the minister has repeated the standard line from
government ministers when under pressure about their involvement in the hotel quarantine inquiry—
that they cannot answer properly because of the board of inquiry.
The PRESIDENT: There is no point of order.
Mr O’Donohue: It is not a judicial inquiry, as the government keeps asserting. It is an inquiry
established by the executive, and she herself has said everyone should answer with direct knowledge.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Minister, please continue. There is no point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS: Thank you, President. I did think the clock was incorrect there, so I did want to
continue my answer. As I said, the adequacy of the structures and the processes that were put in place
is a matter for the board of inquiry to determine. I look forward to assisting them in relation to those
matters. In relation to the issue of ADF support that the member has asked me about, I was not aware
of any offers of ADF support when the hotel quarantine program was established, and that flows from
the fact that I have said I have not been involved in approving the structures or the operational plan of
this program.
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (12:05): I note of course the
Premier’s emphatic statements that there had been no offer of ADF support for the hotel quarantine
program, a program that you did manage, and we now know that those comments were completely
untrue. But what I think is extraordinary today is that we have heard from the minister that she was
not aware of any offers. So I ask you a simple question, Minister: when did you become aware that
the ADF support had been offered?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:06): As I said, I was
not involved in approving the operational structures or the governance structures of the hotel
quarantine program. As I have answered already in my substantive answer, I was not aware of any
offers of ADF support when the program was established. In terms of any subsequent offers of support,
they were matters that I heard about through media reports in terms of—
Members interjecting.
Ms MIKAKOS: Well, I would have to go back and look at when the matter was published in
media reports much later on. I will have to go back and check.
Mr Davis: On a point of order, President, the minister has just 5 seconds left. It is a very, very
simple question: when did you become aware of the ADF offer to the program you managed?
The PRESIDENT: The minister to continue. There is no point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS: I have answered it, President.
COVID-19
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (12:07): My question is to the Minister for Health.
Minister, why is there virtually no information on the Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) website regarding how someone can cope with and recover from COVID? It tells me if I am
nursing someone to keep the cutlery separate, their crockery separate, their laundry separate—
everything on how to stop the spread—but there is nothing about how to nurse them, nothing on how
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to relieve their symptoms, nothing on how to reduce the severity of the disease, nothing about
pharmaceuticals, no tips on COVID recovery or how to make them feel better, nothing on coping with
COVID and no doctors tips. Especially when nearly everyone with COVID is isolating at home and
recovering at home, are the dos and don’ts for COVID recovery provided to everyone diagnosed?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:08): I thank the member
for her question. As the member would be aware, this is a new virus with a lot of work that is going
on from health services and the medical research sector to develop both potential treatments and a
potential vaccine for this virus. So there are no treatments as such for this virus at this point in time.
There is certainly advice that patients could seek from their medical professionals, and we would
encourage patients always to seek advice from their doctor and others who can provide them with
advice about managing their symptoms.
As for advice on the website, I will have to go back and review that in terms of what is there. I
understood that there was some information there around how families or household members can
keep themselves and others safe if they have someone in their household who is diagnosed. But we
would always encourage people to seek reliable medical advice in relation to how they respond to this
virus or in fact any medical condition.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (12:10): I thank the minister for her response. We are
missing something important, especially when it comes to providing resources for the public on how
to prevent the illness and supporting them in staying well. Advice regarding handwashing and physical
distance is important but not enough when it comes to good health. The information on the website is
underwhelming. There is next to nothing about how to support your immune system, eating healthily,
regular exercise, mental health—even something as simple as getting into a routine—or emotional
health. The little information that is there is difficult to find and scattered all over different pages. The
health response has not been addressed in a holistic manner, and this must change. Will the DHHS
develop holistic resources for the community to use in the prevention as well as the treatment of
COVID?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:11): I am concerned
that where the member wants to take this question is to somehow suggest that a whole lot of work
around prevention may include putting forward—and I know some are—that taking vitamins and
those kinds of things can somehow prevent you from catching the virus. We have given lots of public
health advice to the community about how you can prevent yourself and others, your loved ones, from
catching this virus. It is about physical distancing, it is about hand hygiene and it is about staying at
home, minimising your movement in the community and trying to limit people’s movement into
crowded environments. It has been all of that advice. That has been the most effective way, as we have
seen. It has been the hallmark of our road map. That is what is driving the case numbers down. It is a
strategy that is in fact working, but if there is more we can provide on the website, I will have a look
at that.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: COVID-19
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:12): Acting on advice
from the chief health officer that there is a continued serious and potentially catastrophic risk to public
health arising from COVID-19, on Sunday I extended the state of emergency until 11.59 pm,
11 October 2020. This extension will ensure the government has the vital legal directions in place to
save lives. We know how incredibly frustrating and challenging these restrictions can be, but it is our
best weapon against the spread of this wicked virus until a vaccine is found. And this strategy is
working. I am incredibly proud of and grateful to Victorians for their sacrifice and their steadfast
efforts, and congratulations to regional Victorians, who progress to the third step from 11.59 tonight.
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Under this step household bubbles with up to five visitors will be possible, under-18 outdoor
community sport will resume as well as outdoor non-contact sport for adults, and there will be a staged
return to onsite learning for regional students in the first two weeks of term 4. Hospitality and other
businesses will resume with relevant density and other requirements.
In line with our broader road map and public health advice, this morning I joined the Premier to
announce that non-urgent elective surgeries will resume across Victoria’s regional and metropolitan
public and private hospitals in a safe and staged way. The plan will see regional Victorian hospitals
increase to 75 per cent of usual elective surgery activity from tomorrow and to 85 per cent from the
end of September. In metropolitan Melbourne public and private hospitals will ramp up to 75 per cent
of usual activity for important elective procedures from the end of September and to 85 per cent when
metropolitan Melbourne moves to the third step. All Victorian hospitals will move to 100 per cent of
usual activity when the state moves to the last step—to COVID normal. I want to thank Victorians
who are doing the right thing, but we must remain vigilant to get the numbers low and to keep them
that way. Only that will save lives.
COVID-19
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:14): My question is to the Minister for Health and
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19. Minister, your bureaucrat
the chief health officer, Brett Sutton, has admitted to the hotel quarantine inquiry today that, despite
writing the guidelines and having responsibility for their monitoring, he was not aware of whether the
guidelines were actually implemented and monitored. Minister, isn’t it a fact that you and the chief
health officer have failed in your duty to ensure the guidelines were followed and therefore the
catastrophic failures of quarantine management were your fault?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:15): As I advised the
member yesterday, I am in Parliament; I do not have the opportunity to be monitoring the board of
inquiry hearings. I have a lot to do, and that does not involve sitting and watching the hearings every
day. So I will not be providing a running commentary about what other individuals might be saying
in their evidence, because for all I know you are verballing or misrepresenting what he has said. I am
not in any position to know that what you assert is in fact true or not, and you have a lot of form in
relation to these matters, Ms Crozier. What I would say is that the chief health officer performs a very
important role.
Ms Crozier: On a point of order, President, the minister again is going around in circles trying to
defend her position in relation to the issue, which is around the very specific guidelines that she was
meant to be implementing and monitoring.
Ms MIKAKOS: Which guidelines?
Ms Crozier: The guidelines that the chief health officer himself set in relation to infection control.
So I would ask you, President, to bring the minister back to addressing that very specific issue.
The PRESIDENT: I really appreciate that, but if you help me with stopping interjecting and all of
this, then we might be able to hear what the minister is saying. Unfortunately there is no point of order.
Ms MIKAKOS: Well, the member has said ‘guidelines’. How would I know which guidelines the
member is referring to? What I would say to the member, who can never ask a question properly—
that is why her own party members think she is ineffective—is that the chief health officer performs
an important role under the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 in providing advice to government
and in issuing legal directions.
Those opposite at every opportunity have sought to attack the chief health officer and his advice and
in fact those same legal directions. You cannot have it both ways, Ms Crozier. You cannot on the one
hand be saying publicly that the chief health officer’s guidelines, legal directions and rules are no good
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and on the other hand come in here and say, ‘Why aren’t you following the guidelines or following
the legal directions?’.
We think that the work that the chief health officer has been doing is very important. It is about time
you actually backed in the chief health officer. It is about time you actually backed in the science,
backed in the data and worked with the government and worked with the Victorian community to
drive down those case numbers and in fact to save lives.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:18): I think the minister is trying to defend her
position, which is absolutely hopeless. Minister, your department was warned on many occasions in
April of poor infection control processes in the hotel quarantine program, yet you did nothing, which
has led to the deaths of hundreds of Victorians. Hundreds of thousands of people are out of work, and
millions of Victorians remain in lockdown. Why did you not act on those warnings?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:19): Firstly, the
government takes these matters very seriously. That is why we established a board of inquiry to look
at these matters and to give us the answers about these matters. I am very happy to assist the board of
inquiry. My department is cooperating with the board of inquiry. The member can make whatever
assertions she likes in this chamber; it does not make it true. The board of inquiry can consider in fact
who knew what when. And you can make whatever assertions you like; that does not make it true,
Ms Crozier.
Mr Davis: On a point of order, President, the board of inquiry is not a blocker for the minister
answering questions. She is trying to use it as a blocker, and she could simply answer the question of
why she did not act on the warnings that she had.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:20): I move:
That the minister’s answer be taken into consideration on the next day of meeting.

Motion agreed to.
COVID-19
Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:20): My question is to Minister Pulford, representing
Minister Pakula in his role as Minister for the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID19. I have spoken before about the lack of assistance for non-employing sole traders, and today I speak
about our friends in the tip truck industry. Limits on numbers on Melbourne’s construction sites have
had a devastating effect on those in the industry, with many not having worked for months. Those who
have been lucky enough to secure some work have been reduced to one or two days a week.
Meanwhile, fixed costs such as truck payments, registration, insurance and truck parking continue,
and this has placed many of those operators in dire circumstances. They are not eligible for the small
business package, and some do not satisfy the requirements for federal funding. They have had no
assistance with paying their expenses and no support to cover their outgoings or living costs, so I ask
the minister again: what is the government doing to support non-employing sole traders in this current
pandemic?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Employment, Minister for Innovation, Medical
Research and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business) (12:21): I note Mr Barton directed
his question to Minister Pakula, and so in accordance with our standing orders I will seek a written
response from the minister. But your question did go to many of the areas of interaction between my
responsibilities and Minister Pakula’s responsibilities. I would refer to the answer I gave Mr Davis on
a question around the supports that are available for sole traders and in doing so, as I did yesterday,
recognise that there are about eight different programs and there are some people who do not fit. They
are different programs for different groups of people in different circumstances, and we have sought
to target support to those with perhaps greatest overheads or with a particularly severe impact where
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their work continues to be restricted. I am going to run foul of standing orders, I reckon, potentially,
but I am also happy to continue this discussion with you offline. But I will seek a written response
from Minister Pakula.
The best thing, though, that we can all do for all small businesses—non-employing, those that are
structured as a sole traders—is to stay the course on the road map and reopen the economy safely as
quickly as we possibly can. Yesterday we saw a very significant step that will be taken tomorrow by
one-quarter of the state’s population, one-quarter of the state’s economic activity, as regional Victoria
moves to the third step. I assume some of the people you are advocating for are in regional Victoria
and others are in Melbourne, but we need to continue our work to suppress the numbers so that people
can get back to the most normal version of their work they possibly can. So I will take that on notice
for Minister Pakula, but I will also perhaps have a conversation with Mr Barton offline as well.
Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:23): Thank you, Minister. Given the fact that JobKeeper
and JobSeeker will be reduced further at the end of the month, will the government step in and make
up the shortfall for non-employing sole traders?
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Employment, Minister for Innovation, Medical
Research and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business) (12:24): The income support that is
provided by the commonwealth government is neither a matter of my responsibility nor a matter of
responsibility for Minister Pakula, but let me endeavour to provide some assistance in responding to
your inquiry. Our government are certainly grateful for the cooperation that we have enjoyed with the
federal government and recognise the very significant financial contribution that they are providing to
many people in the Victorian community with the increase in JobSeeker and the creation of
JobKeeper. It is an innovative and important program and has provided critical income support for so
many people. It is not our government’s intention to replace the role of the commonwealth government
in income support. I think the commonwealth government knows well the views of the Victorian
government and the views of so many people in the Victorian community about the need for those
supports to continue.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: AMES AUSTRALIA
Ms TIERNEY (Western Victoria—Minister for Training and Skills, Minister for Higher
Education) (12:25): I am really pleased to share with the chamber the critical work that the Adult
Multicultural Education Services is doing to ensure our culturally and linguistically diverse Victorians
do not fall through the cracks during the pandemic. Victoria has a proud history of multiculturalism,
and over 60 years AMES Australia has been there, helping recently arrived migrants to settle in
Victoria and supporting CALD communities to improve their language and literacy skills. AMES are
uniquely Victorian, and we should be very proud of the work that they do.
I had the opportunity to recently visit AMES to learn more about how they have adapted online to
continue providing multicultural communities with the critical training that leads to jobs. One example
of this is the 3 Steps to Employment program. 3 Steps to Employment is designed for unemployed
adult learners from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. Learners engage in sessions that
cover resume preparation, interview preparation and practice, and creating career plans to identify
goals, skills and gaps. The program is facilitated by a teacher and supported with a career pathways
counsellor. The program takes advantage of AMES’s strength in working with learners who are also
acquiring English language and literacy skills.
I was really pleased to hear directly from students such as Roy about what the program meant for
them. Roy is a Sri Lankan migrant and a mature age jobseeker who is looking for a career change.
Roy shared with me how this program has given him the skills and confidence to start job searching.
Thank you to the wonderful staff at AMES for all they do, especially during this pandemic.
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COVID-19
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:27): My question is again to the Minister for Health
and Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19. Minister, in the
Saturday Paper the chief health officer is reported as having contradicted the Premier on the
catastrophic contact-tracing system, saying, and I quote:
It was totally challenged. No question there. Even at lower numbers, there were some intrinsic challenges
with contact tracing.

So I ask: why did you refuse to install the Salesforce IT system earlier in the year? Instead you
continued to use pen and paper.
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:27): Firstly, Professor
Sutton has in subsequent media appearances made it clear that there were misrepresentations of what
he said that were reported in that media story. I make that point because it is not very clear again from
the member’s question exactly what specifically she is referring to from that.
What I would say in relation to contact tracing firstly is that the government has worked from the start
of the year to expand our public health team. One of the very early investments that the Premier and I
made back in March and April related to a significant expansion of the team to the point where we
have gone from 57 people in the public health team to more than 2600, and I thank them for the
critically important work that they are doing.
In terms of the response times and their performance, I know a lot has been said about this issue. They
are working incredibly hard, and they have had a huge workload to deal with. Only five weeks ago we
were having more than 700 cases a day, and that meant that they had thousands of active cases and
thousands of close contacts that they needed to make contact with, in most instances on a daily basis.
In terms of the use of technology, I would say to the member that the government has also put
significant investments into giving the public health team the resources that they need, and that is not
just more staff. It is also technological improvements, and the department is using—
Ms Crozier: On a point of order, President, I ask you to ask the minister to answer the question. It
was really clear: why did you refuse to install the Salesforce IT system earlier in the year?
The PRESIDENT: The minister to continue.
Ms MIKAKOS: As I was about to advise the member, the government has been using Whispir as
well as Salesforce, which is a customer relationship management system which is a digital platform
that enhances our case and contact tracing information system. In terms of what the member is
asserting, she is asserting that somehow I was made an offer. That is not in fact the case in relation to
this. My department has worked with Salesforce, and that system is operational. And in terms of paper
and pen and so on, the member might be surprised that some neighbouring jurisdictions use the same
approach and have been using the approach. For those who might go and assert rolled-gold systems,
they might be surprised to know that the truth of the matter is.
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:31): Minister, my question is: the report goes on to
say, and I quote:
The slow paper-based … system meant mobile phone numbers weren’t being transcribed correctly and names
were being mixed up. Call centre operators weren’t familiar with local areas and didn’t know how to spell
suburb names.

Minister, did the proposal for an IT system come to you early in the year, or was it rejected by officers
within the department unbeknownst to you?
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Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:31): I am not aware of
any offer being made to me. In fact I am not aware of any offer having been made to the department.
The advice that I have is that the department in fact went and had conversations with Salesforce in
relation to this matter. The system is now operational. And what I would say is that, for the week to
8 September, 100 per cent of new positive cases were contacted within 24 hours of the department
being notified of a positive result and 98.3 per cent of known contacts were notified within 48 hours
of the department being notified of a positive result. So there is a significant improvement that has
happened in terms of performance. These measures are in fact published on the department’s website.
There is accountability and there is transparency there in terms of the performance measures, and I am
grateful to the public health team for the important work they are doing in responding to this pandemic.
POLITICAL DONATIONS
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:32): My question without notice is to the Minister for
Local Government. Is the minister aware of the action taken by a majority of City of Melbourne
councillors to ban council election candidates from accepting campaign donations from property
developers or the gambling industry? Will the minister examine the decision and investigate extending
and applying such a ban on candidates for election to councils throughout Victoria?
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans) (12:33): Thank you, Mr Hayes, for that question. I was looking
forward to someone asking me a question, and I am really pleased that it has come from you. I actually
am aware of the issue and some of the mayors’ actions that they have taken around this area, and I am
happy to consider anything going forward in this area if it improves the transparency and democracy
in the system going forward.
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:34): I do welcome the minister’s answer on that one.
Thank you. Will the minister also examine the 2018 New South Wales Electoral Funding Act and the
2018 Queensland local government electoral and other matters amendment act, which list property
developers as prohibited donors, to see if they should be followed in Victoria in light of the revelations
of the IBAC inquiry into Casey council?
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans) (12:34): Of course, as Mr Hayes knows, we are still awaiting the
outcome of that particular inquiry. I have to admit I am not completely over those two acts of those
jurisdictions that you mentioned, but I do commit to look into those acts in terms of whether there is a
better way to go about things in the future in our state. I am more than happy to look at that.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: GROWING SUBURBS FUND
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans) (12:35): I rise today to update the house on the Growing Suburbs
Fund, and what a great fund that is. I update the house that I recently had the pleasure to announce
28 projects that will be embarked on in 10 interface councils and five peri-urban councils. Some of
those projects include great projects, like the Cowes Cultural and Community Centre on Phillip
Island—great project; the multipurpose community pavilion at Diggers Rest Recreation Reserve—
fantastic project; the Wallan community services hub—great project; and the social services facility
at Mernda Village Community Activity Centre—great project. This particular fund has a great legacy
in creating jobs and building important projects into the future. Since 2015 this fund has provided over
$275 million towards these projects and supported 221 community facilities. You would have to be
happy with that. And in line with that, while we are all up and about about this, is that those projects
created at least 7500 jobs and leveraged about $755 million of investment in our suburbs. We will all
be up and about about this. I cannot wait until the next round, and I cannot wait to be with MPs when
we actually open these facilities in coming months.
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COVID-19
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:37): My question is to the Minister for Agriculture. Minister,
under your government’s COVID rules, production at meatworks has been reduced to two-thirds.
Coming into the annual spring turn-off for prime stock, there is going to be an increased requirement
for workforce participation in those abattoirs to process the livestock. Why is the Andrews government
enforcing workforce restrictions on the food chain supply when they clearly have already stringent
COVID management plans in place?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:37): I thank Ms Bath for this question. It is an
important question, so I do indeed take pleasure in answering it and informing the house of the
important work we have been doing with the abattoir and broader meat sectors. Obviously during
COVID there have been a lot of pressures. There has been a lot of panic buying that has put pressure
on a lot of food supplies, and I would commend the industry for ensuring that food remains in the
supermarkets for Victorians. It goes without saying that we have had COVID outbreaks in some of
our meat facilities, and as a consequence there has been intensive work between Agriculture Victoria,
the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions and the Department of Health and Human Services,
and those conversations are ongoing.
In relation to the restrictions that were introduced, they were industry specific and applied to Victorian
abattoirs and meatworks with employees of 25 or more, and 40 in seafood. We have been working
closely with the meat industry. We have got a working group together. I regularly attend those forums,
hearing the concerns and making sure that we are responding appropriately. In terms of the restrictions,
we introduced a flexibility provision where, if workforce numbers could not manage animal welfare
issues with the required reduced restrictions, they could seek advice on how they could amend their
workforce, and to date four facilities have taken up and accessed that.
Just as recently as today my department, Agriculture Victoria, have been meeting with the department
of health in regard to what we know is coming: increased demand. You have got spring lambs, and
you have got Christmas hams. A lot of demand is going to be placed on those abattoirs, and we will
have more to say in coming days in relation to how we are continuing to support this important sector.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:39): I note the minister’s response. On 11 September the
Australian reported that the Woolworths CEO, Brad Banducci, warned the state government, your
government, that there are going to be food shortages this Christmas. Minister, will you allow abattoirs
to increase their workforce capacity, using COVID-safe plans, to 100 per cent to meet the demand and
give Victorians the Christmas they deserve—not just have a chat, but to 100 per cent?
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:40): It is becoming a little bit of a habit of
Ms Bath to just read out her supplementary question when usually I have answered in the substantive
answer. I believe I have answered your question, Ms Bath. There are ongoing conversations with the
department of health to ensure that we can keep meatworks continuing to do the important work they
do, ensuring that we are managing animal welfare concerns and ensuring the food supply for Victoria,
the state and our important export market.
POLICE CONDUCT
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (12:41): My question is for the Minister for Health.
Back in June there was a major protest in the city of Melbourne, and many here criticised the protesters
and the government’s response. I, however, did not. In fact I chose to bear witness to these events, and
I attracted much criticism in doing so. Regardless, let me inform the house of what I witnessed. I saw
protesters voluntarily handing out masks and hand sanitiser—and remember, this was before masks
were mandatory—and the protesters were largely peaceful and trying to take personal responsibility.
Even more interestingly, I saw a large police presence who, although they were clearly ready for
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trouble, acted professionally and were respectful of people’s right to peaceful assembly. This stands
in stark contrast to what we have seen at recent protests. My question to the minister is the question
that many in the community are now asking: why are these two groups of protesters being treated so
differently?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:42): The question the
member has posed is really a matter that falls within the Minister for Police and Emergency Services’
responsibilities.
Mr Limbrick: On a point of order, President, the directions clearly come from the minister’s
department. How they are policed is certainly a different matter, but those directions clearly come
from the minister’s department, surely.
Ms MIKAKOS: On the point of order, President, yes, it is correct that the chief health officer has
issued legal directions, and it is then for authorised officers and members of Victoria Police to enforce
those. If it is in fact Victoria Police exercising those enforcement powers, then they are in fact
operational matters that do sit with the police command and the minister for police.
Mr Davis: Further to the point of order, President, the practicality of the orders—the directions—
is actually a legitimate point of question, and the implementation of them is also a practical matter that
the member is entitled to ask about.
The PRESIDENT: Mr Limbrick asked the minister a question, and the minister said that it is the
responsibility of the minister for police. Now, Mr Limbrick, you can redirect your question to Minister
Tierney, who represents the minister for police, if you want that, and she will get the answer for you.
Are you happy with that?
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (12:43): No. I will just move to my supplementary
question if that is okay. Peaceful assembly is just one human right that is being limited by the current
directions. What action is the minister taking to ensure the health directions are necessary,
proportionate and the least restrictive of rights?
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19) (12:44): Just today I have
tabled a report to the Parliament on the extensions of the declaration of the state of emergency. That
report also contains the advice that the chief health officer has provided to me in terms of the most
recent extension of the state of emergency. I would refer the member to that advice that the chief health
officer has provided to me in relation to all those matters that we have discussed before that needed to
be considered under the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: DIGITAL INNOVATION FESTIVAL
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Employment, Minister for Innovation, Medical
Research and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business) (12:44): A couple of weeks ago I
was very pleased to join a number of inspiring online events as part of the Victorian Digital Innovation
Festival. It goes without saying that there has never been a more challenging time for Victorians than
our recent history, but thankfully now, with some positive reductions in COVID-19, we can turn our
thoughts to economic recovery. We have seen many businesses move online, pivot and create new
offerings for their customers as a result of the pandemic, and we know that innovation and technology
will be critical in supporting industry growth, competitiveness and job creation as we reach COVID
normal and as we look forward to a time when the pandemic has indeed passed. That is why this year’s
Digital Innovation Festival was more important and more relevant than ever before.
Running since 2016, the two-week Digital Innovation Festival is a unique initiative of the Victorian
government to promote business and community engagement with technology. The festival, which
was held entirely online for the first time ever, brought together every sector of our community, from
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schools to local government, small businesses to major corporations, to demonstrate how technology
and innovation impact us all. It provided the opportunity for all Victorians to engage with technology,
connect with entrepreneurs, develop new skills and reimagine the way we interact with our
communities and conduct business, as well as how we interact with one another.
The 2020 festival included over 300 events, many of which were free and accessible to anyone.
Regional Victoria also showed its strength in this, with approximately 10 000 event attendees from
regional Victoria alone and a number of key events, such as the Bendigo Invention and Innovation
Festival, Gippsland’s Binary Shift Conference and Wangaratta’s Big Day In event. Although the
festival has now concluded for another year, the Victorian government Digital Innovation Futures
Victoria website continues to offer many ways to help Victorians stay connected and keep learning.
Questions on notice
ANSWERS
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources) (12:47): There are 10 answers to questions on notice:
2157, 2536, 2539, 2541, 2543, 2579, 2609, 2714, 2792, 2798.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
WRITTEN RESPONSES
The PRESIDENT (12:47): Regarding questions and answers today, the question from Mr Barton
to Ms Pulford is two days.
Constituency questions
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (12:47): My question is to the Minister for Health. What
has been forgotten and overlooked by the Andrews government during this pandemic is the thousands
of Victorians with non-COVID-related medical issues. One of the tragedies is that those suffering
from cancer and in palliative care are not getting the support they need. They are so terrified about
dying alone. Due to the COVID-19 restrictions in hospital, people are choosing to die at home. Support
for those in palliative care and their families is desperately needed and more support is required. Could
the minister provide the necessary support and funding so that the thousands of Victorians needing
palliative care can get that care?
EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms TERPSTRA (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:48): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Education, and I ask the minister to provide an update on mental health supports in place for students
in the Eastern Metropolitan Region. Support for the mental health of our students is paramount,
especially during these unprecedented times. I am so proud to be a member of a government that is
committed to rolling out mental health professionals in every government secondary school to give
students the support they need. Last week I was excited to announce that this initiative is being rolled
out in my electorate next year. It has been great to see the recent announcements about supporting our
students, and I look forward to the update from the minister on these important supports for students
in my community.
WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (12:49): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change and relates to the Parks Victoria consultation into
revitalising Tower Hill state reserve. My constituents around the Warrnambool area are extremely
disappointed in the outcome of the first round of consultation on Tower Hill Wildlife Reserve. The
subsequent draft plan from Parks Victoria reads more like a hunting promo. Given that duck shooter
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numbers are dwindling each year and that Tower Hill had 295 000 visitors last year, of which there
would only have been a minor handful of duck shooters, it is astounding that a plan has been written
to appease the shooting fraternity. In the first section, 1.1, hunting is mentioned three times and
birdwatching not once. My constituents want to know as part of the consultation into revitalising
Tower Hill: will the minister ban duck shooting at the reserve?
NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (12:50): My constituency question today is for the
Minister for Planning. It concerns the market redevelopment in Preston at the Preston Market in my
electorate of Northern Metropolitan Region. Recently my office conducted a community survey, and
I thank all those who responded from Preston. Several residents informed me they want to see the
market precinct protected, and others asked for more parking and better safety lighting around the
area—all valid contributions for this important development that is in the heart of Preston. The
Victorian Planning Authority has reported they want the project fast-tracked and shovel ready but will
not release the proposed designs until after the council elections in October this year. Minister, Preston
residents should be able to have their say on this project within the upcoming council elections, so will
you instruct the Victorian Planning Authority to release the proposed design for the Preston Market
before the upcoming Darebin council elections?
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (12:51): My question is to the Minister for Corrections. It
relates to very serious concerns raised with me that at the Malmsbury Youth Justice Centre in my
electorate high-speed internet access has inexplicably recently become available to detainees.
Shockingly, I am informed that this has meant that at least one inmate has recently been able to make
uninvited and therefore highly traumatising online contact with the victim of their crimes and dozens
of detainees have been regularly downloading and viewing pornographic material on their taxpayerfunded laptops. Especially bearing in mind that many of the centre’s workers at the front line of dealing
with these problems are constituents of mine, I ask the minister: are any of these claims true, and if so,
what specific actions have been taken by Corrections Victoria and/or the government in relation to
them?
NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (12:52): My question is for the Premier, and it concerns the
protection of communities in my electorate of Northern Victoria. Northern Victorian communities
have recorded some of the lowest COVID-19 case numbers in the state, with many of them remaining
COVID-free for weeks and two of our local areas having never recorded a single case. These
communities have worked hard to achieve this, and as the Premier said yesterday, they jealously guard
that status. However, during stage 2 they have felt the government has not done everything it could to
assist them to retain that status. Over the past three months I have had daily reports from constituents
concerned at cars just being waved through roadblocks, visitors to regional areas bragging that they
had come from Melbourne to shop or have their hair done and—the biggest government failure of
all—passengers on V/Line services not being asked for ID or reason for travel. Will the Premier
guarantee, now that Northern Victoria is starting to open up, that communities will be adequately
protected by ensuring that every car is stopped at a roadblock, that all passengers on V/Line are
screened for reason for travel and residency and that there are no other loopholes, such as flying in by
private aircraft? We need a ring of steel around Melbourne, not a ring of steel with more holes than a
colander.
EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (12:53): My question is for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services as well as the Treasurer. The lockdowns, stage 3 for the regional areas and stage 4
for Melbourne and Mitchell shire, have resulted in many of us who have shooters licences as well as
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other licences to do recreational activities effectively prohibited from doing what these licences allow
for. The cost of some of these licences is not inconsequential, particularly shooters licences, and it is
only fair that if the government is stopping us from doing the things then either they should be
extending licences, as they did with game licences, or specifically with shooters licences, which are
extremely regulated and cannot have extensions, an appropriate refund should be made. I call on the
police minister to work with the Treasurer and refund an appropriate amount to those who hold
shooters licences to compensate for not being able to use those licences.
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (12:54): My constituency question is to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety. The township of Bulla has one of the busiest roads in Victoria dissecting it. The
Sunbury–Bulla road carries thousands of vehicles every day normally. Whilst numbers are down
somewhat right now as a result of the Andrews government’s lockdown, it should be noted that
B-double trucks feature prominently, as they carry soil to be dumped a little further up Sunbury Road,
and of course this will worsen significantly if the government approves the dumping of highly
carcinogenic toxic soil. For those seeking to cross Bulla Road, it is very much a case of the quick and
the dead. Schoolkids accessing buses take their lives into their hands as they cross that road. As for
elderly residents and those in motorised wheelchairs, they do not have much chance at all. Bulla needs
a pedestrian crossing and it needs a pedestrian crossing now. Minister, when will you allow such a
crossing to be established in Bulla?
WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (12:55): Will the Minister for Health consider the
reopening of gyms with COVID-safe plans in place before the last step? The health and wellbeing of
hundreds of thousands of Victorians revolves around accessing gyms and health facilities, which are
some of the cleanest and most sanitary public environments. After a second eight-week period of
lockdown, the physical and mental health of Victorians are suffering. We also know that the virus
preys on the vulnerable, and it is incumbent on people to stay as healthy as possible to defend against
the virus.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Dr Cumming, is that a constituency question you are talking about?
Dr CUMMING: Yes.
The PRESIDENT: Is it in your electorate?
Dr CUMMING: Yes, the gyms in my area. The mental health of Victorians has taken a massive
hit, and the freedom to exercise in a supervised environment with professional management is vital.
The after-effects will last longer and will cost more if gyms remain closed for an extended period.
EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (12:57): My question is to the Premier. The Coate inquiry found that
99 per cent of COVID cases in the second wave can be traced to 100 per cent of the government’s
responsibility. We have seen in Gippsland that the so-called ‘ring of steel’ is as leaky as a colander.
Constituents have provided me with many examples of woefully inadequate to negligible checking of
passengers on V/Line rail and coach services coming into Gippsland. Other constituents have
expressed their concern about not being checked on their routine returning home to Gippsland from
stage 4 from business or health appointments. Indeed just now one of my constituents commented,
‘Please make sure that Melbourne people are kept out of Gippsland and we don’t destroy our excellent
record’. Gippslanders have been absolutely magnificent at protecting from the virus. Specifically, what
enforcement measures will you provide to Gippslanders to make sure that your ring of steel is not a
colander in disguise?
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SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (12:58): My constituency question is for the Minister for
Planning. I refer to media reports last week of the minister fast-tracking an eight-storey office tower
in the iconic Toorak Village. The predominant height of the village now is two storeys. One would
think it obvious that once an eight-storey tower is constructed in a village, that is the end of its character
as a village. One is reminded of that famous saying from the Vietnam War, which I paraphrase here,
‘It was necessary to destroy the village in order to save it’. On 3 September in the Australian, columnist
Katrina Grace Kelly reported that as a result of the COVID-19 crisis there will be an oversupply of
commercial office space in the nearby Melbourne central business district and that a big
superannuation fund was getting out of commercial property completely, as many more people will
work from home. Will the minister inform me of the need for such an office tower at Toorak Village,
in light of these developments in the Melbourne commercial office market, at the expense of local
height controls?
EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (12:59): My question is for the Minister for Roads and Road
Safety. I have had representations from the Ivanhoe community, particularly from Jenny Mulholland,
OAM, about safety provisions in East Ivanhoe village. Led by Jenny, the local community and the
traders association have been working with council to lobby the government to provide the strip on
Lower Heidelberg Road with an additional pedestrian crossing and an extension of the traffic island.
Council has advised that it is waiting on the Department of Transport to commit to the project. Only
three years ago a young student was hit on this strip when crossing the road, demonstrating the safety
imperative. The local lower house member, Mr Carbines, is absent on this issue and the community
needs representation. My question is: will the government commit to investing in this much-needed
safety infrastructure on Lower Heidelberg Road through the East Ivanhoe village?
SOUTH EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (13:00): My constituency question is to the
Minister for Health. In the last 24 hours I have been contacted by half a dozen landscape gardening
businesses in my electorate who have been forced to close by direction of the chief health officer while
at the same time local council landscape gardeners continue to operate. Section 204 of the Public
Health and Wellbeing Act 2008 allows a person who suffers loss as a consequence of a direction from
the chief health officer to seek compensation from the secretary of the department and if that fails,
from VCAT. Clearly these businesses are keen to recoup their losses and obtain compensation under
the provisions that are available to them in the act. So my question to the Minister for Health is: will
she outline what processes and steps she is putting in place to allow these businesses to claim the
compensation they are rightfully entitled to, noting of course that there are likely to be hundreds of
thousands of other businesses and individuals in Victoria that will seek compensation under this
provision?
The PRESIDENT: Regarding Dr Cumming’s constituency question before, I was trying to help,
Dr Cumming, because you did not mention your electorate. That is why I was trying to help you. But
I will let it go through even though you did not mention it. You are in Western Metropolitan; correct?
Dr Cumming: Correct.
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Following questions incorporated pursuant to order of Council of 15 September:
WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Solar Homes.
The Victorian government has been encouraging Victorians to install solar panels on their roofs to ‘reduce
their power bills and help supply more energy to our electricity grid’, costing the taxpayer more than
$1.3 billion in subsidies.
Constituents of mine in Clifton Springs have recently brought to my attention their issue of being unable to
connect their solar installation to the supply source, having been informed that there is no room.
In an email from electricity distribution network provider Powercor, they were told ‘unfortunately the
transformer that supplies your site is at capacity for solar connections and no capacity can be approved at this
time. You may connect a 5kW system however export to the grid must be limited to zero kW’.
This is a classic example of the Labor government putting the cart before the horse by failing to ensure there
is sufficient room in the system to receive extra energy before encouraging solar home installation.
Clearly, homes cannot ‘help supply more energy to our electricity grid’ as the Solar Homes program boasts
about, if transformers are often at capacity for solar connections.
Minister, when are my constituents going to be able to utilise their solar installation as you so vigorously
promoted and promised?

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan)
My constituency question is directed to the Minister for Education and Minister for the Coordination of
Education and Training: COVID-19, the Honourable James Merlino, MP.
The Andrews Labor government is repairing, expanding and building new kinders so every child can access
funded three-year-old kinder as the groundbreaking program rolls out across the state.
Thirteen projects across Victoria that will share in more than $13.8 million in the first round of capacity grants
under the Building Blocks program have been announced, with a further 784 IT grants worth $1 million also
announced this week.
Together the projects will create new kinder places as well as boosting local jobs and local businesses as these
areas rebuild from the economic impacts of coronavirus.
The Building Blocks program will create additional places—as well as improve facilities and access to
technology—for three- and four-year-old kinder providers across Victoria.
Grants are available to local governments and not-for-profit organisations delivering a funded kindergarten
program.
This is part of the Labor government’s $5 billion investment in funded universal three-year-old kinder for all
Victorian children—in an Australian first.
My question to the minister is: can the minister confirm if any kinders in my area of Western Metropolitan
Region are a part of this program?

Sitting suspended 1.01 pm until 2.10 pm.
Motions
COVID-19
Debate resumed.
Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (14:11): It is good to rise to join what I am sure all members of
the house recognise is an incredibly important debate today regarding education and the impact on
both the learning and the wellbeing of Victorian kids of the fact that for a long time now, indeed in
total for almost six months, they have been out of the classroom. At the outset I want to make it plain
that I and the other members of the coalition parties support Mr Limbrick’s motion.
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I have a slightly different view about exactly what the timing should be for the return to school for
primary school children and secondary school children at the start of term 4, noting that right now we
are coming towards the end of the final week of term 3, and I will talk about those minor differences
in due course. Nonetheless, the points that Mr Limbrick raises in his motion regarding the initial
impetus for the decision to physically shut schools down and the harm that is being done are in my
view and in the view of my colleagues incredibly important points for us to discuss and properly
understand as a parliament today.
The impact in short has been dreadful and not only upon year 12s. We have heard a lot about year 12s
in the media and more broadly; that is as it should be. Year 12s have had an appalling year and they
are seeking to do their very best in their final examinations, which are upcoming. However, this has
also impacted Victorian kids at every single age and stage from prep and the early years of primary
school through until the final years and then that transition into secondary school and right through the
junior, middle and upper periods of secondary school.
Now, it is not a point that I am going to dwell upon, but it is relevant to Mr Limbrick’s motion that of
course we know why it is that a decision was made by the government to remove children from school.
It was due to the government’s appalling handling of this pandemic. I was interested to note that in the
response of the government, through Ms Terpstra, we heard that a key element of Mr Limbrick’s
motion—that the closure of schools, the physical closure of schools, has caused significant harm—is
not accepted by the government. It is not accepted. Ms Terpstra said that there were, and I quote,
‘positives and negatives’ to schools being physically closed. We heard that it is a ‘big call’ to say, as
Mr Limbrick does in point (3) of his motion, that closing schools has caused significant harm to
children.
Well, I accept what members of the government have said today and on other occasions, that when
making huge decisions like these—whether to return to learning in the classroom—we should be
guided by the very best evidence. There are many different voices that we have heard throughout this
period of pandemic regarding exactly what it is we should be doing; many different, learned voices.
However, on this occasion I am very comfortable to turn to experts who have been designated as such
by the government itself.
Earlier this year the government made it plain that it relies upon the advice of the World Health
Organization. I am holding up a media release from Ms Mikakos. She said:
We rely on advice—

we the government—
from health experts when it comes to managing the novel coronavirus—including … the World Health
Organization.

So we should hear what the World Health Organization—this eminent body—has to say about school
closures and the significant issue in our motion today regarding harm. I have found some commentary
from the World Health Organization, you might be interested to learn, Deputy President. Indeed it
comes directly from the director-general of the World Health Organization, Dr Tedros Adhanom
Ghebreyesus. He said that given the:
… devastating consequences on children … the decision to close schools should be a last resort, temporary
and only at a local level in areas with intense transmission.

So on one point the members of the government are right. On one point, I am afraid, Mr Limbrick,
your motion does not follow the very best health advice. Your language I think significantly
underplays what is at stake here for Victorian children. The World Health Organization does not talk
about significant harm, it talks of devastation. This is a body, remember, that Ms Mikakos and the
government have said they rely upon for advice. Why don’t we test this advice from the World Health
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Organization to see how the government’s response has stacked up and of course how the motion
before the house today, that I support and the coalition supports, stacks up?
Given the devastating consequences on children … the decision to close schools should be a last resort …

Mr Limbrick is correct that this decision to close schools was not a last resort. In fact it was a first port
of call in an effort, as we heard from the minister and the chief health officer and others, to stop people
moving around the community. So on that first point, the government did not accept the advice of the
expert body that the government itself said it relied upon—the government’s words.
What about the second point? It should be temporary. School closures should be temporary. They
were temporary in New South Wales. Students in New South Wales—what is the time? 2.16 pm—
are currently enjoying lesson 5 with their teachers in the classroom. Students in New South Wales
were only at home for 29 days—temporary, as the World Health Organization has said. Here in
Victoria students have been at home, away from the classroom, for almost six months. The World
Health Organization says, ‘a last resort’. For the government it was the first port of call. The World
Health Organization says school closures must be temporary. For the government they have been
protracted. The World Health Organization says that school closures should only be ‘at a local level
in areas with intense transmission’. Instead we have the opposite of a localised system of school
closures. We have blanket school closures right across the state of Victoria, including even today in
many regional parts of the state where there is not one single case of COVID-19 and where there has
never been a single case of COVID-19.
There is other advice, however, from medical professionals and from scientists that we should listen
to as we seek to address the motion today—advice from bodies like the Australian Health Protection
Principal Committee. This body has always said that schools are safe. It gave this advice on 17 March
and then updated it on 24 April. The body said this:
AHPPC continues to note that there is very limited evidence of transmission between children in the school
environment; population screening overseas has shown very low incidence of positive cases in school-aged
children. In Australia, 2.4 per cent of confirmed cases have been in children aged between 5 and 18 years …

They go on. Mr Limbrick referred to a study in the Lancet that was published recently. The authors of
that study said:
… our findings provide evidence that SARS-CoV-2—

COVID—
transmission in educational settings can be kept low and manageable in the context of an effective epidemic
response.

Now, my colleagues and I here on the opposition benches did not oppose the government’s moves
during the height of the second wave, the hotel quarantine wave, to remove students from school. That
was because, to use the words of the Lancet study, there was not ‘an effective epidemic response’. I
felt it was necessary at that time. However, now—not through any good work of the government but
rather through the outstanding work of the Victorian community—numbers have thankfully come
down. They are at a manageable level, so students as of the very start of term 4 should be back at
school. For secondary students, given that the general achievement test is so soon after the start of
school, they should be back straight after that.
Now, in making the comments that I have already made and will continue to make in unpacking the
harm that is done to students through not being at school, I want to be very plain, as I have been plain
before and as our Shadow Minister for Education, Cindy McLeish, has been plain on numerous
occasions. Teachers, at this time of pandemic and physical school closures, have done just the most
outstanding job.
As you know, Deputy President, just a few months ago I was teaching my English class in Ivanhoe
before coming to this place to be with you. I am in contact with teachers on a near-daily basis, and I
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know that all Victorian teachers have worked incredibly hard at this time. Many were already engaging
in really innovative online practices. Many others, however, found it very difficult and very complex
to transition to a totally different way of learning. So once again I want to put on record my thanks and
the thanks of the coalition parties to Victorian teachers and also to Victorian parents, who have done
it so tough through this time. The expectations on parents trying to work at the same time as schooling
their children have been through the roof. And again, Victorian parents, while they are certainly jack
of it now, have done an outstanding job.
Thinking about point (3) in Mr Limbrick’s motion regarding the harm—or in the words of the directorgeneral of the World Health Organization, ‘devastation’; harm is the word, however, used in the
motion—that is done to children through school closures, in my mind we can lump this harm into two
broad categories: social and emotional on the one hand and academic on the other.
I have been speaking in advance of making my contribution today to a range of school leaders and
teachers across my electorate. I have been speaking to the director of wellbeing of a major independent
prep to 12 school in my electorate, I have been talking to the chaplain of a school in Ringwood and I
have been speaking to a series of child psychologists. Ms Terpstra in her contribution talked about the
need to listen to child psychologists, and I agree with her completely. All are unanimous in their view
that the social and emotional impacts of being away from school are huge.
I have heard some commentary coming from the government about students at the very bottom end
of primary school—the youngest students—and those students can have a very difficult transition into
prep and then grade 1. Much important work is done to bed down the fundamentals of literacy and
numeracy at that time. But what about grade 2, 3 and 4 students? Some of the professionals that I have
been talking to over the last few days have actually argued to me that based on the best scientific
evidence the impact upon those students is even greater, especially at a time when they need to be
spending a great deal of time and energy interacting with not only their peers but also adults beyond
their family sphere.
At the upper end of the primary years, students are preparing for an incredibly important and
sometimes difficult transition point. I was the deputy principal of a prep to 12 school and had
responsibilities for managing that transition. It was a very difficult one—sometimes even for students
moving from grade 6 to year 7 within the same school. So many students find that very difficult. It is
of course far more difficult if you are not physically at school with your peers and with your teachers.
As we move into the secondary years we know of course that the teenage years can be an incredibly
challenging time for so many young Victorians. We have spoken in this house before—and again,
Ms Terpstra spoke quite eloquently in my view—about mental illness and the need to support young
people who are battling through problems with mental health. This is a time when students are
introduced to an entirely new online world. Well, I have deep worries about that as a former pastoral
leader. These issues can be managed really well in a school setting. To place all the burden upon
families, I think, is unfair.
Then as we move into years 10, 11 and 12 we know that many Victorian students, I dare say all
Victorian students, are preparing to have a really strong academic focus—to put their best foot forward
in their final examinations. Well again, of course, that has been very difficult at this time. So the social
and emotional impacts have been huge; to come back to the language of the World Health
Organization, they have been ‘devastating’.
The academic impacts have been just as great. Even before COVID we on this side of the house had
deep concerns about the state of Victorian education. Late last year when we finally learned the results
from the last Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) survey, well, we found out that
Victorian students had received their worst ever results in maths and in science—critical learning
areas. Well, as a result of school closures, of course things have only got worse. This is not something
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that is up for argument; this is something that all of the experts are telling us. I refer briefly to a study
from Victoria University. Victoria University earlier this year found that:
… school students face up to a 25% annual decline in mathematics learning and a 10% decline in English
learning when studying remotely …

There is a huge academic impact—a ‘devastating’ academic impact, to come back to the language of
the World Health Organization—when we take students out of the classroom. But it gets worse, to my
mind. The authors of this study, including Professor Stephen Lamb, went on to say:
However, when adjusting for disadvantaged students, the modelling suggests a 23–33% decline in numeracy
learning and a 15–22% decline in reading for year 5s and year 9s, compared to classroom-based learning.

So Victorian education was already at a low ebb—indeed according to the very best data, the PISA
survey, it was at its lowest ebb—before COVID, and now students and their learning have taken this
huge additional hit. Professor Stephen Lamb went on, and I will quote him briefly:
Our modelling shows that the longer students of all levels are learning remotely, the more likely they will
perform below what they would have in the classroom. For students from disadvantage backgrounds, that gap
is much wider.

That is cause for the deepest concern for me and also my colleagues. On some further evidence to this
point about a widening educational gap in Victoria under this Labor government I was interested to
read a story in the Age newspaper just last week on this topic, referring to another study. The story, by
Adam Carey, goes thus:
More than 10 per cent of Victorian students from disadvantaged schools were absent during the state’s first
period of remote learning in term two compared to just 4 per cent in advantaged schools, suggesting the …
pandemic is widening the gap between high and low-performing students.

So it is not up for debate that school closures, the result of this government’s failings, have led to a
devastating impact when it comes to our kids’ social and emotional wellbeing. It has also led to a
devastating impact upon their learning. It has also led to this widening of the educational gap. The
educational gap is never wider than it is when comparing metropolitan Melburnian kids and kids in
regional and rural Victoria.
Now, to come back to the very first point raised in the motion by Mr Limbrick, the Minister for
Education was really clear that when he sent metropolitan Melburnian kids home the first time, he was
also going to send country kids home, not because there was any health risk—there was no COVID
in country Victoria—but to, and I quote, ‘level the playing field’. I hate to be the one to have to break
it to him: there has never been a level playing field in this state under Labor when you compare kids
in metropolitan Melbourne and country Victoria. Year 9s in the country are 12 months behind their
city compatriots in maths; they are 10 months behind their city compatriots in reading. If you want
other data—that is NAPLAN data—let us look at ATARs. Of the top 20 schools, two are in regional
and rural Victoria; of the bottom 20 schools, 16 are in regional and rural Victoria.
So it is plain that what Mr Limbrick has put in his first point is entirely correct, noting, as I said, that
my colleagues and I felt that, given the catastrophic handling of this pandemic by the government, it
was necessary some months ago to send students home. But now that Victorians have done such a
brilliant job, now that all the evidence says it is safe, now that the government’s own chosen medical
advisers say that the impact of school closures is devastating, we must finally listen to these experts,
accept their evidence and send our kids back to school. I support this motion and I commend it to the
house.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (14:28): I rise to speak to Mr Limbrick’s call on the
government to open schools to all students at the start of term 4. In my community of Western
Metropolitan Region there are around 140 000 primary- and secondary-aged children. In that
context—of a road to recovery and a COVID norm, the declining numbers of those with the virus and
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what is best for schoolchildren and their families—going back to school as soon as possible is the best
outcome for schoolchildren and youth, their families and the community.
Evidence as to the impact on students due to schools being closed specifically in relation to the
COVID-19 pandemic is still in its early days. However, the evidence that is emerging is in line with
the evidence that extended school closures have a high social and economic cost. For those in
vulnerable situations the effect is shown to be much worse. The United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization collated a number of issues with school closures. Among the many are the
social isolation, the high economic cost, the interrupted learning and the gaps in caring for children.
Especially for our youth, there is also a rise in dropout rates. It can be a challenge for youth to return
and to stay in school when schools reopen after an extended closure, and this is also due to the rising
numbers of mental health issues that our young teens are facing at this time.
Obviously schools are the places to learn. They are also the spaces for social interaction which is
essential for learning and their personal development. As I said, the disadvantages are much higher for
the underprivileged learners, who tend to have fewer educational and social opportunities beyond
school. While the research evidence is compelling, what I am also hearing on a daily basis from parents
in my community via email and phone calls is that their young children and young adults have lost
their spark or sadly are showing signs of depression. Overwhelmed and in some cases desperate
parents tell me that they are trying to get resources from Headspace, the help lines, the educational
websites and the like, but they are not helping. They tell me that the need for their kids to get back to
school is urgent. It is important to acknowledge the hard work of our school community, and this is
not a criticism of the work that they do; this is to say that the side of the school closures that is working
is because the schools are doing the best that they can at this time. I would like to thank the teachers
for working very hard to make sure that there is high-quality online learning, and as a parent I have
experienced this firsthand.
When schools closed, parents needed to facilitate the learning of children at home, and that was
obviously a struggle. It is also a struggle for parents to keep performing that task. This is especially
true for parents with limited education and resources. Of the 140 000 school-aged children in my
region, 20 per cent of those under 19 are from a single-parent family, most of whom are juggling work
as well as homeschooling. There has also emerged evidence that women across the world are bearing
a disproportionate cost in relation to the lost income as well as the higher reliance on them for caring
for and schooling those children. From daily communications I have received there is no doubt parents
were unprepared for homeschooling, especially on top of their daily commitments. It is true even more
were unprepared for the social and emotional impact on their children of being kept home.
Now those working need to figure out how to transition back into the work environment, and with a
staggered approach to the reopening of businesses we need to help people make that transition back
into work as smoothly as possible. With their children back at school we can give the community time
to prepare to return to work and for them to make sense of the guidelines and the packages.
Working parents are more likely to miss out on work when schools are closed in order to take care of
their children. This results in wage losses and negatively impacts productivity. In the absence of other
options such as going to school or help from grandparents, some working parents must leave children
alone. They are just not able to be there for their kids at this particular time. The government and the
chief health officer’s message is that keeping kids home is a way to restrict movements. It makes sense
in relation to where we live and work, and it is likely few people work within the 5-kilometre distance
from their homes—plus it is workplaces that show the highest rates of transmission and are the source
of the virus.
Government schools, however, are zoned. Therefore the vast majority of those in the metropolitan
area of Melbourne live within the zone, and therefore they will not be travelling far. With the numbers
of COVID cases going lower and lower each day, parents will need to start looking to go back to work,
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so it is time that we helped parents. Workplaces can actually prepare to go to a COVID norm, but
children should return to school as soon as possible.
I just want to touch on that point that we are all made to stay 5 kilometres from our home. Now, for
the vast majority of people in Western Metro their school is within their 5 kilometres. The whole of
the government’s desire was to reduce movement. Therefore they were saying to people to stay within
their 5 kilometres. Well, their school is within their 5 kilometres. Most of their schools are walking
distance from their homes or a bike ride from their homes. To actually suggest that we continue to
keep schools closed when their schools are in that 5-kilometre bubble does not make sense, because
you are not reducing any movements. People are moving within their 5-kilometre zones anyway.
To think that we are going to continue on the path of locking children away 22 hours a day in their
homes is beyond comprehension when we do have the option and we should be supporting the schools
to be open and those children to be at school. The things that children have missed out upon in the last
couple of months, and this government wants to continue to allow them to miss out upon, are things
such as sports on weekends. They are missing out on going to birthday parties and play dates. Children
are missing out on going to the movies and museums. There is only so much that they can do online,
but with no actual interaction and going out no wonder there are so many children at the moment that
are feeling quite stir crazy being stuck at home. There are no festivals at the moment. There is no Royal
Melbourne Show. There is no Melbourne show over these school holidays. It is looking like there is
going to be no Halloween, so no lollies. None of that will occur.
The government really needs to think about all of this. If you are wanting to restrict movement, which
everyone has by staying within their 5 kilometres, we all know that the majority of the metropolitan
schools are within that 5 kilometres. They are zoned. Most of these children are walking distance or a
bike ride away from their school. So to continue the argument that we are somehow reducing the
movement of the virus by keeping the schools closed within their 5-kilometre zones is not an argument
that you can actually keep up. To get the children back into school in the fourth term will help all of
those parents transition back into work. We also have to understand that these children have not been
having sleepovers with grandparents or any of those other interactions that they would normally have
with their family members.
But when we talk about this motion today I would like to also remind the government and other
members here that we need to debate the motion on its merits and who it will actually benefit. Who
this motion will benefit is our children and our constituents. Please do not punish the children today
because this is a Liberal Democrats motion. Even though it is a party motion of the Liberal Democrats,
please, please, please, debate the merits of this motion. Look at who it benefits, which are the
constituents and our children. Please, please, please—which we always should—look at the motion,
its merits and who it benefits. What this would benefit is our children’s health and their education.
Please do not take this into party politics today. Please benefit our children and support this motion.
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (14:40): I rise to speak to the Liberal Democrats motion on
opening schools for term 4 and, as Dr Cumming said, put it on its merit. Yes, I will. It has no merit.
Seriously, for anyone playing at home today, just remember that this does nothing. This has zero effect
whether it passes or not. This has nothing. It may get a few more Facebook likes—
Ms Mikakos: I’m going to quote you in future.
Ms PATTEN: Taking that up, Ms Mikakos, when I put something forward—when I put forward
a bill, when I put forward a referral for an inquiry—I will do my research, I will do my work and I will
campaign in my constituency to get the support. That has not happened here. In fact the first I heard
of this motion was actually on the Reignite Democracy Facebook page saying ‘Support our campaign
to open schools’.
So I can see that Mr Limbrick has brought this motion to the chamber. I have not seen what support
he has got. Has he, I do not know, spoken to the teachers? Has he spoken to the principals? I rang the
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education union last night, and he had not spoken to them, and the 2000 principals that they support
and represent? He had not spoken to them. The Victorian Principals Association? He had not spoken
to them. The schools? Well, the schools I have spoken to he certainly had not spoken to. And it is
certainly not reflected in the opening statement that he made calling for us to support this—calling for
us to support, what, that every single school opens on the first day of term 4? In speaking to Meredith
Peace this morning, she said, ‘Fiona, that’s not possible. It’s just impossible. We need to assess the
vulnerability of children. We need to assess where they are academically, we need to assess where
they are socially, so what we want is a staggered approach. We want small groups of kids coming into
the schools so we can do this’.
Dr Cumming: You could still open all the schools but do that.
Ms PATTEN: This is saying ‘all students back to school term 4’. This is not—
Dr Cumming interjected.
Ms PATTEN: Dr Cumming, you had your chance. I would like to speak now as a crossbencher.
They said, to quote Mr Keating, ‘If you want friends in politics, get a dog’. But you certainly need
allies. If you want to move a motion, you know the numbers in here and you would certainly be trying
to advocate for people to support it. You would be arguing your point. You would be saying why this
was important: ‘calls on the Government to open schools to all students at the start of Term 4’. How?
How are we going to do that? I mean, some schools are going to be opening now. Some schools are
already open. Some schools are already operating. But what I do know is that the schools want the
flexibility to make those decisions. They do not want—
A member interjected.
Ms PATTEN: Well, I am not sure whether Mr Limbrick is an expert in education. I have not seen
it on his résumé. However, maybe he is. But it is certainly not reflected in his contribution on this
motion, nor is it reflected in here.
I am taking this on its merit. I could have been very angry about this, and I could have been very angry
that the Liberal Democrats accused me of being linked to police brutality. I could have been very angry
about that, because in this house I have been one of the outspoken people about police brutality,
whether that was Inflation nightclub or whether that was Hares & Hyenas. I have actually been one of
the more vocal people in this house about that. However, I am not so much angry; I am just kind of
disappointed. We have just debated Mr Grimley’s bill around the work that he wants to see the
Victorian Law Reform Commission do—how he wants to see greater community input into the
lawmaking process. He wrote a bill and he consulted and he went out there.
As far as I can see, this is something that came off somebody else’s website—‘Open all schools’. I
want schools to open as soon as possible, but I want them to do it safely, and I want them to open in
line with how the experts want them opened—that is the teachers and that is the principals. That is not
us sitting around here saying, ‘They should all open. What is it—8 October. Let’s open them all’.
They are not prepared for it. They are not prepared for all their students to go back. They want a
staggered approach. Schools want the flexibility to make those decisions about this, because there is
the teachers’ health we have to consider, there is the students’ health we have to consider and there are
ancillary staff we have to consider. And, yes, let us get these kids back to school as soon as possible,
but let us to do it in a coordinated fashion. Let us do it in a way that is supported by schools and that
is supported by teachers, not ‘Open all schools at the beginning of term 4’.
I know that we get two precious shots a year to lead debate in this house, so I take them very seriously.
In fact at the beginning of the year I know what I am going to be debating in this house for the two
times I have. I am really disappointed that this motion seems to be some afterthought on something
that they read on a Facebook page. I know saying this will get the bots going. I know that I will be
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trolled again on this—that I do not want to open schools. Can I state on the record that I want schools
to open as soon as possible; I just want them to open safely.
Ms STITT (Western Metropolitan) (14:47): I rise today to make a brief contribution to this debate.
I know there are a number of other speakers, including members of the crossbench, who would like to
have the opportunity to make a contribution, but I did want to get a few things on the record.
In relation to Mr Limbrick’s motion, I sit on the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC)
with Mr Limbrick. We are both members of that committee, so I can attest to the fact that he is quite
passionate about these issues. However, he does come to this debate with a particular ideology about
these things and a particular bent, and I totally respect his right to do so. But I do not agree with the
way in which Mr Limbrick sees the government’s response to this pandemic, because I do believe that
it is through the prism of the values that he holds rather than necessarily giving appropriate weight to
the health advice and what we need to do in the face of, let us face it, a situation that is—I hate to use
the word—unprecedented, overwhelming countries around the world and is one of probably the most
complex public emergencies that the globe has ever had to deal with.
I did want to take up the part of Mr Limbrick’s motion that does quote Minister Merlino’s evidence
that he gave to PAEC at the August hearings into the government’s response to COVID. In the motion
Mr Limbrick has lifted a section of Mr Merlino’s opening statement from the transcript, but I do not
believe that it paints an accurate picture of the evidence that Mr Merlino gave, or at least it does not
provide a full account of the point that Mr Merlino was trying to make in relation to this issue.
Mr Limbrick, you will be very well aware of this, because in fact you had a very lively exchange with
the minister during his evidence to PAEC in August, and without torturing the house with reading
from the Hansard transcript, I did just want to point out a couple of the key exchanges in the evidence
between the questions from Mr Limbrick and Mr Merlino’s answers, because they really go to the
heart of the government’s response in relation to our schools and the safety and wellbeing of not only
our students but obviously our teaching staff as well.
Mr Limbrick was asking Mr Merlino what the basis was for the decision to close schools, and in his
evidence Mr Merlino did indicate that one of the drivers of that decision was indeed to limit the
movement around metropolitan Melbourne and at that stage indeed around the state to try to minimise
community transmission and suppress the numbers of COVID cases that we were seeing daily at that
stage. In terms of the key point that Mr Merlino was making, Mr Merlino said to Mr Limbrick:
But I just want to pick you up on a point that you made. These are not decisions that the government has made
in isolation. These are decisions that we have made based on expert health advice, both from the Victorian
Chief Health Officer and through the AHPPC at a national cabinet level. Every decision that I have made and
every implementation that we have made at a school level has been made based on expert health advice …

And Mr Limbrick asked:
Have you challenged any of that advice—

which is a reasonable question to ask a minister at PAEC. Mr Merlino responded:
Well, Mr Limbrick, it is not a case of challenging the advice. Both at the Crisis Council of Cabinet with my
ministerial colleagues at a state level or the Premier at the national cabinet with first ministers and the Prime
Minister it is about looking at all of the data, reflecting on the expert health advice and then making decisions,
and these are hard decisions. And I understand that for …. students, both academically and in terms of their
wellbeing, there will be immense work that is happening right now in term 4 when we return to face-to-face
teaching, and next year, to get these kids back on track. There is a mountain of work to do, but we are talking
about the biggest health crisis that we have faced in 100 years, and we have got to make these sacrifices—
and I understand the impact that this is having.

Further, Mr Merlino said:
Well, the justification and the reasoning, Mr Limbrick, is to deal with the pandemic before us. What is the
alternative? Do we pick and choose the expert health advice? I think that would be extraordinary—if I as
minister said to the CHO, ‘I agree with that bit of advice and I’ll take that on board and implement that, but I
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won’t agree with this expert health advice’. Or what is the alternative, Mr Limbrick—that we have a health
experiment in our nation and we have herd immunity?

So it was a lively exchange, but I think it is important to take the minister’s comments in their full
context—and that was the context in which he was trying to explain to Mr Limbrick the reasons.
Mr Limbrick interjected.
Ms STITT: The point I want to make, Mr Limbrick, is that we, the Victorian government, are not
outliers in relation to this matter and how we have responded to the pandemic in relation to schools.
You will be aware through your deliberations over the interim report that was tabled in Parliament a
couple of weeks ago that in that report:
Restricting access to educational facilities has played a large part in the global response to the pandemic. One
hundred and eighty-eight countries have implemented closures of education facilities, affecting more than
1.5 billion children and young people.

So the approach that the Victorian government is taking is not at odds with the response around the
world. And of course—there is no denying it—nobody is trying to say that the last few months have
not been an enormous challenge for everybody, particularly in metropolitan Melbourne, and in running
the education system the wellbeing of students and school staff is a huge responsibility.
I would also like to remind Mr Limbrick that we did hear evidence from the Australian Education
Union recently. They have appeared at both sets of hearings in relation to COVID response, and of
course one of the issues that the education union has pointed out is that many of its members are
teachers in our state schools and the demographic of that group is a bit older than maybe one might
expect, so therefore there are many teachers in our teaching institutions who may have underlying
health issues.
As important as it is, it is not just about the wellbeing and the health of children; it is also about ensuring
that our incredible teachers, teacher aides and all of the staff in our schools, whether that is the state
system or otherwise, are protected as best as possible during this pandemic. So returning to school in
a safe and steady way is completely appropriate given where we have been in Victoria with the second
wave, given how serious the health threat became and given that we want to make sure that we do not
have a situation where the pandemic peaks again. We want to make sure that we have suppressed the
numbers and that people can safely return to not only the classroom but their workplaces and the
broader community. So it is the case that the government has set out a road map for this to occur. And
in relation to the great news story of where regional Victoria is at, Mr Limbrick will be aware that it
has already been announced that regional schools will now be able to return to onsite learning from
the beginning of term 4, and that is a wonderful thing.
I do find it quite unhelpful to hear members in here talk about children being locked away. There is
no denying that the last few months have been incredibly difficult and that it has taken a toll on many,
many, many people in our community—undoubtedly. But to talk in emotive terms, in populist terms,
about children being locked away is just irresponsible. Of course there have been challenges with
remote learning, but it has also been an absolute triumph of people being able to come up with new
ways in the most difficult of circumstances to make sure that our kids are engaged with their schools
and engaged with their classmates, albeit remotely. Of course everybody wants to see children get
back to school in Victoria as soon as possible, but we have to do that in a safe way.
So for regional Victoria there is no issue, Mr Limbrick. Because of the amazing efforts of everybody
across our regions and the fact that the numbers are now at a safe and low point, kids will go back to
school and teachers will go back to school at the beginning of term 4. For metropolitan Melbourne,
however, we are not in a position to be able to do that at the drop of a hat for millions of kids overnight.
Basically there will be a stepped approach. On 28 September we will be able to allow prep to grade 2
to return to school. Then VCE and VCAL years 11 and 12 students will return to school at the
beginning of term 4, along with any year 10 kids who are doing a VCE or VCAL subject. And come
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26 October, if we have got the numbers down to the appropriate level, then grades 3 to 10 will be able
to join those students in those other years and return to face-to-face learning. That will be a day to truly
celebrate. But it is not about making sure that we come in here and we score political points about
schoolkids and their teachers, because they have already been through enough. The government will
not be supporting Mr Limbrick’s motion.
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (14:59): I am pleased to rise this afternoon to speak briefly on
Mr Limbrick’s motion in regard to schools, and the motion is number 368 on the notice paper. Before
I delve in and give my perspective as a rural MP, as a mother to now adult children but certainly to a
family member who still has children at school and as an MP who has spoken to many parents along
this way and through the COVID journey, I would just like to make a couple of references to some of
the contributions that have gone before me. In doing so I would like to pick up on Ms Patten’s
contribution, which as usual was fiery and with passion, but I take umbrage on Mr Limbrick’s behalf.
I am sure he can tidy up his own lunch with respect to this, but I did take umbrage when Ms Patten
happened to mention that he did not chat, he did not communicate or he did not discuss this with
principals, with teachers, in her opinion. Then she went on to discuss the union and the union
movement and said how important being in this place and having your time slot is and knowing at the
start of the year what you will be speaking about as your slot comes up, I guess referencing that perhaps
this was not the wisest choice of slot. But it was interesting that Ms Patten said he should have
communicated.
Now what I understand is that Ms Patten has put a bill before the house that is soon to be debated—in
the next couple of sitting weeks—and it is to do with the removal of chaplains from our schools. It
would be interesting if she is berating Mr Limbrick with the same tea towel that she has turned on
herself, because I know that she has not spoken to Korus Connect, which happens to be the largest
provider of chaplains across the state system. If she was going to have such a big impact on this
particular level within our school community, she would have actually communicated with them and
at least put forward her position. Whilst I respect everybody’s point of view and right to be able to put
forward bills and motions that they like, it is a little bit unjustified whacking somebody whilst at the
same time not actually being able to communicate with a very large sector that would be specifically
targeted if that bill happened to come to fruition.
I also would like to make reference that each of us always picks the bits out of the facts that we want
to. I note that Labor Party MPs and indeed Ms Patten talked about getting the facts and getting the
right advice. Now we absolutely know that the now former chief medical officer, Brendan Murphy,
was clear at the start and was clear all the way through, along with the Australian Health Protection
Principal Committee—a big name for a very important committee. They have always stated that it has
been safe and never wavered from their advice to have students in schools. Now, this is not when there
are isolated cases of outbreaks. It is important to have that deep cleanse and to have students removed
so that they can then go back. But at no time has this organisation, a very astute organisation and body,
said, ‘Keep schools closed’.
The other point I would like to make is in relation to Ms Stitt talking about overseas information and
the various countries that had their schools closed. Well, the UN—a report from them—has said that
there is no developed nation anywhere in the world where schools are closed. There is no developed
nation at the moment where schools are closed, except Victoria. Now, the wave of the pandemic came
to our shores, to one nation, but each state has dealt with it in a different way, and we can see, very
unfortunately and very dismally for our dear students and their families, that Victoria has dealt with it
appallingly. We know that our counterparts in New South Wales have had roughly a month of closed
schools. Mathematically we have had approximately six months of closed schools. Now, that has a
huge impact on our students. It has a huge impact on their mental wellbeing, their educational
wellbeing and their parents as well. To say that this is not an important motion, to be flippant about it,
I think does not grasp the importance of students and education.
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Indeed we know that the hotel quarantine debacle is 99 per cent responsible for us being in this second
wave. We would be like New South Wales or Queensland or WA if that had not occurred—that is a
fact—and it is galling now that we are being told to eat our very humble sandwich in relation to
classrooms and school education.
I also take up Ms Stitt’s point. I agree with her in that it is very important to protect our teachers, but
there are modes and ways to do that. Indeed I know in the very first stages of this that one of my exteacher colleagues said that he was over 60 and he was in the category that was going to be working
from home and providing resources in that space. If there were compromised people with
compromised immune systems, those teachers certainly would need to be protected, but in no way
should we be blocking and shutting down our schools for our very important student fraternity.
In a local context I was listening only the other day to the radio, and a Gippsland Victorian certificate
of applied learning teacher and coordinator was saying how very concerned she was that the VCAL
students had missed so much of the school year. She was worried that they were not going to be able
to meet all their criteria to pass. The very nature of VCAL students means that they had hands-on
learning, practical application and problem-solving in situ in the classroom but also out in the wider
community, where quite often they did activities and learnings, and she was quite concerned in relation
to that. I have had other students who have actually written to me themselves saying that they are so
frustrated that the education parameters have changed in relation to their coursework and that they are
grappling with that.
I also find it quite galling that the Premier the other day, with the Minister for Education, spoke about
needing to close all Victorian schools so that city children and city students were not going to be
greatly disadvantaged in comparison with their country counterparts. We already know there is
document after document that says that our country students are unfortunately by the nature of their
location disadvantaged. That does not mean that they are not fantastic students; that does not mean
that they do not work hard and that they cannot achieve. But the implications are that our remoteness
creates that effect. I just find that rather galling, to think that we need to somehow provide equity by
closing country schools unnecessarily.
I could go on, but I recognise that there are a few people who would like to make some comments and
the time is fast approaching. I commend this motion, and The Nationals commend this motion. We
want to see our students safely back in our classrooms on day one of term 4, and we want our teachers
to be working at their best, doing their most outstanding work, which we know they can and they have
been doing remotely. But we want face-to-face classroom teaching for the best educational outcomes
for our students.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (15:08): I would like to thank everyone for their
contributions to this debate today. I would like to take up a couple of points. On the interaction between
the Minister for Education and me that Ms Stitt brought up, she left something very important out of
that, and in the interests of balance I will bring that up. The education minister said to me something
along the lines of—I do not have Hansard in front of me—‘Would you like us to conduct an
experiment with the virus?’, and my response was that the government is conducting an experiment
right now on children. I maintain that position. The government does not really in my opinion
understand the harms that it is doing to children. It is seeing the harms unfold. That is why they are
coming up with all these packages that they keep talking about—these mental health packages and
these suicide prevention packages. These harms are unfolding. The government is dealing with them
as they arise, and to hear contributions like that from Ms Terpstra, who referred to these harms as
character building, is just insulting.
I will briefly take up what Ms Patten was talking about, about where this motion came from. Indeed I
do plan at the start of the year what I am going to use my slots for, but like all members of Parliament
I maintain my ability to change my mind. What changed my mind here is talking to hundreds and
hundreds and hundreds of parents and the effect that this is having on their children—but I hardly
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needed to talk to them to understand the harm this is causing for children because I see the harm in my
own children from this remote learning. It is absolutely devastating harm on many children. And look,
I take Ms Terpstra’s point: some children are dealing with it well. It depends on their personality, but
it is undeniable that there are harms. It is also undeniable that there are long-term harms that we are
yet to discover. The government is conducting an experiment on children’s wellbeing right now by
the actions that it is taking.
With regard to the precautionary principle, there seems to be this view that with the harms from the
virus everything will be taken in line with the precautionary principle, but with regard to the children
the precautionary principle is just thrown aside: ‘Well, we don’t know what’s happening, so we’ll just
send these packages’. Maybe the packages will be able to alleviate some of these harms, but will they
alleviate all of them? I do not think anyone really believes that.
Like all parents, I want my kids back at school as soon as possible. That is where this motion came
from—from the demands of parents that want their children back at school—and I commend it to the
house.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 15
Atkinson, Mr
Bach, Dr
Bath, Ms
Bourman, Mr
Crozier, Ms

Cumming, Dr
Davis, Mr
Finn, Mr
Hayes, Mr
Limbrick, Mr

Lovell, Ms
O’Donohue, Mr
Ondarchie, Mr
Quilty, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr

Noes, 21
Barton, Mr
Elasmar, Mr
Erdogan, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Gepp, Mr
Grimley, Mr
Kieu, Dr

Leane, Mr
Maxwell, Ms
Meddick, Mr
Melhem, Mr
Patten, Ms
Pulford, Ms
Shing, Ms

Stitt, Ms
Symes, Ms
Tarlamis, Mr
Taylor, Ms
Terpstra, Ms
Tierney, Ms
Vaghela, Ms

Motion negatived.
Business of the house
NOTICES OF MOTION
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (15:19): I move:
That the consideration of notice of motion, general business, 371, be postponed until later this day.

Motion agreed to.
Production of documents
COVID-19
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (15:19): I move this important
motion:
That this house:
(1) notes:
(a) the decision by the government to impose a curfew, commencing at 8.00 pm on Sunday, 2 August
2020, was not based on health advice;
(b) the chief health officer, Professor Brett Sutton, has said, ‘The curfew came in as part of the state of
disaster … It wasn’t a state-of-emergency requirement … I was consulted on it, but it was a separate
decision-making pathway’;
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(c) that the Premier, the Honourable Daniel Andrews, MP, has not explained where the advice to
impose a curfew came from;
(2) requires, in accordance with standing order 11.01, the Leader of the Government in the Legislative
Council to table in the Council, by 2.00 pm Friday, 18 September 2020, copies of the briefs and other
materials upon which the decision to impose a curfew was based; and
(3) calls on the government to immediately lift the curfew due to the unjustified imposition on our liberties
and freedoms.

I am a former health minister, and I am not averse to using the powers in the Public Health and
Wellbeing Act 2008 judiciously and appropriately. We are in a crisis—I accept that fully—the
COVID-19 crisis. And that is not just in Victoria and it is not just in Australia; it is an international
crisis. But this curfew that has been imposed is actually very unusual internationally. It is more
draconian than has been used in most other places in the world, and it has not been explained.
We have heard, and I will go back over, the evidence. I do not intend to extend my contribution beyond
what is necessary to explain the genesis and direction of this motion and the reasons that people should
vote for it, but I will first step through the developing surprise that Victorians faced as the curfew was
brought into operation at that time in very early August. I think Victorians were quite shocked that this
was what we were going to endure. None of us have lived through a curfew before. In the whole of
the lives of the people of this state there has not been a curfew of this type, even remotely of this type.
It is a draconian step that has been taken without the proper balancing that is in the Public Health and
Wellbeing Act.
Mr Limbrick has repeatedly referred, and correctly—and I understand this, having been very familiar
with this act in previous times—to the proportionality that is required to balance things with the Public
Health and Wellbeing Act and the orders that can be made by the chief health officer or their delegate.
Now, those balancing steps cannot have been taken in this case because the balancing steps were not
taken or the advice was not tendered by the Department of Health and Human Services or the officers
in the department of health. I record here that I have actually spoken to people deep inside the public
health division, and this was not dreamed up by them. It was not dreamed up by them, it was not
dreamed up by Professor Sutton and we have heard that it was not dreamed up by the police either.
I want to put on the record here today some of the comments that have been made. Professor Sutton
did not come up with the idea, but Chief Commissioner Shane Patton has told Neil Mitchell it is legally
enforceable:
These are endorsed by his deputy so by default by him. If he believes it’s appropriate to be in place to restrict
movement and to stop the spread of the virus, then he leaves it in. If he doesn’t, well, he doesn’t leave it in—

says Mr Patton. So he is putting it all back on the chief health officer, who flicks it in the other
direction. At a different point in that conversation Chief Commissioner Shane Patton said:
… I was never consulted. I’ve made inquiries to determine if anyone within the organisation was briefed on
the matter, and as best as I can work out, our policy area was provided a copy of the proposed guidelines for
our information a couple of hours before they were signed off.

I mean, this is actually extraordinary stuff. Patton said:
… it’s not a decision that I was involved in, this is a decision that appears in the chief health officer directions,
how it came to be there I am unaware.
All I can say is that it’s a document containing the directions of the CHO …

‘I was never consulted’, he said further. This is important: ‘I was never consulted. I’ve made inquiries’.
He went on to make similar sorts of comments. Professor Sutton said:
I was consulted on it but it was a separate decision-making pathway.
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That means it was not a pathway in deciding where to go inside the department of health. The public
health officials who should have been looking at this, should have been balancing, should have been
working out the proportionalities, were not involved in this process at all.
Now, we know that more generally this COVID-19 crisis has been managed by the Premier alone in
his office, sitting in a small bunker with a small number of people, and this is indicative of it. The two
great silos that should have been working with him, should have been working to refine and work out
whether this was in fact the best way to go and been prepared to put in the public domain that this was
the best way to go, have been absent from this point. Daniel Andrews has said it was his call to
implement the curfew and he does not know who recommended it. The Premier said it was his call,
but he does not know who recommended it. He said:
I can’t necessarily pinpoint for you the exact individual and the exact moment that it was suggested that we
put a curfew on.
…
… It’s not the decision that was made easily.

The curfew has raked in more than $6 million worth of fines. Daniel Andrews says he cannot pinpoint
it. The Leader of the Opposition has made points that this is a very tough measure and was not based
on health advice, and he is correct. Mr Andrews said:
The term ‘curfew’ is rather loaded …

I actually think it is a very accurate description. A curfew is a curfew. It is not a loaded term at all. He
continued:
… but, at the end of the day, it is effective—

at reducing movement. He said:
We’re not removing it because it works.

Well, it certainly is effective in reducing movements. If you deploy the full resources of the
constabulary to stop people moving around, it certainly will restrict movement. There is no question
about the effectiveness in restricting movement. The question is whether movement restriction is
actually the objective that is required here or whether actually congestion might be a better target, and
there is some evidence that is there now that the curfew may in fact be counterproductive in some
ways in a strict health sense.
Indeed most of us who go to the supermarket know that, if you go there at 7.30 or quarter past 7 at
night when the curfew is almost in place, there will be a heightened number of people in that
supermarket. We know that people are clustering at petrol stations at the same time. Instead of people
being spread out over a lengthy period they are being clustered into a smaller period of time, actually
congesting people, arguably and according to some public health people increasing the risk of
transmission, not decreasing it. Part of the task is to keep distance between people and not have people
congested in a large number in one place at one time, and such a place would be a Woolworths
supermarket or a Coles supermarket or an Aldi supermarket at about a quarter past 7. My supermarket
closes at 7.30, so you have got to be in the check-out at that time, otherwise you do not get served. I
was talking to one of the check-out people the other day at length, and I will not say the name, but that
person made it very clear to me that this is a regular pattern. Every single night there is a flood of
people coming in between 6.30 and 7.30 to get their groceries, as you would predict, on the way home
from work in the congested period of time. So we have actually got evidence in fact before our eyes
that the curfew may be less effective than it should be and may actually be in some respects
counterproductive.
But either way this motion makes the point very clearly that this was not health advice. Subsequent to
the motion being completed there was obviously the information that it was not police advice either.
The Premier has said he does not know who it was that provided the advice. I say the people of the
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community are entitled to see the advice, to see the information, and hence there is a documents request
in this motion to deliver to the chamber those documents. It cannot be very many. It cannot be a
voluminous request. It cannot be extreme because we know that it is a very narrow band of people
over in the Premier’s office who have driven this advice. It is not at health, it is not at police—where
has the information come from? I can vouch for the fact that some in the public health division are
angry that this was initially hooked on them as ‘This is health advice’. Well, no, it is not.
And some have said that the instrument involved here is from the state of disaster. It is not, and a
document tabled in the chamber today, Report to Parliament on the Extension of the Declaration of a
State of Emergency, by the health minister makes it clear that the curfew was part of that. It is on
page 12 if people want to go and read it:
The Stay at Home Directions (Restricted Areas) (No. 15) modified the curfew provisions …

It goes on to discuss the 8.00 pm and so forth. It makes it very clear that the ‘Stay at Home Directions
(Restricted Areas) (No. 15)’ are about closing down. It is about the curfew. There is further detail, I
should say, at page 55, but I make the point that at page 55 there is still not a lot of detail. The restricted
area directions listed in that section are for 2 August and around then.
So people can read those, but they can also see from these documents that there is not a lot of detail.
There is no explanation about how these measures have been weighted. There is no focus on the
proportionality that you would expect in this kind of public health advice under the Public Health and
Wellbeing Act 2008. There should be that proportionality. It should be weighted, and that should be
public. Hence this motion has the request for those briefs and supporting documents on which the
Premier has relied and the relevant delegated official has relied to sign into law through the Public
Health and Wellbeing Act the directions which put the curfew in place.
It is a tough set of steps that have been taken by government. Has it restricted movement? Well, yes,
it has, because putting the legal force in and putting a fining provision in—actually using the tough
arm of the law in this case to keep people home—is a very real impact. But is this the proportionate
and best way to go? That is an entirely separate question. I say that it is not, and I say that the Premier
should bring forward the documents to prove otherwise if that is the case, if he believes there are
documents that show this is the case. He said:
… I can’t necessarily pinpoint for you the exact individual and the exact moment that it was suggested that
we put a curfew on.

The Premier has admitted the curfew was all his idea; basically the Premier has admitted that. ‘The
term ‘curfew’ is rather loaded’, he says. I do not think Victorians think it is loaded; they think it is an
accurate description of what is actually happening. It is a curfew. If you are chopped, you cannot go—
you have got to go home. So, yes, it is a very simple point that I am making here.
My friend Tim Wilson has written to the equal opportunity commission. No doubt they will have
something to say on this. They were against the 12-month extension of the state of emergency, but
they were strangely silent through many of the changes here. Daniel Andrews said, as quoted in the
Guardian:
That is my answer to Mr Wilson. And what he chooses to do with his time is a matter for him. Police need
rules they can enforce.

Well, they had a lot of rules already, and if you doubt me, have a look at the document tabled today
and you will see page after page after page—nearly 2000 pages—of rules and notes about the rules.
But notably absent from that document is the analysis in detail of why each of these were put in place
and the balancing that is required under the act. The proportionality is not there in the document that
was tabled today. That is why two weeks ago in this chamber we sought the documents relating to
those many health orders, and we still do not have those. The state government could have provided
those. They could have moved quickly on that but they have chosen not to, and I think that that is
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stonewalling. This document tabled today does elucidate a tiny bit but does not provide the main
questions, the main background information. The Guardian article goes on:
This strategy only works if we limit movement [and] if we want our police to be spending all their time having
to move people on from Maccas car parks, where there are pop-up social gatherings that are not lawful—I’m
going to have police wasting their time doing that. There are very few legal reasons to leave your home.
The curfew doesn’t change that. It simply means police have an easier job. Given the year that Victoria police
has had, and the sterling work they’re doing—

and I would generally agree with that—
… we ought to do everything we can to make their job just a little bit easier.

But that does not mean that that is a balancing reason for imposing a harsh curfew on the community.
And as the Premier himself admits, the rules are already there to stop people gathering in a Maccas
car park. The police can actually do that work quite straightforwardly under the rules that were already
in place before the curfew.
Andrews has refused to say where the idea for the curfew originated, saying only that there were ‘cabinet
records of all decisions’.

I think that means he is not going to tell us.
‘Anyone who finds fault with that measure [can] find fault with me’.

Well, on this I do. The Premier should be truthful. He knows where this came from. He knows who
dreamed it up, and I think it was him or someone very close to him.
‘Every decision ultimately is something that I’m accountable for as the head of the government. Let me be
really clear with you—the curfew position at the moment will not be changing. Because it is working. It is
working. And if you don’t limit movement, you won’t limit the number of cases’.

I say you can actually limit the congestion and you might actually get a better result without the curfew
by actually having supermarkets and the like open longer but people obeying social distancing and the
proper rules that were already in place under the arrangements there. There is no evidence that the
curfew itself has actually been the key step over the recent period. There is no evidence at all. If there
is evidence, the Premier ought to produce it.
I say that this is the wrong step that has been taken here by the Premier. I say that this curfew should
go. I say that the documents should be provided to the chamber and the Victorian community even
more importantly, because they are entitled to see them. They are entitled to know why their liberties
and rights are being restricted. They are entitled to understand the medical and health advice which is
behind it. In this case we know there is no medical and health advice that has been provided out of the
Department of Health and Human Services, none from the chief health officer and none from others
in there. I can tell you that because I have spoken to a number of them. I think they are quietly furious
that they have been prevailed upon under the Public Health and Wellbeing Act to sign off orders under
that act, directions under that act that are not scientifically based.
Let us be quite clear about what has gone on here: the Premier has dreamed up an idea. He has wanted
to limit movement. He has wanted to appear a tough guy. He has wanted to appear draconian. He has
wanted to appear very rough, sending some sort of toughness message to the community. Well, I say
a more caring message would have been a better message—a message that was focused on science, a
message that was focused on the advice of medical experts and not on advice of himself and people in
his office. We think this is a very modest step. It is a reasonable way forward, and I ask the chamber
for support on this important motion.
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Mr MELHEM (Western Metropolitan) (15:38): Obviously I will be speaking in opposition to the
motion moved by Mr Davis.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr MELHEM: No, actually, I do not. I think it is a great idea. I tell you what, since stage 4 was
implemented with the curfew, the brains of my 18-year-old and 21-year-old are now programmed:
‘We cannot leave home, and we stay home’. I do not have to worry, like we had in stage 3, that they
could be sneaking out, and that is what happened.
Mr Davis went on about ‘Who came up with the idea?’, ‘Why are we having this?’, ‘We don’t know
the logic’ and ‘We don’t know the reasons’. The reason is very simple, Mr Davis. The reason is very,
very simple, and the Premier made that clear. The purpose of the curfew is to reduce people’s
movement. That is the purpose of it. Mr Davis’s idea is, ‘Let’s open supermarkets 24 hours a day,
seven days a week’. What that would not reduce is people’s movement. People will keep moving. We
have still got—thankfully the numbers are going down—80 unknown cases. Community transmission
is still happening. But this lot here have suddenly become experts. One day we are going too hard, one
day we are going too soft. It is sort of, ‘Let’s find out what’s some popular idea here and there and
someone opposing something, let’s grab that so we can get some traction, hopefully’.
On the curfew, I get it. If someone declared a curfew or a state of disaster or an emergency and was
sort of forcing people to stay at home for political reasons—I get that. I will not stand for that. Maybe
in some other countries sometimes people try to use it. The word ‘curfew’ is probably not the right
word because this one is only used in response to COVID-19 in trying to address the pandemic we
have, in trying to arrest the numbers, reduce the infection—which has worked. Unfortunately it has
taken six to seven weeks. But today, having the curfew now between 9.00 pm and 5.00 am has helped.
It is one of the tools which has helped reduce the numbers and is part of the road map announced by
the Premier to basically ease restrictions, so that we have been able to go below 50 cases per day on
average for the last 14 days. Guess what? We achieved that today. We are down to less than 50 on
average, and hopefully that will go down further. Hopefully we can reach the target that has been
reached in regional Victoria. Then there will be no need for a curfew between the hours of 9.00 pm
and 5.00 am.
I speak to a lot of people and, look, it has been hard. It has been a hard slog for the last few months.
People are suffering. There is no question about that. But the overwhelming majority of people
understand some of these measures had to be put in place so we can save lives. Over 700 people lost
their lives, and we do not want that number to continue growing. We want that number to slow down.
We want to be able to get to zero cases of people dying from COVID-19. We see second waves and
third waves in places around the world. We have been the unlucky one to experience a second wave
in Australia, and hopefully we will be the last one. I do not wish what we have been through on any
other state. But it is all a learning thing. The other states are learning from what we are doing and we
are learning from them, so it is a collective approach.
But on this theory about turning on this response which we have put in place, I think Mr Davis was
quoting the chief health officer about how it was not his advice or it was his advice. I do not think
anyone—the Minister for Health, the Premier or the Minister for Police and Emergency Services—
has basically said we relied on that advice. When the state of disaster was declared, it was used as one
of the tools to actually achieve the aim which was set by the chief health officer, and all the other
measures were put in place to reduce people’s movement so we were able to reduce the number of
infections going forward. So that was enacted under the state-of-disaster legislation, which then gave
the police minister certain powers to basically assist in the process of fighting this virus. So the Premier
never said, ‘I rely on the chief health officer’s advice in relation to this’. That was a separate exercise,
but that is one of the tools that is being used, like in the bushfires, when a state of disaster was declared
not long ago. That was used as well to reduce people’s movement and give the police certain powers—
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so they can start acting on enforcing the regulations or enforcing the directions of the chief health
officer in order to fight this virus. So that is another tool that was used.
I speak to people about this, and I have heard some of the issues raised this morning about getting heaps
of emails from landscapers and them saying they would like to open up soon. When I have asked them
the question, ‘What do you think about the curfew of 9 to 5?’, I have not had a single person saying that
is a problem. They have said, ‘We don’t care about that. In fact it’s a good idea. I’m more interested in:
how can I reactivate and start working and do landscaping?’. The councils and a number of people
spoke about that. I am actually advocating within government, and the Premier and the government are
working on that, trying to find a way of how we can get these people back to some sort of normality
and be able to work. These are the issues the government is working on: trying to get businesses
reopening and people back to work. But the trigger for that is to reduce the numbers. So when people
pull a stunt here about curfews and say, ‘Let’s open up’, I do not think that is the most important issue
Victorians are worrying about. They are worried about their jobs. They are worried about their income.
I do not see many people complaining about that issue. Let us get on with the real issues.
Members interjecting.
Mr MELHEM: Well, let us agree to disagree. You are entitled to your opinion and you had your
say, and that is fair enough. We are living in a democracy; you have that right. We can agree to
disagree. But I am telling you what I am hearing. Because when I was talking to that landscaping
business from Essendon yesterday—and I specifically asked him questions about the curfew—his
response was, ‘Keep it on. It’s a good thing; it’s not a bad thing. I’m more interested in: when can I go
and restart work?’. And that is what the government is focusing on. But in order to achieve that target,
we need to reduce the case numbers, and that is happening. We are not far away. We are just getting
so close. Today we broke the record. We are down to an average of 49-point-something per cent for
cases under 50—which are good numbers. Now, we have to keep that going. I think the trigger from
the chief health officer and the Premier, as they announced at their press conference in the last few
days, was that if we are able to sustain, I think, the numbers from memory were somewhere between
30 and 50 on average in a fortnight then we will be able to go to the next step and the easing of
restrictions. And as the numbers improve further—I think five and five, over a period of 14 days—
step 3 will come into operation, and we will be like regional Victoria.
The pleasing thing is I know the numbers are tracking in the right direction. We cannot afford to be
too emotional and basically listening to the vocal minority and turning that into a political argument,
a political football, by trying to paint a picture that, ‘It’s a military curfew. It’s a military regime. It’s
trying to suppress political debate’ and stuff. That is what they are trying to paint a picture of—that
we are restricting people’s movements. ‘It’s like we’re in dictatorship. We’re in a place where—well,
the next thing will be North Korea’.
Dr Bach: They don’t have curfews.
Mr MELHEM: Well, let us call it what it is. If someone wants to go to work, you can go to work
any time of the day. That is not subject to curfew. If you need medical help, that is not subject to any
curfew. If there is an emergency, there is no issue. If it is escaping family violence, there is no issue.
Shopping has been extended to 9.00 pm, so most people will be able to do their shopping during that
time. A lot of it is common sense. Someone said, I think it was tweeted yesterday by one of the Liberal
members, ‘If I’m driving home from work, I won’t be able to stop at the petrol station to pick up milk’.
I mean, that is nonsense. It is common sense. But actually, the prime thing is that you are going to
work and you are going home. But it is fair to say that at 10 at night I cannot go to the supermarket—
well, the supermarket will be shut—or go to get a bottle of milk. I should do that during the day. Those
are the rules. But it is about what the reason is that this curfew has been implemented. That is what we
need to focus on, instead of just playing politics.
Members interjecting.
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Mr MELHEM: You guys must be so thick. I have been talking for the last 10 minutes about this.
It is to reduce people’s movements. I am telling you that is the reason. The Premier said it. I do not
know in how many press conferences he actually said it: it is to reduce the movement of people. Does
it really matter who actually gave him the advice? Maybe he came up with it—and good on him. Good
on him, all right?
Members interjecting.
Mr MELHEM: It is the right decision. Stop calling yourselves experts. You guys know
everything. It is a bit like, ‘Let’s not worry about the principals and teachers and the chief health
officer. One minute we want to accept the advice of the chief health officer; the next minute we’re
going to go and criticise him’. Two hours ago, during debate on the previous motion—‘What is the
advice of the chief health officer in relation to schools?’—a motion was debated in this house
criticising the advice of the chief health officer in relation to schools. ‘Oh, we don’t care about that;
open schools’. That was the motion; we actually debated that motion. And the Liberal Party and a
number of crossbenchers voted for that. That is fine. That is your right. That is democracy. You will
be all right. But do you know what? Do not come in and lecture everyone that is saying—
A member interjected.
Mr MELHEM: It does not mean you are right, though. It does not mean you are right. You have
the right to debate an issue, but it does not mean that you are right and the other side is wrong. Let me
tell you, you were wrong in your approach to that issue earlier in relation to schools, and you are wrong
about this one. This one has just been a cheap political stunt: ‘We just want to know; we’re looking
for answers’. I have given you the answer and the Premier has given you the answer, but nonetheless
you are seeking some documents. Like any other documents motion, it will be dealt with, and I think
this government has a very good track record in dealing with documents—
Members interjecting.
Mr MELHEM: unlike your lot. You are laughing and heckling and sort of smiling. And Mr Finn,
you were around when you were in government between—what was it, Mr Leane?—I think 2010 and
2014—
Mr Leane: It was awful.
Mr MELHEM: From memory I think there were about six motions made that somehow—
Members interjecting.
Mr MELHEM: Six motions, I think, were carried in the house in relation to documents, and every
other motion that was moved by the opposition back then—there were not many crossbenchers
around; I do not think there were any except the Greens—got defeated and squashed by the LiberalNationals, because you did have the numbers, 21 to 19. Every time the Greens party or the Labor Party
moved a motion requesting documents you voted that down.
I remember one of the motions that I think was somehow successful. I do not know how you agreed
to it, because we did not give consent to it. It was the—and I think Mr Leane would remember that
very well because I still remember his contribution on it—east–west documents motion, and they gave
us a six-page colour photos thing. It was about six pages, wasn’t it?
Mr Leane: Counting the covers.
Mr MELHEM: Yes, I remember that.
Mr Leane: And there was a picture of a tram.
Mr MELHEM: That is right, and there is no tram on the EastLink. There was no tram on the
EastLink. So do not come here lecturing me about—
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Mr Finn: On a point of order, Acting President—I know you have been waiting for this—
Mr Melhem seems to have been straying from the motion significantly. I do not recall anything about
trams, the Eastern Freeway or anything in this motion at all to which he is now referring, and I would
ask you to ask him to come back to the motion.
Mr MELHEM: On the point of order, Acting President, the EastLink matter I have referred to was
actually a documents motion that was moved in this house. That is what I was making reference to, so
it is relevant. But I am moving on anyway. I was just giving an example.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Bourman): Thank you, Mr Melhem. It is relatively narrow, so
if you could at least stay within the ballpark of where we are meant to be, that would be fabulous.
Mr MELHEM: Thank you, Acting President. I will try my best. I was going to go through how
many—well, that is where I was—documents motions we had under their stewardship. Well, look,
there is no point going there. I think we have covered that.
A member interjected.
Mr MELHEM: No, no. I think I just find it outrageous. I think doing a bit of comparison does not
hurt, but I suppose sometimes the truth—when the other side do not like to hear the truth and reality—
hurts a bit.
But going back to this specific issue in relation to the motion, it basically does two things. One is
demanding all these so-called documents. Obviously if this motion gets voted up, then the government,
in accordance with what we have done in the past, will comply and provide all the necessary
documents which we can provide. Some documents might be subject to cabinet in confidence and so
forth. I think Mr Leane is speaking on that. He is now a part of cabinet. He is an expert on that. He
will probably touch on that and what can be released and what cannot be released.
But the fundamental issue, in my understanding, is Mr Davis wants to know why and who. That is my
understanding. It is the why and who. The why we have already addressed. It is to basically use it as
another tool to assist in driving the numbers down, and it has worked. I gave the example of my own
two children. They have not been using their cars the last few weeks, so I am really happy about that.
That has actually applied to a lot of people under the age of 30. Remember, they are the superspreaders.
They are the ones who think they are invincible. They do not care—well, most of them do, but some
of them do not. And they do not do it because they have got a bad intention. I think we have all been
there. We have all been in our late teens and early 20s. The world is our oyster, and we can do whatever
we like. To me, if that curfew made these people think twice, then it is a good thing. I talk as a father.
I am now more confident, since that happened, that my two kids—they do not leave the home much
even during the day, apart from going for a walk, but that sort of made them focus. A bit of a
confession: when we had the first wave a lot of them and their friends were still out, and the disease,
or the virus, had more of an environment for it to spread.
So it is actually working, because for most people, 99 per cent of people, if you are not working, you
are not attending to an emergency or caring for someone, or if there is a problem, or you are escaping
family violence, you tend to be at home anyway. Go to restaurants? The restaurants are shut. Go to the
pub? The pub is shut. Go for a drive? You cannot drive anyway because it is 5-kilometre thing and it
is not one of the four reasons to leave home. So really even if we did not have a declared curfew under
the state of disaster, no-one should be out anyway.
If you look at the main four reasons which are implemented under the state of emergency, which seems
to me is not a problem, we have the four reasons you can leave home; therefore there is no reason for
anyone in any case to leave home anyway. If you are not going to work, you should be at home. If you
are not going to the supermarket, you should be home. Mr Davis talked about supermarkets being a
problem because some people are struggling to shop between the hours of 5.00 am and 8.00 pm—
now it is 5.00 am to 9.00 pm. I find that hard to believe as a real problem. Therefore by default no-one
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should be out during these hours anyway, apart from for these four reasons which are stated under the
state of emergency anyhow. And there is the 5-kilometre rule, so you cannot even go for a drive,
because it is 5 kilometres. For the other reasons, there is not a problem. I think it is more psychological
to remind people of where you should be and to do the right thing.
And with our police force, it has given them another tool to be able to take some load off themselves.
That is one thing they do not have to worry about at night—basically roaming the streets to make sure
people are only out for the four reasons—and that would take some load off them as well, and I believe
it has. I am sure it has because 99 per cent of people are respecting these rules; 99 per cent of people
are staying home after 8 o’clock—now it is 9.00 pm—and doing the right thing, unless they are going
out for these reasons, and that is taking a load off the police so they can do other things.
The second part of the motion is basically saying, ‘No, scrap it’. Probably if it was only asking for the
documentation on how the decision was made and what was the basis of it and so forth, you could say,
‘Okay, that’s fair enough—a fair enough request. There’s no harm in that. That is your right as
members of Parliament. You can ask the executive government on what basis they made a particular
decision in relation to this’, and you would get the information. That is fair enough. But then you go
one step further and say, ‘We’re now the experts, we’re now the executive government, we’re now in
charge and we’re basically saying, “You need to scrap that rule”’. Well, I am sorry. I think if you do
and you are successful in doing this, then you could be undermining the effort of the public health
system and everyone to basically get the numbers under control, because the numbers are under control
and they are getting better, and I hope next time we meet we will not be in stage 4, we will not be in
stage 3; hopefully we will be in stage 2—or hopefully stage zero! If we keep tracking the way we are
tracking, then we are going to look back and say, ‘Thank you, Victoria. Thank you, everyone. Let’s
move on and let’s put this virus behind us’. With these words, I will be voting against the motion.
Sitting suspended 4.02 pm until 4.21 pm.
Mr LIMBRICK (South Eastern Metropolitan) (16:21): Of course the Liberal Democrats support
this motion to end the curfew and find out the reasons for it. I am old enough to remember when we
used to laugh at Sydney because of their ridiculous lockout laws and we bragged about Melbourne
being one of the most livable cities in the world, but now we are a city with a curfew, and we have
seen this farcical game of pass the responsibility on this matter. We were first told that these measures
were on the advice of the chief health officer. We were then told it was not him, so maybe it was the
Chief Commissioner of Police; no, not him either. It turns out the Premier just wanted to make the
police’s job easier.
The government seems to be about wanting to make things easier for some, but on the other hand it
has made life hell for others, and especially parents, children, business owners and, for some reason
that I cannot understand, non-government landscapers. But the idea put forward by the Premier that
nobody has a good reason to go out late at night is absolutely abhorrent, and I can give you a simple
example. I work very long hours while my wife performs the difficult job of looking after my children
while doing home learning. If I get home late at night, my wife is not allowed to go out to do shopping
and get a little time by herself. I have spoken to a lot of mothers who do this—they go out to get some
‘me time’, and that one little freedom that they might have had for their mental health and for their
wellbeing is gone.
To make matters even more crazy, we are forced to do our shopping before the curfew. Others have
pointed out, and Mr Davis made the very accurate observation, that a curfew forces activity into a
shorter time frame. When I first heard about the curfews, I went looking for scientific evidence about
their effectiveness in battling pandemics, and there is very little out there. But there was one that I
found, a study by George Mason University, and it was published in April this year. It was looking at
the effectiveness of curfews in managing pandemics in Saudi Arabia, in Riyadh, and it concluded that
the curfews do not decrease COVID cases, because they create crowding in grocery stores. In fact if
you wanted to spread COVID, a curfew might be a great idea to do it.
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Regardless of our personal desire to go out late at night or not, the fact that police could pounce on
you at any time creates an atmosphere of oppression, and this is especially unwelcome at a time when
people are already suffering from anxiety and depression. If anyone wants to take the rubbish out late
or go for a walk, they should be able to do so without worrying they might end up in trouble with police.
The curfews are a great example of government measures that have no scientific basis and demonstrate
contempt for the rights and intelligence of Victorians. It is time to end these authoritarian, antiscientific and immoral curfews.
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans) (16:24): I also rise to oppose Mr Davis’s motion around ending
the curfew and other miscellaneous actions that he is asking for. I would just say that the curfew along
with other activities that have been implemented in recent times is a suite of measures to actually drive
down the numbers of the virus, and I hope everyone in this chamber is pleased that it is actually
working. The suite of measures is actually working. I know those measures were a bit different in
regional areas, but it has got to the point where regional areas are getting back the ability to do a
number of things that we all enjoy doing, and I am very confident that that will happen in the
metropolitan area as well.
Of course these measures are serious and of course it is a serious issue, weighing up the restrictions
that do apply in different ways on people that we have never been used to before. We have been in a
very fortunate place, living in a great state, and let us hope that none of us actually have to live through
a global pandemic again. But what is not serious and what is hard to take seriously at all is the position
that the opposition has put over recent months. I find it quite astounding that the opposition are
currently railing against certain measures because, they say, they are undemocratic, when it was only
a few weeks ago that their leader, Michael O’Brien, was calling for ankle bracelets to be put on people
with the virus. A couple of weeks ago they wanted ankle bracelets to monitor people that unfortunately
had been affected by a global pandemic, and this week they are railing against one of the suite of
measures that has actually worked to bring down the virus. So it is very, very hard to take seriously
the opposition’s position and any motion they bring in here.
I have got to say the opposition’s track record in actually assisting with dealing with, as I said, a
worldwide pandemic has been appalling. Their first actions were on Twitter. A number of them got
on Twitter and used name-calling; they called different people names. That was their clever approach
towards helping to assist with the pandemic. Then it recently came to the weekend, when the action
that they urged everyone to do was to take a shoe outside and take a photo of it. That was part of their
input about how Victoria should be dealing with a global pandemic—get a shoe, take it outside and
take a photo of it. I know that the Victorian Liberal branch has been hijacked by these Young Lib
blokes before, and apparently this is a great initiative of some Young Lib bloke who came up with this
great idea. He is some hero because he came up with this great idea that you could take a shoe outside
and take a photo of it. I know it has been hard on young people—it has been really hard on young
people—particularly that age demographic where they have not been able to enjoy going out, catching
up with friends and social events. I would say just from looking at this young fella he just gives off an
air that shouts that he would be an absolute prince on the dance floor of any nightclub, this young fella.
I can understand that it must be frustrating for this young bloke, and fair enough too—an absolute
prince of the dance floor he must be. So get a shoe, take it outside and take a photo of it; that is the
recent contribution from the opposition.
I have got to say all of this palaver with name-calling on Twitter, taking photos of shoes and motions
in here about whether we should toughen up or not toughen up is not about the leadership of the
Premier; it is about the leadership of the opposition. It is about a group that is trying to sandbag Michael
O’Brien and a group that is trying to do him in. You can hear the howling from the ghost of Christmas
past in Bulleen. You can hear the howling of him. He is there howling, ‘African gangs, African gangs’.
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Mr Davis: On a point of order, President, this is quite a narrow motion. It is about the curfew; it is
not about the various parties in the chamber. It is quite a clear motion, and my honourable friend is
straying considerably. I think that is a fair description.
The PRESIDENT: My understanding from the motion is that Mr Leane has the right to debate a
little bit, but please, Mr Leane, come back to the topic.
Mr LEANE: I am more than happy to, and in line with—
The PRESIDENT: Including your friend.
Mr LEANE: Of course, President, and I would never flout you. You are the last person that I would
flout. I think it is all about us trying to control this virus. And I know for the opposition the last election
campaign was all about getting back in control, and that is what we are trying to do: get back in control.
I found that it was a weird sort of slogan that they took to. It was actually taken from a company that
sold adult incontinence underpants, and it probably was in line with how they must have reacted on
election night. It must have been very much in line with that. So it is not about the leadership of the
Premier. It is about the Leader of the Opposition, and as I said, you have got the ghost of Christmas
past in Bulleen, who is howling. You have got—
Mr Finn: On a point of order, President, you ruled—and I think very well—on this matter a
moment ago, and despite assurances from Mr Leane that he would not flout your ruling, he clearly is
doing so. I ask you to bring him back to the motion, somewhere in the vicinity of the motion, before
the house.
The PRESIDENT: Mr Leane, please come back to the motion. Thank you.
Mr LEANE: Yes, I am happy to go back to the motion, President. I think the motion is an
indication of that concern around the suite of measures that was brought into place that is actually
working.
Mr Davis: Only one measure.
Mr LEANE: The suite of measures is working, Mr Davis. And I am sure, Mr Davis, you are
pleased that the numbers are going down. We would all love to see them go down. Look, it is a global
pandemic. You know, some jurisdictions in the world are having hundreds of cases a day, thousands
of cases a day—thousands of cases a day in some jurisdictions in the world and it has been a challenge.
Some countries have not taken any measures whatsoever, and this idea that the economy is going to
thrive in areas that have not taken any measures and let the virus run free is ridiculous. Those
economies have suffered more, and they have lost more lives. As I said, all these actions and all these
photos of shoes outside—this is not about the Premier. It is about sandbagging the opposition leader.
It is about people coming for him. You know, you have got the half-buried Easter Island statue in
Brighton, who is moaning in capital letters. You have got the bloke in Kew, the bat whisperer in
Kew—
Mr Finn: On a point of order, Acting President, I know that Mr Leane has from time to time been
accused of being a little bit slow, but the fact of the matter is that he has been openly flouting the ruling
of the President now for about 5 or 10 minutes. He is doing it again, and I ask you to bring him back
to the motion before the house.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Bourman): Whilst there is a little bit of latitude to be given,
Mr Leane, let us try and keep it at least somewhere where we can all see it.
Mr LEANE: That was a good point of order and a good ruling, and I am more than happy to see
it upheld. So I will actually finish there. I think I have made my point quite clearly about what this
motion is all about. I think I have made my point that the suite of measures is working. And I think I
have made my point that everyone in this chamber is looking forward to the measures continuing to
work and to us getting back to as normal as possible while we deal with a global pandemic.
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Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (16:35): It has been a fascinating day, hasn’t it? We have heard
some extraordinary arguments today. We heard a debate this morning on a motion by Mr Limbrick to
send our kids back to school. Ms Terpstra got up and was talking about the School of the Air, and I
am not exactly sure what the point was on that, but apparently it was some argument for keeping our
kids home from school. But that was something that baffled me a little bit—and still does.
Then we had Mr Melhem in this particular debate, who tells me—or tells the house, indeed—that the
curfew is important because it keeps your kids at home. Now, that is hardly an argument to keep
millions and millions and millions of people locked up at home—because you do not know where
your kids are otherwise. Look, if Mr Melhem has those problems, I sympathise with him, and I
understand that he would be frustrated by that, but that is not an argument to lock down the entire
metropolitan area—just so you know where your kids are. That is just quite a ludicrous position to
take.
Then we had Mr Leane. Mr Leane, as we know, is a very entertaining speaker at times, and he
introduces aspects of debate that perhaps, let us say, might not otherwise be introduced. He spoke
about it not being about Mr Andrews’s leadership—about the Premier’s leadership. But I remember
about a week and a half ago—it might have been last week—there was a rumour that shot through
Melbourne, shot through Victoria and then shot through Australia that Tim Pallas was about to
challenge—
Mr Davis: Uncle Fester.
Mr FINN: Uncle Fester and Lurch were at it, and Uncle Fester was going to challenge Daniel
Andrews. Now, this rumour was jumped upon by millions of people around Victoria who were so
excited at the prospect. They obviously do not know who Uncle Fester is or they would not have been
so excited.
Ms Stitt: On a point of order, Acting President, I believe that—consistent with your previous
ruling—Mr Finn is straying off the very narrow nature of this motion, and I would ask you to bring
him back to the substance. Thank you.
The ACTING PRESIDENT (Mr Bourman): I will actually uphold the point of order. Mr Finn,
if you could at least, as I said to Mr Leane, keep it where we can all see it.
Mr FINN: Yes. I was just very briefly making reference to arguments that Mr Leane had made.
But I just make the observation in passing that anybody who was excited at the prospect that Tim
Pallas was about to be Premier obviously does not know Tim Pallas. But anyway, I move on.
The situation with this curfew is one that I have said in this house before confuses me quite
considerably. Now, despite what Mr Leane has told us today, I have not heard the Premier of this state
satisfactorily explain why we have to be at home between 9—8 as it was, now 9—and 5 in the
morning. He has not explained that at all, and now we can understand why. We can understand why
he has not fully explained it—because he cannot. That is the bottom line. We have now discovered
that this was not at the request or at the suggestion of the chief health officer. It was not at the
suggestion or the request of the Chief Commissioner of Police. And you have got to ask the question:
whose idea was this? Now, the Premier says, ‘Oh, I don’t know’. That is his basic response to
everything these days, ‘I don’t know’.
Do any of these meetings that the government has have minutes? Do they actually have minutes that
record what people say and what they do? Do they actually have minutes that record who voted for
what and what decisions were made and who made them? It seems to me that a government that hides
behind ‘I don’t know’ is either entirely incompetent or entirely dishonest. I think this government has
probably got a fair bit of both, but we as Victorians deserve a hell of a lot better than that.
Now, I am very, very concerned about the public reaction particularly to the police. As members of
this house would be aware, I have been a very strong supporter of the Victoria Police force for a very,
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very long time. Going back 20 years I first expressed my very deep concern about the actions of the
then chief commissioner, Christine Nixon, who began the politicisation of Victoria Police. Since then,
we have had Simon Overland and we have had Graham Ashton, and they have continued that process.
I am hoping that Chief Commissioner Patton will reverse that, but I am not holding my breath, it has
to be said.
But the attitude of so many Victorians now—as I have gone around my electorate and spoken to people
I have detected a change in attitude of the general public towards the police. A lot of people now see
the police as the enemy. They now see the police as being the enforcers for Daniel Andrews. That, to
my way of thinking, is a tragedy. It is a tragedy. People out at night are racing home, possibly breaking
the speed limit, in order to get home before 8 o’clock, as it was, or 9 o’clock now. You see a police
car, and normally you would say, ‘Oh, it’s a police car. Good on you’. Now fear grips the heart; the
heart is in the throat: ‘Are they going to pull me over? And if they do pull me over, what are they going
to do to me?’. I mean, we have seen a number of incidents over the last couple of weeks where police
have apparently overstepped the mark. Now, we all know that in every barrel there is the odd bad
apple, but it seems to me, particularly after the comments by Assistant Commissioner Luke Cornelius,
there is a general attitude now in certain sections of the police force that they can get away with
anything, and it concerns me enormously that this curfew gives that attitude even stronger grounds to
grow in the community. That concerns me enormously. Anything which undermines public
confidence in Victoria Police, as far as I am concerned, is a bad thing, and it should go. This curfew is
one such thing. This curfew is actually undermining public confidence in Victoria Police, and I think
that is a particular tragedy.
Premier Andrews, as we know, is on a power kick of some significance. I do not think there is any
doubt about that. I do not think there is anybody who would argue against that. He is on a major power
kick, and he has adopted the attitude—and I am not sure who said it years ago—‘never let a crisis go
to waste’. He is certainly not allowing that to happen. He is jumping in, and I do not know whether he
is fulfilling his childhood dreams or what it is, but he is cracking down on human rights. Now, I never
thought I would be talking about this in the Victorian Parliament about my fellow Victorians, but we
are having our human rights trod upon by a Premier who clearly does not care about the impact of his
actions. As long as he gets his way, as long as we do as we are told like good little boys and girls, then
he is happy. Now, this is a classic example—this curfew thing is a classic example, because as I said
before, this was not at the request of the chief health officer or a suggestion of the chief health officer.
This was not a request or a suggestion by the Chief Commissioner of Police. This clearly came from
the Premier himself or those close to him. Where are the grounds for this curfew to continue? I do not
see them. I did not see them when it was first implemented; I do not see them now.
As I said earlier, the Premier has from time to time made some vague passing reference to the need
for this curfew, but the fact of the matter is there is no need for the curfew. This curfew will not and
does not do anything to fight the Wuhan virus; it does nothing. So why is it there? If the Premier wants
to overstep the mark in terms of treading on our rights, he is certainly doing it the right way. But I
cannot for the life of me see how anybody can possibly argue that this curfew is about fighting a virus,
because it is not. The fact that I can go shopping at a quarter to 9 but I cannot go shopping at a quarter
past 9—what impact does that have on who gets a virus? What impact does that have? I can go for a
drive at a quarter to 9 but I cannot go for a drive at a quarter past 9. What impact does that have on this
virus? The fact of the matter is this curfew has no impact on the virus at all.
This is about something altogether different—something that is clearly in the Premier’s mind but
something that he is yet to fully explain to the people of Victoria. My suggestion very, very strongly
is that if you are going to lock people up in their homes for 8 hours a day, you had better explain why.
You must, Premier, explain why you are doing it. You cannot lock people up and just leave them
hanging saying, ‘You think about it. Work it out yourself’. No. Let us face it, this is the first curfew in
Australian history. We did not even have a curfew during the war. This is the first curfew in Australian
history, and if you are going to implement this, if you are going to lock people up, you have got to tell
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them why—and he has not done that. And the reason, as I said before, that he has not done that is—
well, there is no reason.
It is quite extraordinary that we are debating this motion here today. I certainly commend Mr Davis
very strongly for bringing this motion before the house. I was walking through the city last night. I
was actually out looking for something to eat—in Melbourne! Can you believe it? I was looking for
something to eat, and there was not much around because the shops were closed, the restaurants were
closed and so many shops had ‘For lease’ signs in the windows. I had my eye on the watch, because I
knew that come 9 o’clock the boys in black might be out to escort me to the back of the paddy wagon
if I did not do the right thing. There I was, in a hurry, looking for food in the centre of Melbourne, the
culinary capital of Australia up until recent times, and I could not find anything. I ended up going to
KFC, can you believe it, which is a pretty sad state of affairs.
We have a very, very strange government which is doing some very, very strange things to the people
of this state, particularly at the moment to the people of Melbourne. It seems to have some sort of bent
toward the people of Melbourne who are suffering under its jackboots. Mr Leane talked about boots
before. Well, we are talking about the jackboots of this government. There is no respect for the people
of this state, and particularly there is no respect for the people of Melbourne, from this government. It
is not good enough. We should not have to tolerate that. We deserve better. Victorians deserve better,
and I hope to God the government will snap out of this mindset that they have. One would hope that
there would be somebody over on the other side of the house, somebody in the other chamber—the
other place—who would have the common sense, the cool logic to say to the Premier, ‘You’re taking
this in the wrong direction. For God’s sake, will you calm down’. You would hope that common sense
would prevail.
Now, as members know, and I have said this quite openly, I am an optimist. A Liberal in the western
suburbs learns to be an optimist, but the fact of the matter is I am not optimistic that this government
has the first idea what it is doing. It is appalling what it has done to Victoria, to Melbourne, and I hope
it changes very, very quickly.
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (16:50): In rising to speak to the curfew motion, I was
actually lost for words last week to find out there is no scientific basis for this curfew. With the
pandemic response that we have had I could understand the 5-kilometre radius, that kind of social
bubble or that area bubble. It is a bit like putting a Petri dish over a community and understanding that
if people within that 5-kilometre radius are actually mixing amongst themselves, you can control it. If
they were going to their local shops, if they were going to their local schools or local parks, it was all
within a 5-kilometre radius, which is, like I just said, like a Petri dish being put over the top of an
area—a social bubble, a community bubble—and you could understand that. You could actually
understand that about contacts and contact tracing within a 5-kilometre social bubble. It is a bit like
having a larger roof over an area, like a family home or what have you.
But I have heard a lot of the contributions from the Premier around the reasons for this curfew, one
being about the McDonald’s car park. He has said it quite often. Now, I do not know if the Premier
has been to a McDonald’s, but they would be lucky to fit 10 or 15 cars in a car park at McDonald’s,
so I do not really understand the big concern about how many people are going to be gathering late at
night in a McDonald’s car park, especially as the times that I have gone past a McDonald’s car park it
has been full of Uber Eats drivers. So to say the reason we have this curfew in place is the police were
having issues around big social gatherings in McDonald’s car parks—they are not that big—does not
sit well with me, Premier.
The next is drag races. The reason we cannot have these gatherings at night is drag racing in the Calder
area, not far from where the Premier lives. If I have seen a drag race before, everyone is in a car. We
are having a curfew because there are drag races at night, and these people are in cars. It is still not
making sense to me, Premier.
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It also does not make sense to me that this is a magic virus that works at night more and that is why
we have to lock people up with a curfew—that this is a magic virus that is spread more at night. There
is no such thing as a night-time virus, and there is no such thing as far as I have seen as some magical
disease that is more prevalent at night than during the day.
I understand you want to restrict movements, and I do understand this 5-kilometre Petri dish kind of
bubble over the community. I totally get that. But a curfew that has not got any scientific basis does
not make sense, especially when we all know that when you are diagnosed with COVID and you are
asked to isolate at home, you are at home in that 5-kilometre bubble. You should not be moving
around; you should not be spreading that virus. We understand that to reduce the spread of a virus you
physically distance, you wear masks, you wash your hands, there is hygiene and you should not be
gathering in large groups. But we all know that there is less movement at night of vehicles and the
general public, there is less activity at night—why you would have a curfew at night makes no sense.
But then you could have the argument that somehow there are parties at night and teenagers gathering
at night and roaming the streets. Well, I have not seen that. To say that everybody in Victoria needs to
be locked up in their homes for 22 hours a day because we are worried about teenagers roaming the
streets or what have you—why is everyone thrown into that space at that particular time? Why for
22 hours of the day are we locking children up? We are locking children up 22 hours a day, seven days
a week, without any reprieve.
I get also too when I listen to the Premier how out of touch he is with the general public and especially
single parents. I have been in that space many a time. If you run out of something at night, you can try
your hardest to have all of what you need in your cupboards, but of course you get home, someone
has eaten all the bread or one of the children has tipped out all the milk and you need to go and replenish
those things for school tomorrow. But now we have had the removal, for my children especially, of
being able to ring and say, ‘Mum, on the way home can you bring this back because we’ve run out of
this or that’. That is not happening at the moment. To not actually take all of those things into
consideration is completely out of touch with how a normal household runs.
Then if we talk about the vulnerable in my community, the vulnerable in my community do not have
stockpiles of food. They do not have stockpiles and 20 of everything waiting for what is going on.
They are lucky to have the bare essentials in their cupboard. To think that when they do run out of one
of those bare essentials they cannot pop out and get that bare essential for those children the next day
or at night-time, it beggars belief for me.
But also understand the hypocrisy of this. If you are registered with Uber Eats, do not worry about the
curfew. You can actually run your business until 11 o’clock at night. You can run and get a souvlaki
if you are with Uber Eats.
Mr Leane: I don’t want a souvlaki.
Dr CUMMING: I am just saying. You as a government are promoting that you can do that if you
are registered with Uber Eats. Good on McDonald’s, an essential service; KFC, an essential service;
the bottle shop at the end of my street, 11.00 at night, an essential service, as long as you are registered
with Uber. We promote Uber as a government, and we make sure that all of those big businesses that
are registered with Uber can stay open until 11 o’clock. You can get your souvlaki. You can get your
McDonald’s. You can get your KFC. Of course that is for the betterment of the health of our
community during this time in a pandemic! We are all worried for our community, if they get the
virus, and what their health will be like at the beginning of that virus. Knowing that, for people with
health complaints and concerns from weight to not having enough vitamin D—these are all factors—
if they do get this virus, they are going to struggle during the time that they have the virus.
As I said, locking up kids for 22 hours a day—locking teenagers up for 22 hours a day and them not
seeing their friends—has been absolutely the most heart-wrenching thing that I have seen as a parent.
As well as the teenagers who are out there at the moment struggling with the 22 hours of lockdown, I
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see the amount of children, especially teenagers, with this 22 hours of lockdown virtually only seeing
the world through their computer. They are only seeing the world through a TV. To think that this is
okay with others—the 22 hours and that you can only walk out of your house for 2 hours.
But what we are seeing also are these teenagers not wanting to go out or these children not wanting to
go out. Now they have got a fear of going out, and that is not good at all. They are going to be struggling
for a long time to come because of the disconnection from their peers. That is so important for a child’s
development, especially their social development, and they are missing months and months of that
social development.
Let us not get started about babies during this time and those poor parents with smaller children and
the struggles that they are having at the moment by not actually having their grandparents’ or others’
support—not being able to have mothers groups and playgroups and all those things that are so
important for small babies that are not occurring.
To actually think that somehow this curfew response was to help the police, when the police have not
actually come out and requested it, beggars belief again. At night you will see many a vehicle roaming
around, but to think that we have done this somehow to actually help the police service when they
have not requested it beggars belief.
Let us get this right. Let us call it what it is. The curfew has all been about control—not to actually
keep control of a virus, no, because this magic virus does not work more at night. And it is not about
making sure that people are not getting out of their 5-kilometre zone, which like I said earlier, is a
bubble—like a Petri dish sitting over the top—so you can understand who is in there and their
movements. But to think that somehow now with this bubble you have actually got to put a time
control on it—that you do not want people moving around at night because this magic virus somehow
spreads more at night. I get it. If it actually spread more at night, if it was a night-time virus, then totally
have a curfew. But there is no such thing as a virus, or any disease, that works more at night and for
which we all need to be locked up for 22 hours a day, especially when we know the virus also is an
indoor virus.
We are actually telling the community to stay indoors for 22 hours of the day. Okay. If you are lucky,
you have got a big backyard. If you are lucky, you live on a rural block. But the vast majority of my
community live in small flats. There are so many apartments. As we all saw, in my community there
are the Flemington walk-up flats. I am glad that that actually highlighted to the broader community
how out of step, how out of date those walk-up flats are. Those little walk-up flats only have one
laundry service at the very bottom; those little walk-up flats do not even have their own laundry service
within their own little walk-up flats. That is one great highlight of what has emerged—how out of date
and how out of touch the walk-up flats are. But the vast majority of the rest of the community of inner
metro are living in itty-bitty apartments—apartments that some people would call dog boxes.
We are saying to that community, ‘No, you have to stay in there for 22 hours of your day with your
child’—locking children up for 22 hours—‘and no school for you either’. In that 2 hours of getting
yourself out of there, you cannot actually take that child to school so that they can have some kind of
social interaction, so they can have some kind of normality and so they can actually get some outdoor
space. As well, for those vulnerable communities, those teachers are almost like welfare officers,
making sure that those kids have got their lunch, they have got their breakfast and they are being
looked after.
But we do not even know about the welfare of a lot of children at the moment, because they have been
locked away for weeks and, if not, months. We also know from the police that because of the amount
of children that are sitting online there has been a lot of predatory behaviour towards these children.
So we do not know about the welfare of these children at the moment. We actually know from police
reports that predatory behaviour is rampant and rife at the moment because they are taking this
opportunity, knowing that the kids are online, and they are doing what they normally do, these
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predators. Those teachers and all those other ways for those kids to be able to report something, for
those children who normally would go to school and be able to report that—no, they cannot go to
school. No, they are stuck in those households.
We also know from the reports that we have had from the government that family violence is up, but
now we know also that we want those situations to just sit there for 22 hours of the day. You can leave
for 2 hours. We also know, with all the empty hospitals at the moment, that people are not even going
out to our emergency departments. Our hospitals are empty. People are not actually booking in for
routine—or even going there. So if we have at the moment what the health minister reported last
week—the flu is down 80 per cent; there is 30 per cent less of the five most common cancers, of that
diagnosis, at the moment; we are about 30 per cent down in the way of cardiac health complaints—to
actually see that for those five major cancers which normally would occur, people are not coming
forward, we know that in the very near future what is going to occur is there is going to be a large
demand on our health system because people are going to be coming forward with not stage 1 cancer
or stage 2 cancer; they are going to be coming forward with stage 3 or 4 cancer. They are going to be
coming forward with heart complaints that are not going to be able to be kept under any kind of control.
It is interesting to see that somehow we have this curfew. It is not working, because people are not
presenting to emergency services. They are not presenting to the hospital system. What is occurring
under these lockdowns is that you have got the vast majority of the community who are adhering to
these lockdowns. They do not want a $5000 fine. They cannot afford the fines that would be imposed
if they actually broke the curfew, but to the greater community it is not making sense. These curfews
do not make sense, and I do understand why there has been a large pushback from the business
community. They are going to be coming out and challenging this and legally challenging this because
it does not make sense. (Time expired)
Motion agreed to.
Motions
COVID-19
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (17:09): I move:
That this house:
(1) notes the very significant impact of the government’s enhanced and broadbrush stage 4 lockdown on
businesses, especially small businesses, across many sectors; and
(2) calls on the government to meet with relevant peak bodies and other representatives of individual
business sectors to work through the early evidence-based lifting of complete closures, sector by sector,
where appropriate COVID-19 management plans are in place and it is safe to do so.

I think it has to be noted and should be noted by this house and indeed by Victoria that there is a group
of victims of the Wuhan virus that have not been given the respect or the acknowledgement that they
deserve, and those victims are members of the small business community. I have never seen and I
hope never to see again the small business community in this state smashed in the way that it has been
over recent months. It is tragic, and I must give some credit here to my electorate officer Marie, who
has been taking phone call after phone call after phone call from small business operators who are
desperate. Some of them are near suicidal, some of them are hysterical, many of them are in tears
because they can see everything that they have ever worked for, everything that they have ever
wanted—they can see all of that—disappearing before their very eyes. They are losing their
businesses, they are losing their homes in many cases, they are losing their families. This is a tragic
situation, and it is all so avoidable. If the Premier had done this the right way, we would not have this
situation where small business would be up against the wall in the way that it is.
Now, as I said earlier, I went through the city last night, I went for a walk through the city last night,
and I was staggered and deeply saddened by what has happened to the CBD. I am used to Melbourne
being a vibrant and a very exciting place, particularly at night. We have certainly changed—well, we
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have changed—from the days back in the 1980s. You would hope back then that the meeting finished
before 10.00 pm so you could get a quick beer before the pubs closed, but these days—well, up until
very recently—you did not have to worry about that, because Melbourne was pretty much a 24-hour
town. Not anymore, and as a result of that we are seeing shops and businesses being left to die,
basically. A lot of small business operators are just throwing their hands in the air and walking away.
They are just walking away. The Premier says, ‘Have $3000’. Now, what is $3000 going to do for any
small business, I ask you? Nothing. It will do nothing.
Now, I have been in years gone by a small business operator myself, a sole trader, and let me tell you
it is tough. It is really tough. It is tough to start and it is tough to keep going. And I know back in those
days when we had cheques how much I used to look forward to those cheques arriving, because those
cheques would be used to feed my family. Those cheques would be used to put food on the table at
home, to put clothes on the backs of my kids. There are thousands and thousands of small business
operators in this state right now who know that that cheque or that transfer that they desperately need
is not coming. They know that financially they are stuffed. And they know that it is the Andrews
government that has done this to them.
I think it is just an absolute tragedy that small business operators have felt the wrath of this government
in this way. I want to express my solidarity, my sympathy, my empathy with each and every one of
them, and I want them to know that we are with them, that we and the Liberal and the National parties
are with those small business operators right throughout Victoria.
Ms Crozier: They’ve been left high and dry.
Mr FINN: They have been, as Ms Crozier says, absolutely left high and dry.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Statements on reports, papers and petitions
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Ms BATH (Eastern Victoria) (17:14): I rise this evening to make some comments on the Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) interim report of July 2020. It is called the Inquiry into
the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Now, the terms of reference first
of all go to the government’s response, but indeed to the house I say that the majority of this report,
the bulk of the inquiry report, actually goes to everything else but the government’s response to this
pandemic. It speaks of other related matters, and that is where this report sits.
So I ask members of the house and those at home if you are watching and you want to go online and
have a look at this to go to page 196 and the minority report. Now, the minority report was written by
a National Party member and my good colleague and friend Mr Danny O’Brien, member for
Gippsland South; Mr Richard Riordan for Polwarth; and Ms Bridget Vallence from Evelyn. Now, this
is the sensible part of the report, so turn to it. One of the comments that they first make in the minority
report is interesting, and it is Ms Stitt they are quoting. This is on 12 May:
Ms STITT: Thank you, Premier. Can you talk a little bit about the support for the hotel industry as a bit of
good news around quarantining returned travellers?

‘Good news’: was there ever any good news that came out of the hotel for returned travellers? Not
only did these people come back from overseas unfortunately carrying the disease—unfortunately
they were victims themselves—but then almost every other person touched in that hotel quarantine
scenario has been either depressed and shocked or a transmitter of this debacle. The report itself says:
… it may even be that every case of COVID … in recent weeks could be sourced to the Hotel Quarantine
Program.
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So I put it to the house that the government is at fault—99 per cent of the hotel quarantine debacle is
100 per cent the government’s doing.
Mr Finn interjected.
Ms BATH: It is 100 per cent Daniel Andrews’s doing. It is important to note that this PAEC report
is not fair and balanced; it is compromised and undermined by its partisan-political membership. This
PAEC report and the committee itself are heavily weighted in the government’s favour, and indeed
the chair of that has voting rights. The sensible people, the people who wanted the voice to come
through—and so many Victorians want this voice as well—were shouted down the whole time.
Other jurisdictions have the following: the commonwealth Parliament’s inquiry has an opposition
Labor senator chairing their inquiry; the New South Wales Parliament has a Greens member chairing
their inquiry; and the New Zealand Parliament has an opposition member, in this case a National
member, chairing their inquiry—and they are not fraught with total bias. It is shocking that the
government in the lower house refused a joint state committee to be chaired, again, to look at this in
its fullness. The Premier refused to meet by himself and in person. You know, we have all of these
measures—we are meeting in Parliament at the moment—but the Premier refused. He hid behind the
wall of Zoom and Teams. He also hid behind the technology that failed them and that made the
government able to step back from the truth. Indeed one of the recommendations from the minority
report says:
That during a declared State of Emergency, the Chief Health Officer and his Deputy appear before the
Committee independently …

of sitting with the health minister as well. Over progressive weeks I will go into this minority report
in greater detail, but it is an indictment of this government that such a flawed report takes up the
majority of this report. The truth has still not come out. The government is hiding like a pea in a thimble
under and behind every other organisation and secrecy that they can. It is absolutely appalling that we,
the Victorian population, still do not get to the facts, and we need the facts because we need them to
learn for the future so that this does not happen again.
COVID-19
Petition
Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (17:19): I am going to make a speech on petition 222 regarding
COVID breaches and suspensions of shooters licences. Now, I think as I mentioned in an earlier
contribution, this is the sort of thing I originally got into politics for. On the face of it, it appears just a
COVID breach will result in your licence being suspended with a view to cancellation. It has also been
put to me, though, that there are aggravating circumstances. Now, when you receive a notice saying
that your licence has been suspended with a view to cancellation, there are—or there should be—a
number of reasons for this. One would think that if there were aggravating circumstances this would
be listed, but all the notices I have seen have said nothing but ‘COVID-19 breach’, so we have to take
that on face value.
The first COVID breach that I dealt with actually turned out to be someone with a security clearance,
who clearly did not do anything with aggravating circumstances, or else he would have lost his job
and his clearance. This has opened up a can of worms from my perspective. If people are doing things
that genuinely mean they should not hold a shooters licence, I support it being reviewed and if
appropriate cancelled, but to just list a COVID breach on its own is not sufficient. There are all sorts
of issues about privacy, there are all sorts of issues about what should and should not be said, but in
the end we can only work on what we have got. This gets to a matter of trust, because this follows on
from the initial issue we had with the banning of sales to recreational shooters. I made a joke and said
that they should have started with ‘Once upon a time’, but that comment came because no matter how
many times we asked for data, we got nothing. I was filled in exactly on how the numbering system
works for the permits to acquire and this and that, and how the data could be manipulated, and it
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seemed to me to be a perfect example of how you could make ‘lies, damned lies and statistics’, and
this was definitely statistics.
So every time I tried to get some sort of clarification—because if I am wrong, I will say I am wrong.
But we are now months and months later—and we have obviously moved on to another problem—
and I still have not seen anything that gives me any faith in the numbers. That is all we really want. As
shooters, if things go wrong, we have to pay the piper, as everyone does in life. But when we cannot
get the information we need to know what is right and what is wrong, when we are wondering what
is going on, we end up where we just have to say that we do not trust the system. Sadly—I know there
are a lot of people in the licensing and regulation division that are just there to do their job; they are
not interested in the politics of this—there are people in there that are doing this, as far as I can tell, of
their own volition. Again, I have no visibility. I also should have no influence. Let me be correct about
that: no parliamentarian should have any influence on what the police do. But I provide, I guess, a little
bit of oversight. There are people now who have got a voice, whereas they did not have a voice before.
There are plenty that pretend to support shooters—we are well aware of that—but rarely do they
actually follow through on these things. So it is a continuing interest of mine to try and figure this out.
It is a continuing interest of mine to try and support those who need support. As I dig up more, I will
be making further comments on it.
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES COMMITTEE
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (17:23): I am pleased to be able to rise to speak to the
Inquiry into the Victorian Government’s Response to the COVID-19 Pandemic: Interim Report that
was tabled in July. As Ms Bath has indicated, the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee is largely
dominated by government members. Members of the opposition, including Richard Riordan, Danny
O’Brien and Bridget Vallence, have actually exposed the flaws of what has been said. We are seeing
more and more of that in the hotel inquiry. What is most interesting, I think, in this report is that hotel
quarantine gets a vague mention. It gets about a page of material on it—a little over a page. And in the
report—
Dr Bach interjected.
Ms CROZIER: It does say that it was very successful, and I am going to come to that point,
Dr Bach, because the other thing the report says, and I am quoting from page 17, is:
Genomic sequencing has shown that a number of cases of COVID‑19 across Victoria have been linked to the
hotel quarantine outbreaks.

Dr Bach interjected.
Ms CROZIER: Well, in actual fact 99 per cent of the second wave of cases have been linked back
to the breaches in the hotel quarantine—and the government knew, Dr Bach; you are absolutely right.
This is the problem with this government. They hide behind a shroud of secrecy. They are not upfront
with the truth to the community. As a result the community has been let down by absolutely disgraceful
leadership by the Premier and his government, especially the health minister who has not been
forthcoming with information in relation to FOIs and how things have been handled.
I am very grateful for the three members from the coalition who actually put in a minority report,
because they highlighted the failures of this committee where it did not go to the heart of the major
concerns. The minority report highlights that when the Premier gave evidence he stated on the hotel
quarantine issue, and I quote from the minority report:
… an army of people who are working in our accommodation hotels under a plan put forward by Victoria at
the national cabinet to move to a compulsory hotel quarantine model, which was very quickly adopted around
the national cabinet table by all states and territories. I think it has served us really well.
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Well, goodness me, served us really well? Hundreds of Victorians have died as a result of the breaches
in hotel quarantine and as a result of the failures in the contact tracing because this government has
failed. The very heart of what they were supposed to do was to keep those returned travellers safe and
to stop the escape of the virus into the community. They have failed. The widespread community
transmission that has occurred because of the failures of contact tracing has led from this very element.
It is a disgrace that the Premier thinks it has served us well. Under his watch this has been the biggest
failure of public policy of any government in the history of our country, and he still stands there every
day with his minister. She has been sidelined now; she is not there anymore. I mean, she has been
shunted off to the side, the responsibilities of hotel quarantine taken off her, and it is no wonder given
hundreds of people have died tragically, sadly, and the horrendous numbers that we have seen.
People have lost their livelihoods, their jobs. They are losing them every single day and this
government could not give a toss. They do not care. They have got us in lockdown to manage the
public health response because they cannot keep the virus under control, so they have got us in
lockdown and the curfew—the illegal curfew, the curfew that was a captain’s call by the Premier—
A member interjected.
Ms CROZIER: That has been disputed. The chief health officer said he did not call for a curfew.
The Chief Commissioner of Police said he did not call for a curfew. So it was the Premier or, goodness
knows, I do not know—the fairies at the bottom of the garden? Who is making these decisions?
Victorians have a right to know. They deserve the truth. They deserve transparency. They despise the
secrecy around this government, because we have seen it day in, day out, time and time again. And it
is absolutely appalling what is happening to so many people, not only those family members that have
lost their loved ones through COVID-19—and we have all dealt with family members who have been
tragically affected—but those people, those children, who look for hope and want confidence in the
leadership from this government and they see none. They just see spin. They just see secrecy and spin,
and they want to get through this. Everybody wants to get through this.
I will have more to say on this because this interim report says more about the government than the
truth and the facts that are coming out every single day. I will leave it at that. I will have more to say
on this report.
COVID-19
Petition
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (17:29): I am rising to speak about remote learning for
VCE students during the COVID-19 pandemic and around the petition. I would like to start by just
acknowledging the hard work of our school community. Also I would like to thank the teachers for
their hard work, for making sure that there is high-quality online learning at this present time. But I
would also like to acknowledge the students that we have at this time—the year 10, year 11 and
year 12 students that are doing VCE subjects—and how difficult it must be to try to do that amount of
work at home online without having those peer supports that they normally would have.
As a parent of a year 11 student, I can actually see the daily struggles—the daily struggles of not
feeling connected, struggling at times to get up and actually get online and get into work and the times
that students do not even want to actually hit the video button; they might just turn up and just listen
rather than actually physically being seen.
I also acknowledge that a lot of these children at this time have had to pivot and to actually get on
board with online learning. For a lot of these students that was not the norm. It has never been the
norm for them. To have that occur in such a crucial year for them has been extremely difficult. But it
has made it a lot better in lots of ways, with the way that the schools have responded. The schools have
been very agile. The teachers have been working really hard to try to get those kids to stay connected.
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But we have to acknowledge that there has been a large amount of students that have actually dropped
out during this time because they have not been able to cope.
Especially in my area of Western Metro, there has been a large increase in children showing signs of
depression. They have lost their spark, and that is because they have not been able to see their peers,
their friendship groups, which is a real drain for teenagers when they really need that social interaction.
That social interaction is essential to their learning and their personal development, and not having
that at this time, while they are going through their VCE, has been extremely difficult.
Parents have called me to actually say that their children are not coping, and the really desperate voices
from parents that I have heard are around the kids who refuse to come out of their rooms. They
absolutely have refused to come out of their rooms. They have refused to engage with their parents,
and those parents are really finding it difficult to actually get that mental health support to come into
the home. It is fine and good to say a child should actually get online and have a psychological
appointment, but when that child does not want to even get out of its room, then the parents are actually
stuck with the burden of trying to arrange those appointments, and there is that struggle with doctors
especially with these young teens. You are not necessarily allowed to make appointments for your
teenagers when they hit a certain age. It becomes almost their responsibility in the eyes of doctors and
the like.
But there are resources available to parents in the way of those help lines that everybody should
actually reach out to, and most parents probably have got them on speed dial at the moment, as well
as understanding Headspace. Headspace is a wonderful resource. In my area in Western Metro we
only have the two Headspaces, where we need to actually have one in each of the local government
areas. We need one in Hobsons Bay, we need one in Hume and we need one in Moonee Valley, and
that would actually spread the support network for the mental health services for my youth at this
present time.
I will leave my contribution at that. Good luck to all the students that are out there in VCE land—and
realise that there are bigger things and challenges in your life. You will get through this.
ANIMAL SHELTERS
Petition
Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (17:34): I rise this evening to speak on the convenience killing
of Victorian shelter animals petition. I never met Dash the greyhound, but he has been described to
me as an adorable weirdo. Now, anyone who has ever known and loved a greyhound will understand
exactly what that means. He loved to spend his days on the couch, sleeping on his back with all four
legs splayed in the air. While I did not know Dash, I do know another wonderful black greyhound
named Sputnik.
Sputnik is our family dog, and just like Dash, he too is forever scarred by the abuses of the greyhound
racing industry. But with time and love, Sputnik came out of his shell. He loves going to the beach
and playing with his soft toys, and every year on his birthday he gets a special doggy cake.
My Sputnik is no different to Dash, but Dash was not given this opportunity to flourish. Dash, a young,
healthy greyhound, was killed. You see, after racing, Dash ended up in the care of a large, well-known
Melbourne shelter. I am not going to name them, because the reality is what they did to Dash is not
unique to the way this one shelter operates; it is ingrained within the whole system in Victoria. Dash’s
foster carer, a young woman named Claire, was asked to return him to the shelter so that he could be
adopted. After continuously following up on him and being advised, incorrectly, that he was doing
fine, her probing uncovered the truth: Dash was killed because he was too anxious. This is an all too
common death sentence for cats and dogs that end up in the shelter system. Treatable, workable
conditions are put in the too-hard basket. Rescue groups fighting for reform call it convenience killing.
So what is the solution?
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There are two things the government can do to end the convenience killing of companion animals.
The first step is transparency around the killing of animals. Killing an animal should not be the first
and only option. I do not object to animals being euthanised where the motivation is mercy. If an
animal is crippled, in pain or otherwise has no quality of life, I think it is understandable that they
would be freed from suffering. But this does not apply to the overwhelming number of animals killed
in shelters in Victoria. It must be made mandatory for all shelters and pounds across the state to report,
one, that they plan to kill an animal; two, when they have killed an animal; and most importantly,
three, why they have killed an animal. This model has been implemented in a number of American
states, and it has lowered kill rates dramatically.
The second change that would save the lives of animals in shelters is to allow rescue groups—
organised NGOs that foster and place companion animals with new homes—to take any animal that
is placed onto a kill list and provide them with rehabilitation and care. Currently rescue groups
regularly report they are locked out of providing this life-saving service. Some shelters, for a variety
of reasons, would prefer to kill animals than allow them to be taken by a rescue group. Now, I
appreciate that rescue groups are not currently registered or regulated and there exist concerns about
the level of care that individual groups can provide. They tell me they are happy to be regulated if it
means they can do their job more fully and more professionally. Rescue groups already do a great job
in Victoria. Let us support their compassionate interventions and allow them to provide a way out for
animals that might otherwise be killed not for their lack of quality of life, not for mercy, but for
convenience.
This is the largest parliamentary e-petition ever presented in this place, and the message is loud and
clear. It is time to reform shelters. It is time for accountability and transparency. It is time to give rescue
groups the opportunity to assist animals. It is time to ensure that shelters that do the right thing are not
tarnished by those that do the wrong thing. And it is time to end convenience killing in Victoria.
COVID-19
Petition
Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (17:39): This afternoon I have one simple message for the
government, one simple plea: please, reopen Victoria’s beauty industry, not at the end of next month
maybe but now. I want to speak this afternoon on the significant petition that I tabled in this place from
many Victorians, largely Victorian women who work in this vital industry but also many other
Victorians who feel deeply, as I do, that this is an industry, like so many others, that can safely reopen
now. I note that there are many other petitions that have been circulated with many more signatures.
We have heard in this place this week and elsewhere that of course small business has been smashed
as a result of the restrictions that have been placed upon it. The many people within Victoria’s beauty
industry that I have been talking with over a period of time now have expressed to me some real hope
that through the road map that the government released a week and a half ago now they would see
some easing and, after such a long time, be able to get back to trading, to doing what they love.
However, they were sadly let down. In discussions with many people in this vital industry after the socalled support package was announced on the weekend I have heard one very clear and unanimous
response from them. These hardworking small business women—the people who work in this industry
are overwhelmingly women—do not want some government handout; they simply want to be able to
get back to work.
I think many Victorians do not understand how important this industry is. The beauty industry in
Victoria is vital, as I have said. It is a $2 billion industry—$2 billion annually. There are over
11 000 salons and clinics across Victoria with tens of thousands of staff, in the order of 45 000. Now,
not only those who run these small businesses but also the employees are largely women, and it has
been put to me by many of the people who work in Victoria’s beauty industry, with some suspicion,
that they have noted some easing, which I entirely support, for male-dominated industries in Victoria
but not for female-dominated industries like this one. Again it has been put to me—and I must say I
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agree with this sentiment—that it seems that the men at the top of this government simply do not
understand the nature of this industry and how important it is for our state.
In making this plea today to the government I seek to reassure the government that, based on the very
best evidence, this is an industry that can be reopened safely. In fact safety is in the DNA of the
hardworking small business women and the hardworking staff who make up this industry. Therapists
undergo extensive infection-control training. This was the case well before COVID. They are taught
the risks of cross-contamination, about protection and hygiene and about the correct use of PPE. These
are things that were built into the training of the expert staff in this industry well before COVID. There
is now a safe clinics training program especially designed with COVID in mind, and this has been
taken up by many salons and clinics entirely voluntarily.
In entirely supporting this petition that I tabled in the house yesterday I want to give my vote of thanks
to Nancy Abdou, who has done so much to advocate for others within this industry. I want to reach
out this afternoon to the many thousands of Victorian women—overwhelmingly Victorian women—
who work in the beauty industry to reassure them that the Liberal and the National parties will continue
to stand with them, that the Liberal and the National parties will continue to fight alongside them to
see the opening of their vital industry, which is something, as I said, that can be done safely with
COVID-safe plans and proper public health measures. It is something that can and must be done now.
SEXUAL ABUSE SURVIVORS
Petition
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (17:44): I would like to make a brief contribution—and I will
be quick—on the petition that was tabled by Mr Atkinson which seeks to allow victims and survivors
of sexual abuse to share their stories. This belief lies at the heart of our party. Greater transparency
regarding sexual offending is fundamentally in the public interest. At my last reading of this petition
there were over 1200 signatures—a large number of people for an e-petition—but no doubt there are
many more members of the community who strongly believe that each victim and survivor of sexual
abuse has their own personal story. Indeed for each one of these signatures I am certain that there are
many, many more people who, for whatever reason, sometimes legislative, remain silent. I also believe
there should be no time limits preventing a victim from speaking out and naming their abuser. A
victim’s rights should be prioritised over those of a sex offender, and they should have the right to tell
their story at a time that is appropriate to them. The scales are completely unbalanced. We protect
those who commit these horrendous crimes by suppressing their names whilst the victims are
traumatised for life.
How would that meet the standards of the charter of human rights? Those who have endured horrific
abuse should never be forced or coerced to share their story, nor should they be prevented from doing
so. So often victims are only retraumatised by the need to request the court’s approval before they
share their own story. This is simply not good enough.
I note that the petition requests that the Legislative Council calls on the government to amend the
Judicial Proceedings Reports Act 1958 to allow victims and survivors to share their story. This is the
least that this house can do to help those who have already suffered so much. I welcome the AttorneyGeneral’s announcement that new laws will be drafted to ensure all victims and survivors of sexual
abuse can share their stories should they choose to do so. It is imperative that during the drafting of
these laws victims and survivors of sexual abuse, in addition to advocacy groups and specialist
response organisations, are adequately consulted, and most importantly, it is imperative that this failure
in the legislation can be fixed—must be fixed—as a matter of priority.
Ms Maxwell and I look forward to overseeing the passage of these updated laws, which will ensure
that all victims feel that they, and only they, are the true owners of their personal stories. I thank
Mr Atkinson for tabling this petition and also for providing a voice for those silenced by legislation
and also silenced by the courts.
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Adjournment
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Employment, Minister for Innovation, Medical
Research and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business) (17:46): I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

COVID-19
Ms LOVELL (Northern Victoria) (17:46): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Small
Business, and it concerns the lack of financial support provided by the Andrews Labor government
during the pandemic for sole trader businesses. The action that I seek is for the minister to immediately
provide funding and make available a business support package specifically for all sole trader
businesses to help them cope with the devastating financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
It is hard to articulate in words the financial devastation experienced by many Victorian businesses
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Every sector of the Victorian economy has been negatively
impacted in some way by the pandemic, and the pain for many businesses continues with no end in
sight. Last week the Herald Sun reported on modelling that showed another 260 000 jobs will be lost
as a result of Daniel Andrews’s recovery road map released on 6 September. This is of course on top
of the countless businesses that have been forced to close, some never to return, because of the
implementation of the harshest lockdown laws the world has ever seen.
Despite this devastation, one business sector has been completely bereft of any financial support from
the Andrews Labor government. The abject failure of the Andrews Labor government to provide any
financial support to the Victorian sole trader business sector through the pandemic is nothing short of
disgusting. One struggling sole trader in my electorate, Ellie, is a 21-year-old beauty therapist who in
November 2019 took a leap of faith and opened a small shop a few doors from my office in
Shepparton. It takes courage for any person to back their abilities and start a new business, let alone a
then 20-year-old woman making her way in the world doing what she loves.
After opening her new business Ellie was ordered to close in March under stage 3 lockdown
provisions, turning her income to zero, with no financial support offered by the Andrews Labor
government. After reopening in June and re-establishing her business clientele, Ellie was again ordered
to close her business in August, again with no income and no financial support from this disgraceful
government. The stringent eligibility criteria of the recently announced sole trader support package
will see many businesses like Ellie’s that do not meet the requirements for assistance continue to
struggle to survive. And while Ellie will reopen this week as a regional service, and it appears that
metro beauty services may reopen in late October, the Labor government has conveniently ignored
the months of continuous expenses incurred by sole traders such as Ellie while they were forced to
close. The action that I seek is for the minister to immediately provide funding and make available a
business support package specifically for all sole trader businesses to help them cope with the
devastating financial impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
ANIMAL WELFARE
Mr MEDDICK (Western Victoria) (17:49): My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Agriculture, and the action I seek is for her to expand subsidised desexing initiatives across Victoria,
especially in areas with low rates of desexing. Thousands of animals are killed in pounds and shelters
each year, and while this is due to a culture of convenience killing, one of the main reasons many
kittens become displaced and homeless is due to undesexed cats. I have three cats myself, and I know
that desexing your companion cat is an important step to reduce the amount of unwanted cats and
kittens taken to animal shelters, where their fate lies in the hands of management. Desexing also helps
to reduce the risks of certain health problems, such as mammary cancer, as well as unwanted
behaviours, including aggression and urine marking. But unfortunately there are still far too many
people not getting their cats desexed, because they cannot afford the cost. Subsidising the cost of
desexing for people who need it most can change this. By subsidising desexing or providing free
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desexing when appropriate we can make a huge difference to the number of animals being killed in
pounds and shelters. Every cat deserves to live a healthy life, and I hope the government can ensure
that more and more do by implementing expanded subsidised desexing programs.
POLICE RESOURCES
Mr GRIMLEY (Western Victoria) (17:51): My adjournment matter is for the attention of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services in the other place. In March last year I raised the need for
all police officers to have access to non-lethal weapons such as tasers. I stated that:
The increased assaults upon our police members have become all too familiar occurrences. Our protectors are
placing themselves at risk on a daily basis. It is irresponsible and reckless of us not to allow every police
member on the front line access to tasers to protect them …

Not only does this sentiment still hold true today, but unfortunately the pressures on police have only
grown since that initial adjournment matter. This is evident in the nightly news bulletins, which
illustrate some of the many challenging circumstances in which Victoria Police and PSOs currently
find themselves. It should also be noted that in rural and regional Victoria resources for police,
including tasers, are even scarcer. The recent police shooting in Lilydale is further proof that all
frontline patrols need urgent access to conducted energy devices, or tasers, in order to safely protect
frontline officers, the community and those involved in an incident.
Ultimately when police do not have these tools they possess fewer options for protection, and fewer
options can mean the risk of serious death or injury dramatically increases. No police officer goes to
work wanting to injure or harm members of the community, and therefore the provision of a conducted
energy device, or taser, is essential. The Police Association Victoria has expressed as much recently
and also the Royal Commission into Victoria’s Mental Health’s System. Given the understandable
need for all frontline officers to have access to non-lethal weapons, the action that I seek is for the
minister to roll out conducted energy devices so that all general duty divisional vans have access to a
taser across the state as a matter of urgency.
ALTONA NORTH LANDFILL
Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (17:52): My adjournment this evening is for the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change. Pollution is not a new issue for the people of Brooklyn
and Altona North. Air quality is a real issue, particularly being so close to the West Gate Freeway. It
has been a major issue for a very long time. But this is something else tonight in this particular area
that I wish to raise with the minister. Now, I want to make it very, very clear I do not wish to cause
any further difficulties for anyone in small business, particularly at this time—the government is doing
quite enough of that, and I do not wish to add to that—but there is an issue that is causing enormous
distress to local residents, and it revolves around a rock-crushing machine at the Altona North landfill
site. This machine has been working quite consistently now for about 15 years, I am told, and there
have been numerous attempts to either remove it or at least just quieten it down but without success,
and that is unfortunate to say the very least. When it is operating and when the wind is blowing the
right way—or the wrong way, should I say—the noise and the dust are absolutely horrendous for local
residents. It does make locals’ lives an absolute misery. They cannot open the windows, they cannot
put their clothes on the line, they cannot sleep in certain instances.
They need help. The people of Altona North need your help. Now, as I said, they have attempted, the
locals, on a number of occasions to have this matter rectified. I am sure that we can come to a
satisfactory resolution that will make both the residents and the operator of the Altona North landfill
site happy. I am absolutely sure of that, and I am asking the minister to do that. I am asking the minister
to personally intervene—to sit down with the operator and with the local residents to see if we can
come up with an appropriate resolution to this matter, something that will be to the satisfaction of both
parties. It is something that clearly needs urgent attention. This has been going on for far too long. It
needs to be fixed, and I am asking the minister to do everything in her power in order to fix it now.
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BALLAN ROAD DUPLICATION
Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (17:56): My adjournment matter is to the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety in the other place, and the action that I seek is a funding commitment for the
Ballan Road duplication prior to the strategic extractive resource areas pilot project, known as SERA,
being implemented. Wyndham has been included in the SERA pilot, which aims to help secure a longterm supply of sand and rock for future Victorian building projects. The SERA documents note that
the quarry operations have identified increasing road congestion as the key transport-related issue
impacting their operations.
Road congestion and, tragically, multiple traffic collisions along Ballan Road are unfortunately not
new to residents, who have been advocating for over 10 years for this road to be upgraded. This is
obviously long overdue. There are multiple estates in this region and more being developed.
Commercial and commuter traffic volumes are increasing along Ballan Road, and the road is
struggling to support the growth. The pilot project will further increase the number of heavy vehicle
movements, putting further strain on the already congested network. New infrastructure is welcome
in the Western Metropolitan Region, an area of Melbourne that has been neglected for far too long
and deserves a commitment from the minister for roads to actually fund all of the future road projects
in this fast-growing area of Western Metro.
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (17:57): I rise to bring an adjournment matter to the
attention of the Minister for Mental Health. Lockdown has exacerbated mental health with so many
people, and the stories I am constantly hearing are really very, very concerning. I was speaking to
somebody today who has a large number of young people that work for him—or did work for him
until they were stood down because of the stage 4 restrictions. Their business is being severely
affected. He worryingly told me that they have two of those young people on suicide watch. They ring
a number of young people every 2 hours to make sure that they are okay, and he has employed two
counsellors to assist with the mental health issues.
Now, just the other day we saw some terribly graphic vision of police dealing with a gentleman who
had a psychotic episode, it is reported. It is also reported he was taken to the Austin Hospital by his
family, where he was turned away or allegedly told that there were no beds for him so he could not
come there. His sister then took him to the Northern Hospital, where he waited in the emergency
department for 19 hours—waiting to get triaged, waiting to be seen. Nineteen hours is completely
unacceptable for somebody in that state. He had enough and walked out, and that terrible vision that
we have all seen is now under investigation.
But the issue is around what the police are doing. The police are doing an enormous job, and they
often have to be with these people—take them to the hospitals and attend and wait for them—for
many, many hours. I am told it is constant—they are in the hospital emergency departments, tending
to those people who have got mental health issues, sometimes in psychotic states, and really
undertaking a huge role. I note that in the submission by the Police Association Victoria to the royal
commission into mental health they state:
The crux of this issue is that there are not clear or mandated protocols for hospitals and treating institutions to
accept members of the public brought in by police under Section 351 of the Mental Health Act. The myriad
of Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs), understood and enforced to varying degrees, result in
inconsistencies of practice with respect to police-initiated transfers under Section 351.

They go on to talk about the crisis assessment and treatment team response and talk about how there
is a general lack of consultation and collaboration between police and mental health services. So I
think these are very telling issues. The police are doing a tremendous job under very extraordinary
circumstances. They are very worried, as we all are, about the increase in mental health issues due to
lockdown. The action I seek is for the minister to review the CATT services and increase the numbers
to assist with police in this very important area. Do not wait for the royal commission. Do it now.
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FAMILY VIOLENCE
Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (18:01): My matter is for the Minister for Prevention of
Family Violence. It is about the worryingly high incidence across Victoria of adolescent violence,
especially within the home. Adolescent violence is its own distinct form of family violence and
typically takes the form of child-on-parent or sibling-on-sibling assaults, aggression, intimidation
and/or abuse, and I see it as an incredibly significant problem for our state.
Like early childhood trauma, violent behaviour during adolescence can often be the entry point for
people not just into long periods of criminal offending but also into more basic problems, such as
difficulties in learning, in communicating and in maintaining emotional stability. According to data
held by the Children’s Court, there were as many as 7027 applications made for a family violence
intervention order in Victoria between July 2014 and June 2019 in cases where the respondent was
19 years or younger. In fact around 10 per cent of all family violence police call-outs in Victoria relate
to respondents aged 19 or under. Particularly disturbingly, around 30 per cent of these respondents are
females.
Worse still, as disconcerting as these numbers are, they actually underplay the full extent of these
problems. I say that because research in this area very consistently reinforces the notion that many
occurrences of adolescent violence are never even reported. In turn, and as Australia’s National
Research Organisation for Women’s Safety’s recent and extensive Positive Interventions for
Perpetrators of Adolescent Violence in the Home report outlines in considerable detail, there also
remains a general lack of knowledge about adolescent violence as a specific phenomenon in its own
right. Unsurprisingly this then leads to further gaps and inconsistencies in policy, practice and
legislation, as well as in policing and jurisdictional responses.
In short, a more systemic approach to addressing the needs of these adolescents and their families is
urgently required. Victoria currently has another new problem on its hands altogether here of course,
given that such violence has very likely also increased during the coronavirus lockdown. Bearing all
of those points in mind, the action I seek is an update on progress on the implementation of
recommendations 123 and 124 of the Royal Commission into Family Violence. These are still
outstanding recommendations related to adolescent violence from the royal commission. I would be
grateful if, as part of that answer, the minister could also indicate what other work and actions are
currently being undertaken by the government specifically to reduce adolescent violence, especially
through targeted early intervention strategies and funding.
COVID-19
Mr RICH-PHILLIPS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (18:04): I raise a matter tonight for the
attention of the Minister for Health, and it relates to the unprecedented curfew that has been imposed
on Melburnians for the last seven weeks. Of course this is just one of the many impositions that has
been imposed on Victorians as a consequence of this government’s incompetent and arrogant
management of the COVID situation. For six months Victorians have been told that the impositions
they have suffered, the deprivations they have suffered, have been as a consequence of and in
accordance with the advice given by the chief health officer in his directions. We now know that that
has been a lie. The chief health officer revealed last week that he did not recommend the imposition
of a curfew on Melbourne and in fact he did not even know that such a curfew had been imposed
effectively in his name in the directions which were made under the Public Health and Wellbeing
Act 2008. So the issue now arises as to the validity and legality of that curfew which has been imposed
for the last seven weeks.
The Public Health and Wellbeing Act is very explicit in that it states that conditions, impositions and
directions can only be made where the chief health officer believes they are reasonably necessary to
control the pandemic or other medical situation that needs to be addressed. By his own words the chief
health officer has made it clear that he did not believe that that curfew was reasonably necessary to
control this pandemic, so the question now arises of whether the government has acted illegally in the
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last seven weeks in imposing this curfew on the people of Melbourne. So the action I call for from the
Minister for Health is to immediately lift the curfew that has been imposed on Melburnians for seven
weeks and to ensure and provide advice to the Victorian population that the government has not acted
illegally for that seven-week period.
COVID-19
Mr QUILTY (Northern Victoria) (18:06): My matter tonight is for the Minister for Health, and
the action I seek is for the road map out of lockdown to have more than two regions. Let me be clear:
there should not be any restrictions left on most of regional Victoria at all. The majority of regional
Victorians have not been within hundreds of kilometres of a coronavirus case even once. Where there
have been coronavirus infections, they have been modest and quickly contained. But if the government
insists on restrictions on regional Victoria through its road map, it should at least do it sensibly.
Regional Victoria is now still in the relief stage of being allowed to cross to step 3 tomorrow, but to
progress any further there are a series of criteria that will apply right across the state. Right now people
will not be able to go to church in Wodonga if someone in Mildura, Mallacoota, Nelson or Geelong
has caught coronavirus in the preceding two weeks. We cannot move to the next step of this so-called
road map in north-east Victoria if anyone anywhere outside of Melbourne gets sick.
This is beyond stupid; it is absurd. Setting aside that an elimination strategy is futile and wasteful and
so the goal of no coronavirus cases for 14 and 28 days for the next steps on the road map does not
work, even if these goals were sensible, grouping Victoria into Melbourne and everywhere that is not
Melbourne shows nothing but contempt for the people of regional Victoria. I know that to Melbourne
politicians everything outside the ring-road seems to be one place, far away—a place you have most
likely never visited and probably never will—but the vast spaces of regional Victoria are not the same.
If, God forbid, we have a coronavirus case in Mallacoota, it should not have any effect 800 kilometres
away in Mildura. If somebody gets sick in Nelson, it should not have any effect 700 kilometres away
in Wodonga. If Geelong has another outbreak, it should not affect any of us hundreds of kilometres
away. We can progress to the next step by smaller geographic areas. Conditions that rely on the whole
of regional Victoria, the whole of Victoria or indeed the whole of Australia are merely steps to no
progress at all. I call on the minister to treat regional Victoria as separate areas to progress to the next
steps in the road map.
COVID-19
Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (18:08): My matter for the
adjournment is for the attention of the Minister for Health, and it relates to two matters that are
interrelated. The first is the carriage by the chamber of a motion two weeks ago to deliver documents,
particularly about the directions that have been made under the Public Health and Wellbeing
Act 2008—and Mr Rich-Phillips has just referred to that act—and the basis of those directions. What
the documents motion sought was that the chamber be delivered detailed briefings and background
documents. The government did not provide that on Tuesday this week. It could have provided that,
and I ask the minister to make that available to the chamber.
My action for the adjournment is that the minister make that available to the chamber as quickly as
possible—this week if possible. There is nothing to stop her providing that to the chamber on a nonsitting day, and she could do that in the next couple of days. This is very important for the community
to see the exact basis on which these announcements and these directions—these decisions of the chief
health officer or his delegate—have been made. And I make this point about the chief health officer:
he has delegated a lot of responsibility to a number of people who are quite new in the position, and
the opposition is concerned that the chief health officer, whilst he attends the briefing sessions or the
media sessions, has not deigned to attend any of the briefings provided to the opposition. They have
been sparse in number, they have not been sufficiently detailed in my view and the chief health officer,
Professor Sutton, has not attended a single one of the opposition-specific briefings.
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I want to put on record, as a former health minister, the fact that when I was the Shadow Minister for
Health twice in the 2000s the then minister would always provide a briefing directly with the chief
health officer. Whatever the particular public health incident that had occurred, including serious
infections that were circulating in the community, it was possible for the Shadow Minister for Health
to sit down immediately with the chief health officer, with the support of the minister, for an hour or
so and actually talk through the detail. That has not been the case in this pandemic, and I make the
point that it is unfortunate that the chief health officer has not made himself available in this way.
When I was the Minister for Health I made the same access available to Gavin Jennings. Wherever he
wanted information and in fact wherever there was an incident—and, you know, there were a
number—I immediately provided that access. I think that this is a significant point. The chief health
officer is the statutory officer who makes these decisions. He delegates, yes, but he is the chief officer,
and I say information should be provided by him.
Following matters incorporated pursuant to order of Council of 15 September:
VICTORIA POLICE FIREARMS
Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria)
My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
On 17 June 2020, I raised an adjournment matter with the minister asking for a full cost breakdown of the
$25 million expenditure on 600 longarm rifles for Victoria Police.
Ninety days later, I received a response on 15 September 2020 after raising it in the chamber and writing
multiple letters to the minister and the Legislative Council President.
In the response just received, the minister conceded that of the $25 million, only $1 172 500 was spent on
purchasing 300 rifles.
The press release issued on 17 February 2020, titled ‘New police firepower to target major incidents’, is now
curiously unavailable on the Victorian government’s website, despite statements as far back as 2014 still
being available.
The original release detailed that the $25 million would be spent on 600 rifles.
Now we have discovered that instead, only $1 172 500 will be spent on 300 rifles and the remaining
$23 827 500 on ‘specialist user training, organisation-wide training and firearm parts replacements’.
This is an extraordinary amount of money to be spent on training and not what was detailed to taxpayers by
the minister in February 2020.
I concur that we must have well-trained police officers, particularly when they are wielding military-grade
weaponry, but for only 700 officers? The figures don’t stack up.
This equates to roughly $34 000 per officer.
The action I seek from the minister is an explanation and cost breakdown of this training, including who is
providing it, how they were they chosen to provide it and why so much money is being reserved for training.
I also urge the minister to provide me with a response to this adjournment matter or an explanation otherwise,
as she is required under the standing orders, rather than make a habit of being two months overdue.

REHABILITATION FACILITIES
Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan)
My adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for Mental Health, Mr Foley, and the action I seek is for
him to urgently review the amount of rehabilitation beds available to Victorians and commit to ensuring that
more beds are brought into the system as soon as is possible.
Victoria’s specialist alcohol and other drug treatment services are overwhelmed.
Forty thousand Victorians currently access treatment services each year, yet there are almost that many
waiting for a place.
And whilst there are a spectrum of residential and community treatment options providing first-class, effective
services to the people who desperately need them, we need more—more options for counselling, for withdrawal
services, for general rehabilitation and pharmacotherapy services and, simply put, more physical beds; treatments
that are managed by a clinician with specialist expertise in rehabilitation; treatments that are goal focused;
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treatments that are person centred; treatments that aim to ensure the patient can optimise their independence;
and treatments that are compassionate and work.
I have spent a great deal of time on this issue, and I know that the Labor government and the minister are
doing the best job they can with what they have. The opening of a second medically supervised injecting
centre was certainly a welcome announcement.
But there needs to be a shift in thinking in terms of the rehabilitation facilities across this state. I know the
minister is aware that there is a shortage; I know he is live to the issue.
But how much longer can these people wait?
I am of the understanding that there some organisations preparing some exciting new proposals that feature
innovative funding components. Of course, they require the government to stump up some cash for support.
I urge the minster to review the amount of rehabilitation facilities in Victoria and make it a priority for the
government to open desperately needed new facilities urgently.

RESPONSES
Ms PULFORD (Western Victoria—Minister for Employment, Minister for Innovation, Medical
Research and the Digital Economy, Minister for Small Business) (18:11): There were adjournment
matters raised this evening by the following members: Ms Lovell, Mr Meddick, Mr Grimley, Mr Finn,
Dr Cumming, Ms Crozier, Ms Maxwell, Mr Rich-Phillips, Mr Quilty and Mr Davis. Many of those
were for the Minister for Health, but others were not, and I will seek a written response from each of
the relevant ministers.
Ms Lovell raised a matter for my attention, and I have already outlined to the house the variety of
supports that are available to sole traders. I have great sympathy for the circumstances of the particular
businesswoman that Ms Lovell described in her adjournment matter, and I wish her and indeed the
many small business operators through regional Victoria all the very best as they are able to
recommence operations from tomorrow. I will provide a written response to Ms Lovell at her request.
There is information available to people irrespective of their business structure—depending on which
sector they are in, which set of restrictions they are under and indeed how the ATO classifies their
business structure—on the Business Victoria website. There have been a number of updates this week
given the $3.3 billion package the Premier, Minister Pakula and the Treasurer announced on Sunday
and in further announcements on Monday, if I have my days right. I would encourage all small
business operators to regularly check the information and support available there and also to avail
themselves of the online chat function and the phone advice line as well.
In saying that, I recognise that there are a number of small businesses for whom the main support they
have is the income support provided by the federal government. As I indicated in the house earlier
today, and I think yesterday as well, the thing that we can do to support these people that will be of
greatest effect is to stay the course on the road map and to enable the restrictions to safely fall away so
that people can return to their trade.
Again I wish Ms Lovell’s constituent the very best with her reopening—I hope she is very, very
busy—and she has my sympathies in terms of her circumstances. It has been incredibly difficult for
the overwhelming majority of businesses that have been impacted by the restrictions that have been
required to keep us all safe. I will provide a written response as well, but I just wanted to provide that
context in the form of an initial response.
I also have a written response to an adjournment matter raised by Mr Tarlamis on 18 August this year.
The PRESIDENT: The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 6.14 pm until Tuesday, 13 October.
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SOUTH EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION ROADWORKS
In reply to Mr TARLAMIS (South Eastern Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure, Minister for
the Suburban Rail Loop, Minister for the Coordination of Transport: COVID-19)
I thank the Member for South Eastern Metropolitan Region for his question. He’s an outstanding advocate
for his community, and as he describes in his question, there certainly is a great deal of work being undertaking
in the South East Metropolitan Region.
The Andrews Labor Government is proud to be delivering the new Mordialloc Freeway (the Project), which
will connect the Dingley Bypass to the Mornington Peninsula Freeway. Since construction began on the
Mordialloc Freeway in late 2019, significant progress has been made with more than 2.5 million tonnes of
the material needed to build the Freeway’s foundations having been transported onto site.
Works to build the new Freeway bridges have commenced, including building the retaining earth walls that
will support the bridges over Old Dandenong, Centre Dandenong and Lower Dandenong roads.
The Project team are also progressing well on the 400-metre twin bridges over the Waterways Wetlands, with
more than half of the underground foundations for the bridges completed so far.
Recently, the Project team started works to widen Governor Road to build the new turning lanes needed to
enter and exit the Freeway, install drainage, lay new asphalt and complete temporary line marking. The works
to build the bridge over Governor Road have also started and will continue until early 2021.
In the coming months, work will continue to build the new Freeway interchanges and bridges at intersecting
roads, with the first bridge beams expected to be lifted into place in late 2020 at Old Dandenong Road.
As the Project brings in the last of the materials needed for the Freeway foundations, work will also progress
to lay the asphalt for the road surface. By late 2020, more than one-kilometre of asphalt will have been laid
along the nine-kilometre Freeway.
Under Stage 4 restrictions, strict protocols are in place to protect the safety of the construction workforce,
including enhanced industrial cleaning arrangements, provision of personal protective equipment and
measures to reduce staff contact.
The project remains on target to be opened by the end of 2021. I thank the Member again for his question.
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3 September to 16 September 2020
NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (2 June 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
Victoria Police is aware of the issues raised by the member. I can advise that the Hume Police Service Area
(PSA) regularly tasks local police, through numerous crime and traffic operations, to target this type of
offending. These crime and traffic operations are supported by General Duties, Highway Patrol and the
Divisional Tasking Team.
The Hume PSA, in conjunction with Fawkner Highway Patrol, dedicated a Sergeant and four other police
officers over a four-week period commencing in late June/early July 2020 to tackle hoon driving and
unregistered dirt bikes. Operation Provision utilised local and social media to generate intelligence and
highlight the expected positive results.
The Hume PSA is also one of the few PSA’s that has its own Road Policing Strategy (the Strategy). The
Strategy highlights the need for Hume members to be committed to reducing Road Trauma throughout the
City of Hume. This strategy has helped Hume PSA drive down Road Trauma in Hume and Operation
Provision will further enhance the objectives of this strategy.
The Victorian Government is committed to giving Victoria Police the resources it needs to keep our growing
community safe. As a part of the government’s record $3 billion police investment, the Fawkner Division,
which services Hume, received an additional 24 police resources in 2019, in addition to the 45 extra police
received in 2018. I can confirm that as at 31 March 2020, the Fawkner Division has 179 sworn police
members.

EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Mr BOURMAN (Eastern Victoria) (3 June 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
Following the lifting of the variation restricting the sale of ammunition and firearms for sporting and
recreational purposes on 12 May 2020, the Licensing and Regulation Division (LRD) of Victoria Police had
a backlog of Permit to Acquire Applications (PTA’s) that were submitted prior to 30 March 2020 (when the
temporary restriction commenced).
The LRD also observed an increase in new PTAs following the removal of the temporary restriction, which
has now stabilised and returned to pre-COVID-19 PTA daily submission levels. As at 7 September 2020,
processing is currently operating at 6 days for PTAs and this remains well within the legislated waiting period
of 28 days to process new applications.
The LRD consulted with licenced firearms dealers throughout this time including the Licensed Firearm
Dealers Association, the Shooting Industry Foundation of Australia, and industry representatives in the
Firearms User Group and Victorian Firearms Consultative Committee.
Please be reassured that everything possible was done to overcome the processing backlog.
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SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Ms CROZIER (Southern Metropolitan) (16 June 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
The Black Lives Matter Protest was held in breach of the directions of the Chief Health Officer.
The advice from the Victorian Government, Victoria Police and the Chief Health Officer leading up to this
protest was clear. This protest is breaching the directives and should not proceed.
Community safety continues to be of paramount importance to Victoria Police, and I can confirm that more
than 450 Police officers were deployed by Victoria Police to manage the event and ensure the safety of all in
our community.
The three organisers received a $1,652 infringement notice after a post-event investigation by Victoria Police.
No additional fines were issued in relation to the protest.

SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr DAVIS (Southern Metropolitan—Leader of the Opposition) (16 June 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
Due to the current COVID-19 situation, a number of Victoria Police stations have closed their reception
counters to the public. This forms part of the changes Victoria Police is making to its service delivery model
to ensure it has more officers out on the road patrolling. It will also stop unnecessary face-to-face contact and
risk of transmission in line with the Chief Health Officer’s guidelines. These measures apply to roughly 50 per
cent of Victoria Police stations but will not impact on the police response.
Despite the closure of the Ashburton Police Station, Victoria Police continue to provide an effective policing
response to the Ashburton community through specialist units that work around the clock across the wider
Boroondara area including the Highway Patrol, Divisional Response Unit, Proactive Policing Unit, Family
Violence Investigation Unit, and Sexual Offences and Child Abuse Investigation Team to provide specialist
services.
Due to the uncertainty caused by COVID-19, it is unknown when the reopening of the Ashburton Police
Station will occur. The local community of Ashburton can also seek assistance at the Camberwell Police
Station, which is open 24 hours and located at 317 Camberwell Road, Camberwell.

NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (4 August 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
Please be assured that the Victorian Government and Victoria Police are committed to ensuring that
Victorians feel safe in their homes and the wider community.
Victoria Police has forwarded your constituents concerns to the Darebin Police Service Area (PSA)
management for action in terms of local and divisional tasking in the Preston and Darebin areas, specifically
in areas surrounding the Northland Shopping Centre and Preston Market.
The location and deployment of police officers is a matter for the Chief Commissioner of Police, using the
Staffing Allocation Model (SAM). The SAM ensures deployment of police resources is determined by
evidence, policing experts and operational needs. It also safeguards the operational independence of Victoria
Police.
To ensure police can monitor and respond to these types of offences within Preston, I encourage your
constituents to report all non-urgent matters such as theft, lost and located property reports, property damage,
noise complaints, neighbourhood disputes and general inquiries to the Police Assistance Line by telephone
on 131 444 or the online reporting portal at www.police.vic.gov.au/palolr.
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EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Dr BACH (Eastern Metropolitan) (4 August 2020)
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
I am pleased to advise the Department of Transport has identified the intersection of Canterbury Road and
Barkly Street for repair works (major patching) and these works will be completed by the end of this financial
year.

NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr ONDARCHIE (Northern Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services, Minister
for the Coordination of Environment, Land, Water and Planning: COVID-19):
Victoria Police activity in the vicinity of the North Richmond Medically Supervised Injecting Centre includes
high visibility patrols and targeted operations to ensure community safety, and to target crime and anti-social
behaviour.
Victoria Police is also supporting the Department of Health and Human Services by enforcing the Chief
Health Officer’s directives. Operation Sentinel has been, and will continue to be, tasked to this area. Operation
Sentinel comprises a squad of 750 police officers with the aim of ensuring containment measures to combat
coronavirus are followed.

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr FINN (Western Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Public Transport, Minister for Roads and Road Safety):
The Department of Transport (DoT) systematically assesses the structural integrity of its bridges to ensure the
safety of all road users. As part of this periodic road safety regime, the Bulla Bridge over Deep Creek on
Sunbury Road, was recently inspected on 27 August 2020 to reaffirm that the bridge is suitable to carry all
current and anticipated loads.

EASTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Mr ATKINSON (Eastern Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations, Minister for the Coordination of Treasury and Finance: COVID-19):
I thank the member for Eastern Metropolitan Region for his question.
The Government acknowledges the significant impacts the coronavirus pandemic is having on small
businesses and community groups, and on our economy. We are determined to help Victorian businesses,
workers and the community to get through to the other side of this crisis.
The Government has announced a range of tax relief measures to support land owners, as part of a broader
economic survival package in response to the coronavirus pandemic. Eligible small businesses that own their
own commercial premises can now obtain a 25% waiver of the property’s 2020 land tax, with payment of the
remaining tax deferred to 31 March 2021.
I am advised that the State Revenue Office is currently in discussions with the Hungarian Club to determine
whether the Club may be eligible for land tax relief. I look forward to updating the member on the outcome
of this matter in due course.
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NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (18 August 2020)
Mr PAKULA (Keysborough—Minister for Industry Support and Recovery, Minister for Trade,
Minister for Business Precincts, Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, Minister for Racing,
Minister for the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID-19):
The Victorian Government is aware of the significant pressures facing many businesses as a result of
coronavirus (COVID-19), exacerbated in the Alpine region by the summer bushfires and the effective closure
of the snowfields for the 2020 season.
Many snowfield businesses are being supported through the Victorian Government’s commercial tenancies
relief scheme. Many of these businesses are also eligible for assistance under the Regional Tourism
Accommodation Support Program. In addition, businesses can access services under the wellbeing and
mental health support for Victorian small businesses program, providing much needed relief at this critical
time.
The Victorian Government will continue to look for opportunities to provide support for businesses to deal
with coronavirus (COVID-19) as circumstances evolve.

NORTHERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (18 August 2020)
Mr PAKULA (Keysborough—Minister for Industry Support and Recovery, Minister for Trade,
Minister for Business Precincts, Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, Minister for Racing,
Minister for the Coordination of Jobs, Precincts and Regions: COVID-19):
Thank you for your question regarding business and mental health support for small businesses and sole
traders in the Northern Victoria region. I understand the unprecedented impact the coronavirus pandemic is
having on Victorian small businesses. The Victorian Government is continuing to provide support to help to
small businesses survive through to the other side of the coronavirus pandemic.
The $534 million Business Support Package is providing support for sole traders and employing businesses
that are doing it tough during COVID-19 restrictions, across the whole of Victoria. This package includes
a $26 million Wellbeing and Mental Health Support for Victorian Business program to help Victorians deal
with the challenges of running a small business through the crisis. The program includes support to strengthen
the mental health and wellbeing resilience of Victorian sole traders, business owners and operators.
The Victorian Government is also investing $10 million in a Business Recovery and Resilience Mentoring
program, in collaboration with the Victorian Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The program includes
modern business mentoring that will connect sole traders and small business owners with experienced
professionals to provide mentoring and advice during this crisis.
As you have noted, the package is also supporting regional tourism businesses through the $40 million
Regional Tourism Accommodation Support Program providing a refund on cancelled accommodation
bookings from residents impacted by the Stage Three ‘Stay at Home’ restrictions. The program is available
to accommodation providers in the eleven Victorian Regional Tourism Regions (48 regional and rural
councils plus a number of interface councils in the Yarra Valley and Mornington Peninsula; Victoria’s six ski
resorts; and Gabo, French, Lady Julia Percy Islands).
Small businesses, including sole traders, are also being supported to develop their ability to adapt and survive
the pandemic through a range of online workshops, mentoring services, and premium content short courses
which the Victorian Government is providing free of charge through the Upskill My Business portal.
The Commercial Tenancy Relief Scheme supports support small and medium businesses dealing with
financial hardship as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Landlords participating in the Commonwealth
JobKeeper program and are providing rent relief under the Commercial Tenancy Relief Scheme can access
further land tax relief.
Hardship grants of up to $3,000 per tenancy are also available through the Commercial Landlord Hardship
Fund to eligible small private individual and joint-owner landlords who may be experiencing hardship as a
result of providing rent reductions to their tenants through the Commercial Tenancy Relief Scheme.
The Victorian Small Business Commission (VSBC) is providing small businesses with fast and low-cost
access to help in resolving a range of disputes that could arise during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Some grant programs such as the Business Support Fund-Expansion are designed to support as many
employing businesses as possible, including employing sole traders. Non-employing sole traders, individuals
in partnerships and individual trustees of trusts that have been impacted by COVID-19 restrictions are eligible
for Commonwealth Government supports including the JobKeeper and JobSeeker payment schemes
designed to provide income support for affected businesses and individuals.
More information on all the Victorian Government business support measures is at the Business Victoria
website: business.vic.gov.au.
The Commonwealth Government is also providing assistance to affected regions, communities and industries
most significantly affected by coronavirus, including tourism. More information on Commonwealth
Government support for small businesses is available at business.gov.au.
The Victorian Government is continuing to monitor the impact of COVID-19 on businesses and what support
can be provided.

WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Ms VAGHELA (Western Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Ms HUTCHINS (Sydenham—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support):
The Brimbank Pasifika community has come together to support each other following the tragic event in June
this year when Solomone Taufeulungaki, a 15-year-old boy, was fatally attacked by a group of young people
outside a shopping centre in Melbourne’s west.
The funding towards the Village Response Plan will boost these community efforts by providing additional
support to the Pasifika community in Brimbank to reduce the risk factors for youth offending, using culturally
appropriate and trauma-informed principles. This includes providing mentoring for young people, as well as
community outreach and advocacy. In addition, the Pasifika Thrive program will deliver early intervention
support for young people to improve their wellbeing and build the capacity of local organisations to better
support Pasifika young people.
The programs will be delivered across school and community settings in Brimbank. The benefits expected from
these programs will also positively impact the broader Western Metropolitan Region as they will not only support
young people and families, but also promote healing to mitigate the risk of further violence in the community.
This funding is part of government’s commitment to supporting young people and their families and
communities in order to keep young people out of the justice system and on a positive track.

NORTHERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Ms PATTEN (Northern Metropolitan) (18 August 2020)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure, Minister for
the Suburban Rail Loop, Minister for the Coordination of Transport: COVID-19):
I thank the Member for Northern Metropolitan Region for her continued interest in the Andrews Labor
Government’s transport infrastructure agenda across Melbourne’s north as well as our level crossing removal
program.
We are delivering the promised elevated rail design that will see the removal of four dangerous and congested
level crossings on the Upfield line. Between 28 July and until 15 November, more than 1,000 people are
working to elevate almost two kilometres of rail line and build two new stations—reducing congestion for
tens of thousands of motorists.
Construction on the level crossing removal projects at Bell, Reynard and Munro streets in Coburg and
Moreland Road in Brunswick have been deemed critical under Stage 4 restrictions, including designated as
‘State Critical Infrastructure Projects’ per directions made by the Chief Health Officer. Works continue with
strict health and safety protocols in place.
We recognize these are unusual times and have offered temporary relocation to more than 330 local residents,
have relocated nearly 200, provided temporary respite, offered noise cancelling headphones, and will continue
to work with others regarding specific construction impacts.
Additionally, works will move up and down the corridor and the most noise-intensive work is scheduled to
occur early in the construction blitz.
The sooner we complete these works, the sooner locals will benefit from the project.
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WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGION
In reply to Dr CUMMING (Western Metropolitan) (2 September 2020)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure, Minister for
the Suburban Rail Loop, Minister for the Coordination of Transport: COVID-19):
I thank the Member for Western Metropolitan Region for her continued interest in the Andrews Labor
Government’s transport infrastructure agenda across Melbourne’s West.
The Victorian Government promised to remove this level crossing as part of the original program of 50 level
crossing removals and it was endorsed at the ballot box at both the 2014 and 2018 elections.
In November 2019, we announced public consultation was underway for the removal of this crossing and that
it will be consigned to history by 2022.
This site has a tragic safety record, being the scene of a double fatality in the early 1990s. Another accident
caused serious injury to a cyclist in 2011 and further harm has been narrowly avoided in four near-miss
incidents between trains and pedestrians in the past decade.
Each weekday, more than 110 Williamstown line trains travel through the Ferguson Street level crossing,
causing frustration and delay for about 22,000 motorists who cross the tracks.
In June 2020, following consideration and consultation on the feasible designs—rail under road and rail over
road—a rail under road design was selected to remove the level crossing. The Level Crossing Removal
Project then started the next round of consultation, providing the community with an opportunity to help
refine the look and feel of the design.
The Ferguson Street, Williamstown level crossing removal project will include a brand new North
Williamstown station. A new station building will be built on the east side of the rail line and part of both
platforms will be undercover.
While a smaller station building needs to be removed to accommodate the rail corridor, we will retain the
main station building on the city-bound platform as we remove this dangerous and congested level crossing.
The design for the new station will consider how the main station building can be used to protect and celebrate
its heritage.

WESTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Mrs McARTHUR (Western Victoria) (2 September 2020)
Mr LEANE (Eastern Metropolitan—Minister for Local Government, Minister for Suburban
Development, Minister for Veterans):
Following Warrnambool City Council’s dismissal of its Chief Executive Officer, Mr Peter Schneider, I wrote
to the council seeking assurances about its ability to provide good governance and that the council would not
seek to appoint a permanent CEO prior to the council elections in October 2020. These assurances were
provided.
Both the Local Government Inspectorate and the Victorian Ombudsman are independent integrity bodies. It
would not be appropriate for me to comment on any ongoing investigation by either independent body or to
direct them in any way.
The timing of the release of reports on their investigations are matters for the Inspectorate and the Ombudsman
respectively.
I encourage those in Warrnambool who are concerned about the council’s actions in this matter to apply
the ultimate sanction at election time.
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EASTERN VICTORIA REGION
In reply to Mr O’DONOHUE (Eastern Victoria) (2 September 2020)
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education, Minister for the Coordination of Education and
Training: COVID-19):
Thank you for your question.
The methodology for defining school zones has not changed. For children residing in metropolitan areas, and
in Ballarat, Bendigo or Geelong, the designated neighbourhood Government school is usually the nearest
government school in a straight line from the child’s permanent residential address. In any other area of
Victoria, it is the nearest school by the shortest practical route.
This method is applied consistently across Victoria’s school system, providing clarity and equity to all
communities. The school zone for the new Pakenham Henry Road Secondary School (interim name) has
been developed in accordance with this methodology.
The Department pf Education and Training recognises that some zones need to be aligned with natural
geographical and structural barriers such as rivers and freeways, however, main roads and railway lines are
not usually considered a barrier to accessing a government school.
While most school zones do not change, the Department reviews school zones annually. Zones may be
adjusted to reflect new schools, changing provision at existing schools or to address changing demand and
demographics of the local population. Changes do not affect children who are already enrolled in a
government school.
I trust this information is of assistance.
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3 September to 16 September 2020
HOMELESSNESS
In reply to Mr BARTON (Eastern Metropolitan) (1 September 2020)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources):
I am informed that:
Homelessness data does not yet show homelessness rates increasing due specifically to the impacts of
COVID‐19.
The Victorian Government has invested nearly $25 million in emergency housing and COVID‐19 Isolation
and Recovery Facilities to help keep people experiencing homelessness safe whilst also reducing the potential
for community transmission of COVID‐19. To date, this investment has enabled homelessness services to
fund emergency accommodation for everyone who requires shelter. Approximately 2,000 households are
currently being accommodated across Victoria.
The Victorian Government has committed a further $150 million to assist people make the transition from
insecure hotel accommodation into longer term housing. This package will enable homelessness services to
extend current hotel accommodation until at least April 2021 while services work with people to develop
tailored plans for them to move into longer‐term housing. The package also includes funding to head lease
1,100 properties from the private rental market to provide longer term housing options and individualised
wrap‐around support packages for households with complex needs, helping them to successfully maintain
their tenancies in long‐term housing.

COVID-19
In reply to Ms MAXWELL (Northern Victoria) (2 September 2020)
Ms MIKAKOS (Northern Metropolitan—Minister for Health, Minister for Ambulance Services,
Minister for the Coordination of Health and Human Services: COVID-19):
I am advised that:
Minister Donnellan has instructed Child Protection to take into account the impacts of the pandemic when
assessing parents’ progress towards reunification during this period. The Children, Youth and Families
Act 2005 provides for the continuation of efforts to pursue reunification beyond a child being in care for two
years, in exceptional circumstances.
In the context of coronavirus (COVID-19), the provision regarding exceptional circumstances means a
permanency objective of family reunification can continue, even after, the child has reached 24 months in out
of home care, providing reunification is still in the best interests of the child, and the parents progress to
achieve reunification has been impacted by the pandemic.
Advice regarding this legal provision has been communicated to legal stakeholders and child protection
practitioners have also been requested to advise all families pursuing reunification of this provision.
This Government has also committed $46 million in 2020-21, to provide additional capacity to frontline
family services to enable a flexible and innovative model of intervention to respond to challenges created by
the pandemic. This includes provision of rapid, intensive, sustained and mobile responses for high-risk and
at-risk families delivered through connected and coordinated practices with Child Protection. The primary
objective of the financial commitment is the provision of coordinated, intensive and sustainable supports to
enable family preservation and reunification.
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COVID-19
In reply to Mr HAYES (Southern Metropolitan) (2 September 2020)
Ms SYMES (Northern Victoria—Leader of the Government, Minister for Regional Development,
Minister for Agriculture, Minister for Resources):
I am informed that:
The State’s public health advice notes that people with greater vulnerability to COVID‐19 include those living
in group settings or larger households where the likelihood of close contact is greater, as well as those with
underlying medical conditions.
The Government’s “Multi‐dwelling Properties with Shared Facilities: Guidelines for coronavirus
(COVID-19)” identify that residential multi‐dwelling developments with shared facilities represent a risk of
COVID‐19 transmission between neighbouring residents, compared to single dwelling or lower density
residential buildings.
In line with this, the Towers Relocation Program will support high rise tenants who are part of large
households or have underlying medical conditions with an opportunity to move into alternative housing.
This program is complemented by a wider suite of preventative measures that reduce the risk of COVID‐19
outbreaks occurring across all public housing high rise estates, including increased cleaning, testing and the
presence of Health Concierges.
Plan Melbourne is the Victorian Government’s long‐term strategy to manage future growth in population and
jobs and it builds on the legacy of values that have made Melbourne one of the world’s most liveable cities.
As identified in Melbourne’s planning policies by successive governments, to remain liveable the city must
avoid the temptation to sprawl as it grows. The more the city sprawls, the greater the risk it will become an
unsustainable city divided by disadvantage and inequity.
Planning must serve the current and future needs of Melburnians.
Housing must be available in locations that capitalise on existing infrastructure, jobs, services and public
transport.
The challenge, as Melbourne grows, will be to ensure that people have affordable and accessible housing
choices in places where they want to live.
Without strategies to provide more housing choice, Melbourne will become less affordable and liveable—
risking social equity and cohesion and slowing economic growth.
We need to have housing that is affordable, housing that is available to cater for different household needs
and lifestyles and, in addition to traditional suburban housing, the provision of medium‐ and higher‐density
housing close to jobs and services.
It has been just over three years since the Government released Plan Melbourne, and as was identified then,
it will be reviewed every five years, with the first review due in 2022.

